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ABSTRP CT . 
The spinal column as a static structure is 
analysed in an attempt to quantify the mechanics of the 
system, of particular interest has been the derivation 
of forces, in operation in the muscles, required to 
maintain the equilibrium of the spine it various positions. 
Three approaches to the solution of the structural 
problem have been used, namely: 
(a) Establishing the equations of equilibrium for 
the thoracic and lumbar vertebrae, involving 
body weight, external dead load, muscle force 
and the intervertebral reactions. These 
equations are solved using the Linear 
Programming technique which minimizes the total 
force in the system. The solution gives 
numeric values for the muscle forces and 
. 
intervertebral reactions. 
(b) An iteration technique, which derives the 
material properties of a structure from 
displacement and applied load data, is used 
to analyse simple element structures involving 
bars and beams. 
(c) Using both the Linear Programming technique 
and a structural analysis of the spine involving 
bar and beam finite elements to form a 
complete static model of the spine. The 
Linear Programming as in (a) is used in an 
initial upright position. The structural 
analysis is used to calculate the vertebral 
forces required to deform the spine to a 
deflected position. Combining the two studies 
gives values for the intervertebral reactions 
in the deformed position, these, the body weight 
and the dead load are input into a modified 
set of equations of equilibrium which are 
solved by Linear Programming. 
The method (a) has been used to give results for 
forward flexion, lateral flexion and a scoliotic curve 
with several orthopaedic supports. The approach (c) has 
been used for forward flexion alone. 
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Nomenclature 
The symbols used in this thesis are, in general, 
specified locally. However, for ease of reference a list 
of the more major terms will be given here. 
A Cross-sectional area 
E Young's Modulus 
F Applied force 
G Shear Modulus 
2 Second moment of area, about an axis in the plane 
of the cross-section 
J Second moment of area, about an axis perpendicular 
to the plane of the cross-section. (polar moment) 
L Length of element 
M Applied moment 
{F} Vector of applied force 
{D} Vector of displacement and rotation 
[A] Diagonal matrix of the inverse of elemental strain 
[DS] Matrix relating strain to displacement 
[P] Compliance or flexibility matrix 
[ST] Stiffness matrix 
[R] Correlation matrix between the movement of one 
node to that of another 
[RT] Transpose of [R] 
X, Y, Z Right-handed Cartesian co-ordinate system 
a Stress 
e strain 
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CHAPTER 1. 
'INTRODUCTION 
1.1'. ' The Human 'Spine. 6 
The vertebral column is probably one of the most 
sophisticated structures ever conceived. In general 
use it is able to meet the complete requirement 
demanded of it. 
It must be'able to: 
(a) Carry the weight of the human frame, but in 
itself be light and occupy a minimum of space. 
(b) Be flexible and allow bending and rotation 
in all directions, even under heavy load. 
Cc) ' Be hollow to allow delicate nerves and blood 
vessels to pass through it and emerge from 
its sides without being damaged during 
movement. 
Cd) Support and protect the internal organs of 
the trunk. 
(e) Function for a lifetime, from birth until 
old age, and also develop in step with the 
rest of the body. 
The vertebral column also contributes to an 
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overall aesthetically pleasing body form. 
The spine forms an integral unit with the body 
as a structure and also in the function of individual 
elements, e. g. the spine supports the ribcage allowing 
breathing, the ribcage acts as a stiffening box to the 
column and provides an anchorage for muscles which 
control movement. 
The configuration of the spine can be seen in 
Fig. 1. The areas labelled 1,2,3, and 4 relate to 
the distinct regions of the vertebral column. 
The regions are as follows: - 
(1) The sacral curvature, 
-fixed 
by fusion of 
the vertebrae. 
(2) The lumbar curvature, concave posteriorly 
(lordosis) 
(3) The thoracic region, convex posteriorly 
(kyphosis). 
, 
(4) The cervical region, concave posteriorly. 
These curves, which develop during the first 
year of life, enable the person to stand upright 
requiring only a small amount of muscle effort. The 
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Fig .1 e Human Vertebral Column (From Kapandiitll]) 
centres of gravity of the various sections of the body 
are kept close to the centre line running through the 
whole structure. The curves are also able to absorb 
shock impulses which would otherwise be transmitted 
directly to the head and brain. 
The vertebrae and the spinal canal will now be 
considered more closely. The movable section of the 
spine consists of twenty-four blocks of bone, five 
lumbar, twelve thoracic and seven cervical. They all 
have a common basic structure (excluding C1- C2), 
although modifications occur in each region to suit 
their differing functions. 
Each has a cylindrical structure in front called 
the vertebral body (1). See Fig. 2. The outer surface 
is of hard compact bone, but the inner core is of light 
honeycomb form. A cartilaginous plate is embedded in 
the superior and inferior surfaces of the body. A 
distinct rim is present on these surfaces and is formed 
from the epiphyseal plate which becomes fused to the 
body in the mid-teens. It has been suggested that the, 
trabecular structure of the honeycomb medulla follows 
the lines of stress generated in the bone. [l] [2]. 
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Fig. 3 A Lumber Vertebra An Interyertebral Disc 
(From Jayso n 131 ) 
An arch (2) projects from the back of the verte- 
bral body. This provides the vertebral foramen along 
which the spinal cord lies, the nerve roots pass out 
from the spinal cord through the intervertebral 
foramen, this is the space between the arches of 
adjacent vertebrae. The arch is split into three 
parts by the two articular processes (3 & 4), the 
anterior part called the pedicles (8 & 9), the 
posterior section the laminae (10). The spinous 
process is attached medially and rearward from the 
laminae (7). The transverse processes (5 & 6) protrude 
laterally from the arch near the articular processes. 
An assembled view of these parts is shown in rig. -3, 
and the intervertebral disc is also drawn. 
Two vertebral bodies are joined by an interverte- 
bral disc. The disc consists of two distinct regions, 
the central part, the nucleus pulposus, a gelatinous 
substance which contains up to 90% water in childhood 
but reduces to nearly 70% in old age, the outer part 
is the annulus fibrosus which is made up of interlacing 
bundles of collagen fibres. Collagen fibre has a 
tensile strength of 100-500 MPa similar to many metal 
wires, (Jayson) [3], it is arranged in layers in which 
the fibre orientation alternates between 300 and 1500 
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to the vertebral body ends. Thus a structure is 
formed which can withstand very high internal pressure 
but allows the spine to move easily in flexion and 
extension. a 
The adjacent vertebra are also in contact at the 
articular processes and form synovial joints there. 
These processes are orientated to transmit load and 
aid location of the vertebrae. Figures 4 and 5 show 
clearly the differences between lumbar and thoracic 
vertebrae respectively. The body is more substantial 
in the lower region, the articular facets are also 
heavily built. The facet orientation suggests a 
centre of horizontal plane rotation posterior to the 
articular processes, the intervertebral disc is 
subjected to shear in this mode of movement so the 
range of motion is limited. The centre of rotation 
for the thoracic vertebrae lies near to the centre of 
the disc and this permits easier turning, up to 3o per 
level, this is three times as great as that recorded 
for the lumbar vertebrae. The range of the thoraco- 
lumbar region in flexion and extension is 1050 and 
600 respectively. In lateral bending the movement 
amounts to 400 either side of the vertical. 
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Transverse Process 
The ligaments join vertebrae together and 
are listed below. Their typical locations are shown 
in Fig. 6. 
0 
Anterior Longitudinal. A strong band running down the 
front of the column. Attaches 
to the disc and lip of the 
vertebral body. 
Posterior Longitudinal. A strong band running down the 
rear side of the vertebral 
body. Attaches as above, but 
is "waisted" between the 
pedicles. 
Ligamentum Flavum. Well-developed and important. 
A broad band joining the 
laminae. 
Interspinous Ligament. Thin and membranous, joins the 
vertebrae along the length of 
the spinous processes. 
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Anterior 
Longitudinal 
Fig. The Major Ligaments 
Unstretched 
Stretched 
Posterior 
Longitudinal 
Lig. Flavum 
Interspinous 
Supraspinous 
9.7 Extension of CoUa en Fibre 
Supraspinous Ligament. A strong fibrous cord joining 
the apices of the spinous 
processes. Sometimes does not 
directly connect S1, L5, and L4. 
Intertransverse Ligament. 
A thin band joining the trans- 
verse processes. Often part of 
the muscles that insert in that 
region. 
Capsular Ligament. A loose and relatively small 
ligament across the articular 
facet joints. 
The function of the ligaments is to stabilise the 
spine (Steindler) [4], and to prevent excessive motion 
of one level relative to the next. There is a divergence 
of opinion as to the exact operation of the ligaments, 
whether they are slack or in tension with the spine in 
its upright position. Most researchers agree that the 
" vertebral column is pre-stressed by the ligamentum flavum 
as suggested by Nachemson and Evans [5]. However, 
Farfan [6] maintains that the posterior ligaments i. e. 
. inter- and supraspinous ligaments are slack and only come 
into play towards the end of possible motion. 
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Three-dimensional microscopy shows that the 
fibres lie in a zig-zag manner (Fig. 7), on elongation 
the fibres straighten out but only in the latter 
stages of strain does extension occur in the fibres 
themselves and this accounts for the marked change in 
the modulus of elasticity with elongation (Shah et al) 
[7]. The increase in stiffness of the ligaments can 
be seen to act as a protection to the vertebral column 
as extreme movement is approached. 
The function of the spine as a structure and 
mechanism is maintained and activated by a complex 
system of muscles. It is interesting to note that 
the control of the muscles is in advance of engineering 
achievement e. g. modern avionics, and as yet the 
simulation of the nerve network and its operation has 
not been completely successful. The method of muscle 
function will not be discussed. Figures 8 and 9 show 
the principal muscles acting on the thoraco-lumbar 
spine and their origins and insertions are listed 
below. 
(1) Extensors of the spine. 
Iliocostalis 
Lumborum: Attached by tendon to the sacrum and 
-8- 
spinous processes of L5 - T11 and iliac 
crest. Inserts into the inferior edges 
of the lower ribs. A powerful muscle. 
8 
Iliocostalis 
Thoracis: By tendons it is attached to the 
-superior edges of the lower 6 ribs. 
Inserts into upper 6 ribs. 
Longissimus: Blends with iliocostalis at its origin, 
also attached to transverse processes 
of all lumbar vertebrae. Inserts by 
tendon into the transverse processes of 
the thoracic vertebrae, also into the 
angle of lower 10 ribs. 
Spinalis: By tendons from spinous processes of 
LZ - T11. Inserts into S. P. of T1- T6. 
A thin muscle. 
Semi-Spinalis: By tendons from transverse processes of 
T12 - T1. Inserts into spinous processes 
of T7 - C1. Strönger than the spinalis 
muscle. 
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Itiocostalis Lumborum 
Multifidus: From the sacrum and transverse processes 
of all vertebrae. Inserts into spinous 
processes of 3 vertebrae above. This 
muscle also rotates the column. 
Rotores: From transverse processes of all 
vertebrae to the laminae of the one 
above. Only rotates the spinal column. 
Quadratus Lumborum: 
A quadrilateral sheet running between 
the lowest rib, iliac crest and lumbar 
transverse processes. Flexes the trunk 
ipsilaterally.. 
(2) Flexors of the spine. 
Rectus Abdominus: 
Two muscles sheets in the abdominal 
wall on either side of the midline. 
Attached to the front of the pelvis. 
Inserts into the costal cartilage of 
5th, 6th and 7th ribs. 
I 
Transversalis: The deepest layer of lateral abdominal 
muscles. Forms a complete sheath. 
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Rectus 
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Transversalis 
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la. Flexors Of The Spine 
Internal Oblique: 
A thin sheet of muscle. 
External Oblique: 
s 
A stronger sheet running at approx. 
90° to the internal oblique. 
Psoas Major: Originates from the vertebral bodies 
of L5 - L10 Inserts into the lesser 
trochanter. 
The internal oblique muscle has been found to 
be active in forward bending and a possible reason for 
this has been suggested by Robertson [8]. The muscle 
acts so as to stabilise the pelvis and rotate it in 
the direction shown in Fig. 10. A similar effect also 
occurs at the lower thoracic level, and this action 
can be seen to flatten the lumbar curvature which is 
essential in a lifting exercise. 
It is worth noting that although the abdominal 
muscles. act as flexors of the spine they also assist 
in alleviating the compressive load on the lumbar 
vertebrae during lifting. These muscles enable a 
pressure (above atmospheric) to be maintained in the 
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Fig. 10 The Action Of Abdominal Muscles 
abdomen of up to 18 kPa, although peaks of 53 kPa have 
been recorded (Eie and Wehn) [9]. The force exerted 
parallel to the spine on the diaphragm can cause a 
decrease of up to 30% in the compressive load on the 
L5 - S1 disc (Morris et al) [10] Fig. 11. Thus for 
strenuous lifting activities it is essential to have 
well-developed abdominal muscles, the belt used by 
weight-lifters serves as a support for these muscles. 
The peak internal pressure that is generated can only 
be maintained for a very short time otherwise cardio- 
vascular disturbances can occur. (Kapandji) [11). 
1.2. Spinal Dysfunction. 
The structure of the disc has been described 
earlier and the reader will recall that the annulus 
fibrosus is made up of laminars of collagen fibre, 
each adjacent layer having a different orientation. 
On rotation of one vertebra relative to the next some 
of the layers will be put into tension while intermed- 
iate ones will become slack (Galante) [12], and this 
sets up wear between the fibres, excessive rotation 
can even cause the annulus to tear. Obviously the 
outer layers will suffer first and it is these that 
possibly possess nerve endings. The tears form a 
weakness in the annulus and the stress of lifting 
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Fig. 11 The Action Of Abdominal Pressure 
can cause nuclear material to burst through the disc 
wall. A further point is that on forced rotation 
the central nuclear space is decreased (a hollow rubber 
cylinder will behave in a similar manner) and this. 
causes expulsion of the gelatinous nucleus. The result 
is a prolapsed intervertebral disc, the exuded material 
may press against a nerve root causing pain, a misnomer 
for this type of injury is "slipped disc". 
Another factor related to disc injury is the 
degeneration with age. The change in water content 
indicates what takes place, the gelatinous nuclear 
material becomes fibrous and the hydrostatic manner of 
support is lost. It hasýbeen shown. (Nachemson) [13] 
that in a normal disc the nucleus receives 75% of the 
compressive load and transmits this radially as a 
pressure load thus putting the annulus into tension. 
The degeneration of the disc and the loss of hydrostatic 
actions results in the annulus sustaining more of the 
compressive load, a narrowing of the disc space and 
restriction in movement generally follows. 
The loss of height in the disc may cause the 
pedicles to come into contact with the nerve roots and 
tethering of these sensitive organs can result.. 
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The disc normally can maintain pressures of 0.5 MPa, 
although higher pressures occur over short periods 
of time (Nachemson) [141. 
0 
There is no blood supply directly to the disc 
and only the outer layers of the annulus may contain 
nerve endings. Fluid can flow through the vertebral 
body and by the pumping action of movement this is 
the probable source of nourishment for the interverte- 
oral disc. (Krämer) [15]. Due to the permeable nature 
of the disc/vertebra interface, it has been found that 
the thickness of the disc will vary for a constant 
load over a long period. During sleep and horizontal 
rest the discs are able to regain in their original 
height by imbibition of fluid, a degenerated nucleus 
has a decreased ability to do this (Hirsch) [16]. 
The mechanics of injury to the vertebral column 
are also related to the flow of fluid through the disc 
and vertebral bone. In severe loading developed 
quickly by acceleration forces e. g. pilot ejection, 
it has been found that the anterior part of the verte- 
bral bodies themselves are crushed. (generally in the 
lower thoracic region) (Jones et al) [17], (Delahaye 
et al) [18], suggesting that the annulus fibrosus and 
the nucleus pulposus act incompressibly. On slow 
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loading, however, the cartilaginous endplates of the 
vertebral body crack (called "Schmorl's node"). 
An explanation for this visualises the disc-and 
the vertebrae as separate fluid compartments (Farfan) 
[19]. The spongy bone core allows fluid to flow 
freely, but the cartilaginous endplates and the compact 
bone cortex create resistance to flow. Thus a high 
pressure can exist in the disc for a short period of 
time and it can act as an incompressible compartment. 
In this situation the endplates act as a diaphragm and 
the vertebral body becomes the shock-absorber for the 
spinal column. During impact loading there is suffic- 
ient restriction to fluid flow out of the vertebral 
body for the disc and vertebra to act as two incompress- 
ible fluid compartments. Injury occurs by the crushing 
of the weaker unit i. e. the vertebral body. During 
slow loading there is sufficient time for pressure 
release in the vertebral body, but a higher pressure 
still exists in the disc so the endplate cracks and 
the equalisation of pressure occurs. Naturally a 
fractured endplate leads to a degenerated disc. 
Consider the situation arising with one fractured 
endplate, Fig. 12.1. The fluid compartment consists 
of one disc and one vertebral body, by applying the 
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stated theory one would expect endplate (A) to 
fracture. A similar reasoning applies with regard 
to the state arising from a ruptured disc and two 
broken endplates, the fluid compartment now extends 
over one disc and two vertebrae, Fig. 12.2. and one 
would expect either (B) or (C) to fracture. 
On clinical examination the theory holds, there 
is a progression from one endplate to the next generally 
without missing intermediate vertebrae. From the 
configuration of the spine it can be seen that L3 is 
nearly horizontal and therefore accepts high compressive 
loading and it is often the first to fracture as 
described. Conversely L5 is at an angle to the horiz- 
ontal and some of the load is transmitted by shear, 
thus the force on the disc is alleviated by the action 
of the articular facets in weight bearing. 
The sequence of degenerative steps in the inter- 
vertebral discs can be summarised by the diagram 
shown in Fig. 13. 
Complete or partial shearing of one vertebrae 
from the next does occur mainly in the cervical and 
thoracic regions, but this is a result of severe 
trauma. Hyper-extension or flexion of the spine can 
49 
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11 
also cause a complete fracture of the vertebral 
column, this has been particularly prevalent in car 
accidents in which the occupant has been wearing a 
lap belt or the seats are without head restraints. ' 
(Markolf and Steidel) [20]. 
The spine in dysfunction is of prime importance 
to the surgeon, physician and research worker. Low 
back pain, for example, is estimated to cost this 
country at least £100 million per annum in lost 
working days (Talk Back) [211, and in any one day 
approximately 50,000 people are off work. 
Two further types of abnormality will be 
described here but a fuller exposition of spinal 
injury and disease may be found in texts such as 
Rothman and Simeone. [22]. 
An example of vertebral fracture can be found 
as spondylolysis and spondylolisthesis. The former 
refers to the state in which a crack runs across the 
laminae effectively removing the inferior articular 
process and spinous process from the vertebral body, 
thus the facets are unable to carry load and the 
shearing force that may be present must be resisted by 
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the discs alone. There is no misplacement of the 
vertebrae. Very often this fracture is caused by shock- 
loading e. g. acrobatics, and predominantly occurs in 
the region L4 - L5 and L5 -S1 (TÜtsch and Ulrich)' [23]. 
Alternatively spondylolysis can have a congenital etio- 
logy (rinneson) [24]. 
Often spondylolisthesis is a development of 
spondylolysis and in this case describes a state in 
which the vertebral body has become displaced forward 
leaving the posterior elements in place (Newman) [251. 
The amount of slippage is graded as in Fig. 14. It is 
remarkable that the spine can still remain stable even 
with a large amount of slippage. Nerve root compress- 
ion can occur but often the abnormality goes unnoticed 
until excessive displacement has taken place. Fig. 15. 
In the normal operation of the spine, natural 
scoliosis occurs whenever the pelvis is tilted but the 
head remains on the same axis e. g. walking up stairs; 
this is likened to the coiling of a curved elastic rod 
(MacConaill and Basmajian) [26]. The deformity 
"scoliosis" is a structural derangement and has 
presented a problem in diagnosis and treatment for 
hundreds of years. See Fig. 16. Hippocrates 
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(5th Century B. C. ) used this term for a lateral 
deformity and suggested correction on a frame (Robin) 
[27]. Idiopathic scoliosis accounts for approximately 
80% of scoliotic conditions and as the name suggests 
its etiology is unknown. 
It has been noted that rainbow trout suffering _ 
from ascorbic acid deficiency (MacEwen) (281 and 
animals fed on sweet peas (Nordwall) [29] can develop 
a scoliosis. In humans the scoliotic spine has been 
likened to a buckled elastic rod (Lucas) [30], this 
agrees with the theory that an S-shaped curve is 
more stable than a C-curve (Steindler) [4]. Others 
have shown that rotation of the vertebrae is the main 
cause (Roaf) [31](due to the wedge shape of the verte- 
bral bodies) and this can be linked to muscular 
imbalance from a disturbed nervous system. A scoliotic 
curve in infants is often self-correcting (James) [32] 
whereas a curve developed in adolescents may be progress- 
ive. Certainly there is a link between curve develop- 
ment and an excessive growth spurt, this ties in with 
the, result from a computer model that tightening of 
posterior ligaments can cause a lateral bending and 
rotation of the column (Schultz and Galante) [331. 
But behind all these theories lies the possibility 
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that scoliosis is hereditary and often linked to 
mental retardation (Wynne-Davies) [341. Beyond all 
doubt this deformity has tested the skill and ingenuity 
of the orthopaedic surgeon. 0 
Frequently evolution and the development of an 
upright posture in man has been citied as a cause of 
spinal problems; this is inconsistent with the theory 
which demands a progression forward, for the spinal 
column has had sufficient time to change to accommodate 
the "new" posture (Wood) [35]. This theory also 
overlooks the fact that many "horizontal" animals 
suffer back problems, albeit silently. This section 
closes with two quotes: 
Prof. G. L. Stebbins, Univ. of Calif. "... every 
account of evolution written before 1950 is already 
or will soon be obsolete". 
G. Frederick White, Former President Oberlin Univ. 
"... Evolution is one tenth bad science and nine 
tenths bad philosophy". 
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CHAPTER 2. 
Mathematical Modelling. 
The description of mathematical models will be 
given in two sections, one dealing with dynamic and 
the other with static systems. Differentiation between 
the two is made on the basis of inclusion or exclusion 
of acceleration forces. 
There is an overlap of the two categories at very 
low levels of acceleration. This area, for example, 
slow lifting of a weight, has been covered by some static 
models because the forces due to inertia are small. The 
dynamic models have been developed using the equations 
of motion and while they theoretically can handle a 
static situation, none are sufficiently authentic in 
anatomical detail to be able to obtain useful results 
for local areas under simple loading. 
A remarkable development has taken place in recent 
years in the field of biodynamic modelling and many 
mathematical models have been produced. In part this 
has been due to a necessity to quantify man-environment 
interaction to overcome such problems as pilot ejection 
from aircraft and to simulate occupants in automobile 
accidents. The main underlying factor, however, has 
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been the existence of inter-disciplinary co-operation. 
In the area of static models the application 
of mathematical analysis to the spine as a structure 
must have seemed either limited or daunting to the 
engineer, for it has been throughthe study of spinal 
mechanics by the medical profession that an interest 
in the simulation of the vertebral column has developed. 
If there has been a failure of engineers to promote 
this type of research there has also been a lack of 
assistance from the orthopaedic surgeon in suggesting 
areas of need. 
'2.1'. Dynamic models. 
The mathematical models for the dynamic analysis 
of the spine can be classified as described overleaf. 
(von Gierke) (36][37]. 
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Force Type of model Model 
Vehicle-occupant 
Occupant-restraint 
Kinetic 
Body Ballistics/' 
Limb Flailing 
Lifting 
Impedance 
Total Body. 
Gravity Injury 
Response 
Acceleration Body / Protection 
Impact System 
Vibration 
Pressure Head Injury 
Blast Spinal Injury 
Infrasound Subsystem Trunk Stress 
Bone Stress 
Circulatory System 
Soft Tissue 
Tissue 
qliý Skin 
Property 
Bone 
The models described overleaf relate to the spinal 
column or complete body only, and except for 2.1.1.4 
they consider the body as a passive system and neglect 
internal dynamic processes occurring concurrently with 
the external force spectrum. Breathing and 
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active muscle action are examples of this. The aim of 
this section is to show a range of analytical methods, 
it is not intended to be an exhaustive study of ;. models; 
produced. 
2.1.1. Kinetic/Kinematic models. 
The body segments are characterised by a system 
of rigid links with appropriate centres of mass and 
inertial properties. Some of the models can be used 
to predict motion by supplying joint friction and force 
as input data. Others are able to forecast joint 
reaction from explicit movement data, stress. levels 
within a segment are obtained by instantaneously 
stopping the motion of the model and analysing the 
static force distribution using the equations of 
equilibrium. 
Examples: 
2.1.1.1. McHenry. [383 Fig. 17 
The model has been used to predict the motion of 
a body-restraint system of 11 degrees of freedom from 
an acceleration pulse. Frictional constraints and 
articulation limitations of the joints are based on 
empirical fits, however, no attempt has been made to 
relate calculated joint force with any actual force 
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within the body structure. Elastic behaviour of the 
joints is also neglected, yet the model has been of 
use in the evaluation of protective systems e. g. air 
bag type. 
2.1.1.2. Huston and Passerello. [39) Fig. 18 
The basis of the model is of an elliptical 
cylinder to represent the torso, together with a system 
of frustrums of elliptical cones representing the limbs. 
The 15 segments are connected either by hinges or ball 
and socket joints. The model solves the equations of 
motion, when external forces and relative movement of 
the limbs are specified, to give the displacement and 
rotation of the main body. Three examples have been 
studied, that of simple lifting, underwater swimming 
and the kicking of a suspended man (parachutist). 
An interactive computer graphics version of this 
type of model has been presented by Boysen et al [401 
for symmetric motions of bilateral segments in free 
fall situations. 
2.1.1.3. Wood and Hayes. [41] Fig. 19; Fisher. [42] 
The models consist of a series of links, each 
4 
} 
t 
with. centres of gravity and weight to represent 
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anatomical segments. Motion of a person performing 
a lifting task is obtained from cine-photography. 
Joint reactions are calculated for the dynamic 
situation and from these the forces acting on the. spine 
are found by static equilibrium in a set position. 
2.1.1.4. Hatze. [43] 
This model used a mechanical system similar to 
that of Huston and Passerello. (2.1.1.2. ) with 17 body 
segments. The segments are specified by centres of 
mass and masses and can be of any shape. The joints 
connect the segments with varying degrees of freedom. 
For this system the Lagrangian equations of motion are 
developed. The link mechanical system is acted upon by 
a variety of non-conservative generalised forces 
grouped in three categories: 
a) passive internal torques produced by tendons and 
connective tissue which limit the motion, 
b) external torques e. g. wind resistance or external 
friction, 
c) generalised muscle torques. 
The muscles are visualised as part passive (includ- 
ing viscoelasticity) and part active. Fig. 20. The 
active element was developed from previous work [44] 
and allows the muscle to be stimulated in a pattern 
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similar to that obtained from EMG studies. The model 
has been applied in a simplified form to the right leg 
and found to work. t451. 
6 
2.1.2. Total Body Response models. 
These models are used to gain an understanding of 
- the interaction between various responses or of the 
overall response of the body. A global view of the 
body's biodynamic response can be obtained from these 
models but an assemblage of subsystems would give a 
more accurate picture. The resonant frequencies of 
various parts of the body can be suggested and sites 
of injury anticipated. The body is formed from an 
arrangement of masses, springs and dampers. 
Examples: 
2.1.2.1. Coermann et al. 1461 Fig. 21 
This model consists of a mechanical circuit using 
a lumped parameter system to represent the mechanical 
impedance of the human body when exposed to longitudinal 
vibration (up to 100 Hz). The input force may be applied 
either to the feet or to the mass of the hips, this 
simulates the response of a standing. and sitting person 
respectively. This type of model can show clearly the 
effect on the body response of seat cushions or girdles 
around the abdomen or differences in body posture. 
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2.1.2.2. Band. [47] Fig. 22 
The model, which has 11 degrees of freedom, has 
been used to analyse the dynamics of the whole man/ 
ejection seat system. The results predict the forces 
acting on the buttocks, spine and neck for either a 
catapult manoeuvre or for rocket powered free flight. 
Both translation and rotational movement can be handled 
and the model can also include the aerodynamic drag of 
the man/seat and of the stabilising drogue. 
2.1.2.3. Kaleps et al. (48] Fig. 23 
The model has been used to calculate body deform- 
ation (spinal compression, pressure in'lungs) as a 
function of external longitudinal forces (impact or 
vibrational) and pressure loads (blast, acoustic or 
direct compression) for a frequency range of 1-100 Hz. 
2.1.3. Subsystem Models. 
Many different model configurations fall within 
this category, but their uses are twofold: firstly, 
to predict injury and secondly, to analyse wave 
propagation along the spine. The mathematical theory 
behind the models has become both sophisticated and 
complex, although every effort is made to establish the 
usefulness of the simulations, many seem to fall short 
on this account. 
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Continuum models are helpful in analysing the 
propogation of a force pulse along the spine and in 
the most recent versions stress-levels may be found at 
any point along the homogeneous beam-column. But-as 
yet this does not give direct examination of individual 
vertebrae. The treatment of the vertebral column as 
a discrete parameter elastic rod i. e. with elastic 
and rigid elements for the discs and vertebrae respect- 
ively,. enables forces and moments to be calculated 
across a rigid segment. Unfortunately, only on the 
introduction of elastic properties for the ver. tebrae 
will the local dynamic stress be calculable. - Injury 
to the vertebral body is a result of high. local stress 
and this aspect is in need of careful study. A number 
of models have been used to predict the deformation 
of the. vertebral column caused by vertical. acceleration 
and the results show clearly how the vertebral. bodies 
can be subjected to a/high local stress causing fracture 
and crushing of anterior surfaces in the thoracic region. 
Examples: 
In the examples which follow 
2.1.3.1. - 2.1.3.4. are for axial response only. 
2.1.3.5. - 2.1.3.10. are for sagittal plane response. 
2.1.3.11. -. 2.1.3.13. are for full 3. -dimensional-response. 
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2.1.3.1. Latham. [491 Fig. 24 
Stech [50] and Stech and Payne. [511 
This is a simple single degree of freedom model. 
In the work of Latham the dynamic response was correl- 
ated with experimental data from vibration studies. 
The overall stiffness of the model developed by Stech 
was arrived at by adding together the individual spring 
constants of each vertebra-disc. The resonant frequency 
of 6 Hz which was calculated agrees with that found by 
Coermann et al (2.1.2.1. ). The obvious limitation of 
these models is that the accelerations could only be 
found at the endpoints i. e. head and hips, whereas 
the area of injury probably lies inbetween. 
2.1.3.2. Terry and Roberts. [521 Fig. 25 
A viscoelastic rod model which includes damping 
has been used to simulate the spinal column mathematic- 
ally. The uniform rod is of a Maxwell-type medium. 
The model was subjected to a ramp acceleration pulse 
input. 
2.1.3.3. Liu and Murray. [531 Fig. 26 
The spine was treated as an elastic rod capped 
by a rigid mass to represent the head. The lower end 
of the rod corresponds to the hips and for the case 
of an acceleration pulse an attempt was made at finding 
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when and where maximal stress occurred. 
2.1.3.4. Toth. [541 Fig. 27 
The model was constructed of a number. of 6 
individual massed to represent the. vertebrae in the 
region T12 - L5 and for the. adjoining segments. The 
choice of spinal areas was made on the basis of the 
frequency of injury. Using assumed values for the 
threshold of failure of individual vertebrae the like-S 
lihood of structural damage was. evaluated. All the 
masses are connected by springs and damper. s. 
2.1.3.5. Li, Advani and Lee. [55] Fig. 28 
The spine was visualised as a rod subjected-to 
an initial curvature on top of which was a mass, 
representing the head. The equations used, proposed 
by Hoff [56] and later extended by Sevin ý[57], to include 
axial inertia, were solved using an assumed mode method 
which has been shown to be accurate for low accelerations 
or short time duration only. [58]. 
2.1.3.6. Orne and Liu. [59] Fig. 29 
A discrete parameter model which takes into. 
account the axial, shear and bending deformation of the 
disc, the viscoelastic behaviour of the discs, the 
variable size of the vertebrae and discs,: the 
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natural curvature of the spine and the eccentric loading 
caused by the head and trunk. An acceleration pulse of 
log with a rise time of 14msec was used to simulate pilot 
ejection. Horizontal impulses were also catered for. 
2.1.3.7. Soechting. [601 Fig. 30 
Soechting and Paslay. [61] _ 
An elastic rod forms the basis for this model, 
which also considers the passive effect of the muscles. 
The muscles were idealised to act along the rod and 
their stiffness is a function of extension and rate of 
extension due to the curving-of the rod resulting from 
an acceleration impulse. The overall mass of the system 
was representative of the torso plus head, although no 
allowance was made for a variation in mass distribution 
in the torso, the bending stiffness of the rod was 
calculated to represent the overall stiffness of the 
human torso. It was shown that maximum head displace- 
ment depended mostly on the muscle properties, the head 
acceleration and local spinal curvature depended on the 
bending stiffness of the rod. 
2.1.3.8. Prasad and King. [62] Fig. 31 
Tennyson and King. [63] 
The model was based on a discrete parameter 
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column. The novelty lies in the inclusion of a load 
path across the articular facets (represented by a 
spring connection). The discs were visualised as 
springs and dampers acting to resist axial, shear and 
rotational movement. Each rigid body carried a portion 
of the weight of the torso and was aligned to simulate 
the spinal curvature. The second model also included 
an attempt at representing muscle action,. the forces 
generated by the muscles were calculated as a linear 
function of stretch and stretch rate. The. attachment 
of the force generators to individual vertebrae 
allowed the simulation of . separate muscles groups. It 
was found that in high level acceleration ( >log)' the 
muscles were ineffective in affecting overall spinal 
column kinematics, although the forces developed 
significantly increased the vertebral stresses. 
2.1.3.9. Cramer, Liu and von Rosenberg. [, 64 ] . Fig.. 
32 
A curved homogeneous beam model with distributed 
eccentric loading as in 2.1.. 3.8. The. mathematical 
equations are solved using finite difference techniques. 
As the model is based on a continuum structure it was 
able to calculate stress levels at particular points 
along the rod. Stress patterns and deflections were 
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produced for a vertical acceleration pulse. The 
results suggest that vertebral fractures can occur 
before activation of the restraint system in a pilot 
ejection situation. 
2.1.3.10. Chen. [653 Fig. 33 
This is a dynamic version of the static model 
described in the next section (2.2.4. ) A full 3- 
dimensional geometrical finite element model was used 
to study the response characteristics of the thoracic 
wall and ribcage in the simulation of frontal chest 
impact as in car accidents. The model does take into 
account the visceral contents of the chest. 
Three-Dimensional Response. 
2.1.1.11. Rizzi, Whitman and De Silva. [66] Fig. 34 
The model of a ligamentous spine as a composite 
of directed curves is developed. The discs are 
represented by one curved rod of viscoelastic material 
with fading memory. The vertebrae and ligaments are 
{ 
represented by a second curve of elastic material. By 
combining these two curves full 3-dimensional movement 
can be analysed. 
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2.1.3.12. Panjabi. [671 Fig-35 
Suh and Seo. [681 
These models consist of a three-dimensional 
system of masses, springs and dampers. The proposal 
by Panjabi also includes viscoelastic elements but as 
yet no practical model exists. The latter model has 
been used-to study the kinematics of the head and neck 
only. 
2.1.3.13. Belytschko, Schwer and Privitzer. [69]Fig. 36 
This model is a development of the static model 
described in the next section (2.2.7. [871). A 
finite element model to represent the whole spine, 
head and ribcage is developed. Hydrodynamic elements 
are also included to simulate the viscera. The model 
has been used to study pilot ejection and the effect 
of an eccentric head mass. The axial forces and 
moments in body segments have been related to stresses 
and thus sites of potential vertebral injury can be 
predicted. 
2.2'. Static Models. 
The inter-disciplinary co-operation that has 
marked the progress of biodynamic modelling has become 
evident in this area in particular in the work of 
Schultz et al. 
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But still much of the work has. been produced by 
independent groups which have sought to quantify 
ergonomic data or apply a new technique of analysis. 
6 
Models of seven groups of . researchers will 
be 
described in this section: 
2.2.1. Chaffin. [70] Fig. 37 
This model is a static version of the dynamic 
simulation presented by Fisher. (2.1.1.3) The body 
is visualised as a seven element linkage and is used 
to evaluate situations of lifting, pushing and pulling. 
The masses and centres of mass of the links were 
derived from anthropomorphic data. The geometric data 
for the position of the links are obtained from either 
a lateral photograph or a body template set to the 
task position. Joint reaction can then be calculated 
from the equations of equilibrium relating internal 
and external applied forces. 
In one study the rigid link for the back was 
I 
replaced by a suitably curved segmented column. An 
analysis of lifting was carried out, in which the force 
on the lumbo-sacral joint was calculated with respect 
to hip rotation, a graph was then produced showing the 
maximum weight that can be held in the hand for a 
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specified hip rotation e. g. 00 hip angle. (forward 
flexion-horizontal) a weight of 445N can be held and 
this creates a compression force on the L5 -, S1 disc 
of 5680N. An equation was also proposed relating' 
abdominal pressure to hip rotation, although for the 
lifting task a set force relief on the spine, due to 
abdominal pressure, of 25% was used. 
A more recent addition to the model's capability 
has been the facility to plot contours of force exerted 
by the hands in various positions for pushing, pulling 
and lifting. This is described by Martin and Chaffin 
[71], the technique employed uses a binary search pro- 
cedure working to a criteria of applied maximum muscle 
torque about the link joints for their relative position, 
which is derived from Chaffin and Baker. [72] 
An example: for a 50th percentile male lifting 
in the standing position. 
Height of hands above ankles 508 mms 
Horizontal distance from hands to ankles 762 mms 
Then a force of-approximately 135N can be lifted. 
2.2.2. Seireg and Arvikar. 1731 Fig. 38 
The theory behind this model is both simple and 
original. The model of the vertebral column is an 
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extension of a simulation that has been used to analyse 
the lower extremities of the muscoskeletal system 
(Seireg and Arvikar) [74]. The lumbar and cervical 
vertebrae are visualised as individual rigid blocks 
with the thorax represented as one body. The muscles 
are specified by vectors acting at their points of 
attachment, reactions and moments acting on the verte- 
brae are located at the centre of the vertebral body. 
The body posture is defined and the equations of 
equilibrium developed for each body segment. The number 
of unknowns exceeds the number of equations, implying 
a range of solutions are possible. A criterion U is 
formulated as: 
Muscle forces +4 Ereaction moments +2 Etensile 
reaction at joints. 
The minimization of this function locates a suitable 
answer. The method of minimization used is-that of 
Linear Programming. 
The function used was found by comparing a variety 
of possibilities of equations with EMG studies in prev- 
ious experiments. 
The model's results have been compared to the 
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empirical investigation of intra-discal pressure carried 
out by Nachemson and found to give good correlation. 0 
The values of muscle force and reaction obtained from 
the model relate to the vertebral geometry and a set 
posture, thus it would be impossible to ascertain any 
muscular imbalance or deficiency that may be present 
in a specific person. 
A recent development by Williams and Seireg U5 ] 
has been the inclusion of EMG patterns from muscles 
to act as a comparator for the muscle forces obtained 
mathematically, if there is a disagreement between the 
two the geometry of the model is altered until reason- 
able results occur. The model can in this way be re- 
lated to a specific person. As yet this has only been 
tried out on a model jaw. 
2.2.3. Farfan and Lamy. [76] Fig. 39 
The model developed by this group is concerned 
with the lumbar region only. The thoracic trunk is 
considered as a rigid connection. The aim of the model 
was to calculate the compression and shear forces on 
the lumbar vertebrae for a person flexing or performing 
a dead lift. To do this the equations of equilibrium 
for the vertebrae were established. Included in the 
forces acting on the spine are those derived from the 
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ligaments, body mass and muscles. The posterior 
ligaments were taken to act after 400 of flexion had 
taken place and assumed that they were slack in the 
upright position. Fourteen muscles were allowed td act 
on the column with true origins and insertions in the 
lumbar region. The muscle force generated was calculat- 
ed as a function K of the cross -sectional area of each 
muscle. From EMG studies it was established which 
muscles were in operation in a particular manoeuvre and 
these were used to balance the moment arm of the mass 
of the body about the joints. The geometry for the 
system was established from photographs of a subject 
to gain the overall configuration and from cadaver 
cross-sections to gain the vertebral and muscle sizes. 
In forward flexion of the spine the first 400 of 
movement was taken to occur in the spine and after 
that the movement was obtained by rotating the pelvis. 
The maximum value for K was found to be 208 KPa for 
the extensor muscles at the L5 level also a maximum 
compression force of 2880 N at L3. The shear values 
calculated showed that the value of this force was 
greatest at L5 and this is-the area in which spondylo- 
listhesis has its highest incidence. The model was 
also used to study lifts of 133,580 and 1700N and 
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correspondingly higher levels in force value were 
obtained although within vertebral, ligamentous and 
musculature limits. 
a 
2.2.4. Roberts and Chen. [771 Fig. 40 
The model. proposed by this group was probably 
the first using the "finite element" method of analysis 
and studies the deformation of the ribcage caused by 
a load applied to the sternum of a seated person, to 
simulate the situation of a car accident. 
The geometric data for the model was obtained 
from a small skeleton. Compact bone and cartilage are 
assumed to be composed of elastic homogeneous and 
isotropic material, the values for the modulus of 
elasticity and shear modulus were obtained from Evans 
[78] All soft tissue is neglected. The shafts of 
the ribs are taken as elliptical in cross-section and 
hollow, the geometry being obtained from their own 
experiments. The costal cartilage at the end of each 
rib was modelled as solid and elliptical. Zero flex- 
ibility was assumed at the costo-vertebral junction 
and for the sternal angle. The sternum and vertebrae 
were taken to be composed of compact bone. 
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The technique of a finite element analysis demands 
the decomposition of a structure into various elements, 
for this model beam type elements were chosen. A 
vertebra was depicted as possessing a node on the- 
inferior and superior faces of the vertebral body, 
while the ribs were described by five nodes along their 
lengths, -the nodes are connected by the beam elements. 
The complete model used 169 nodes to describe the 
thoracic cage and vertebrae in three-dimensional space. 
Using the displacement method of matrix manipula- 
tion the vector of nodal displacements was calculated 
for three loading conditions: 
a) Uniform load of 445N over a 152 mm dia. circle 
centred on the mid-sternum line. 
b) A uniform line load of 445N along the sternum. 
c) A concentrated load acting on the sternum of 445N. 
it was noted that the sternum tends to move as a rigid 
body and a2 degree of freedom model was proposed to 
represent this. From the stress analysis of the model 
for the loading conditions it was found that the 
highest stresses occurred in the costal cartilage for 
ribs 1-10 and between the angle and tubercle for ribs 
1-7. The values of the stresses were found to be 
unrealistically high due to the simplifications required 
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in developing the model. 
2.2.5 Sundaram and Peng. [79] Fig. 41 
This recent model is very similar to that 
proposed by Roberts and Chen (2.2.4. ) and uses geometry 
and material properties derived in part from their work. 
Two models are described, one consisting of the ribcage 
and spinal column while the second includes simulation 
of the muscles of the thorax and also internal organs. 
Due tb symmetry only half the thorax was represented 
by the models. 
Beam type elements were used to represent the 
vertebrae, the intervertebral discs, the sacrum and 
coccyx individually, but the ribs were modelled by a 
series of 4 beams. The costal cartilage was also 
represented by beam elements. The sternum was modelled 
by 6 thin plate elements. In the second model the 
thoracic muscles were constructed from 135 isoparametric 
plane stress 3-noded membrane elements and the internal 
parts (heart and lungs) by 23 isoparametric 8-noded 
solid elements. The muscles represented include the 
rhomboids, serratus anterior, pectoralis, intercostals, 
serratus posterior and transverse thoracis, material 
properties were assigned to these passive elements for 
both compression and tension which does not occur in 
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reality. The material properties and geometry for the 
hollow elliptical cross-section ribs were taken from 
Roberts and Chen. The cartilage was modelled by equiv- 
alent. beam elements to take into account the diffdrence 
in Youngs Modulus for tension and compression, 
e. g. Etension 24.1 MPa and Ecomp. = 482 MPa therefore 
the equivalent E was calculated as 64.4 MPa. 
The displacement method of analysis was used to 
evaluate a number of static loading conditions. For 
two cases loads of 222.5N was applied to-the sternum, 
(a) adjacent to rib 2, (b) adjacent to rib 6, and for 
these cases there was a reduction of 20-35% in the 
posterior movement of the sternum when the internal 
organs and muscles were included. For other loading 
cases there was also a reduction in movement when the 
extra elements were included. 
Cartilage tensile stresses reached a maximum at 
rib 1 for loading case (a) of 10.5 MPa and for case (b) 
the maximum reached at rib 6 was 11.2 MPa. The ribs 
were found to attain a maximum stress in the region 
between the angle and the neck for sternal loadings, 
e. g. case (b) max. bending stress in rib 4 of 74.9 MPa. 
It was found that the region between the 3rd and 5th 
ribs was the site for highest muscle loading especially 
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near the mid-axillary line. 
The conclusion from the results was that for 
loading case (a) there was a possibility of fracture 
of the first rib and muscle injury overlying ribs 3-6. 
Injury to the internal organs was also possible but 
there was little likelihood of sternal injury. For case 
(b) it was likely that the sternum fractured at the 
manubrium junction and compression occurred of the 
heart. The 3rd and 4th ribs in the region of the 
tubercle and neck and the 6th and 7th in, the vicinity 
of the angle would be subject to fracture. 
2.2.6. Hong and Suh. [80] Fig. 42 
This model has been used to analyse the functions 
of individual cervical muscles and to study the effect- 
iveness of these muscles in producing specified move- 
ments of the head. 
The model consists of a series of rigid bodies 
(vertebrae) interconnected by deformable elements to 
represent the intervertebral discs and ligaments. To 
cope with the large deflections and rotations that are 
encountered in spinal mechanics, non-linear equations 
describing the motion explicitly are used and solved 
for using an iterative method. The Newton-Raphson 
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iterative technique is used, either in its basic form 
or slightly modified. The elements constituting the 
model are either spring (axial forces only) or disc 
elements (having resistance to both forces and moments), 
these are developed for full 3-dimensional movement. 
The analysis is carried out in the following manner: - 
1. The basic elasto-static system is set up. 
2. The displacement matrix is formulated (non- 
linear and a function of relative movement 
and rotation (unknowns)). 
3. The displaced system of equations is generated. 
4. The equations for the forces in the spring 
elements is formulated. 
S. This is repeated for the disc elements. 
6. The 6N non-linear equations for equilibrium 
are generated from the internal forces of 
the springs and discs and from the external 
applied forces. 
N is the number of rigid bodies, which represent the 
"non-deformable" vertebrae. 
7. The overall system is formulated by adding the 
bodies in a group sequential manner e. g. body 
2 is added to body 1, then body 3 is added to 
bodies 1 and 2 and so on. This method aids 
in the convergence of the iterative process. 
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8. The Newton-Raphson (basic or modified) is 
used to solve the equations. 
Due to the displacements being calculated directly 
equations for the non-linearity in material properties 
for the ligaments (springs) and discs can be included. 
Muscles are attached to the head and vertebrae 
at their correct points of origin and insertion and 
are represented by straight lines joining those points. 
By applying forces along the line of action of the 
muscles the contribution of each muscle to overall 
movement of the head can be deduced. 
The conclusions arrived at are that the most 
effective flexor is the sternocleidomastoid, the 
effective hyperextensors are the trapezius, splenius 
capitis and semispinalis capitis, the effective rotator 
to the same side is the splenius capitis and the 
rotators to the opposite side are the trapezius, 
multifiders and rotatores. The functions of the rectus 
capitis posterior, obliquus capitis superior and 
multifiders are only significant when they are acting 
not in pairs but in the single-sided mode. 
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2.2.7. Schultz, Galante, Andriacchi, Belytschko 
and others. Fig. 43 
The work of this group has been orientated toward 
the understanding of spinal mechanics and the analysis 
of spinal disorders. To this end the use of computation- 
al manipulation, both simple and complex, has proved a 
success. 
The models produced are passive i. e. the action 
of muscles in producing bending and rotation has been 
neglected. The first model [33] deals solely with the 
geometric configuration of the vertebrae. Six points 
are fixed on the superior surface of each vertebra and 
six on the inferior surfaces, the co-ordinates of the 
six points relative to each vertebra are known. The 
spatial co-ordinates of only the lowest vertebra are 
known. Six fixed length elements connect the respective 
pairs of points, thus the body immediately above the 
first vertebra can also be positioned in space and the 
global co-ordinates of both bodies are known. The 
computer is used to position the bodies one over the 
other for the complete column. To make possible the 
study of spinal movement the lengths of some of the 
interconnecting elements are changed. By changing the 
length of one element it is possible to create a 
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, ed Configuration 
Fig. b3 
position in which there is no exact solution fixing the 
upper vertebra in-space, if this is the case a solution 
is achieved by altering all the elements until a feas- 
ible set of equations exists, the alteration of tIe 
lengths is carried out to minimize the error that exists 
between the initial and final set of element lengths. 
The inter-connecting links are positioned to represent 
the connecting soft tissues in a human spine. The 
movement of the spine in flexion, extension and rotation 
and the interaction between the motions was studied. 
It was found that the model could represent the move- 
ment of the spine using soft tissue deformations that 
were reasonable. The experiments were compared with 
published findings in cadaver tests and in-vivo studies. 
A further study was made of scoliotic spines [811 
to find possible causes of the lateral curves. The 
model was used in relation to five patients, the 
lengths of the various elements being. changed to fit 
the simulation's configuration to that of the subjects. 
The results showed that the cause could lie in the 
region of the deep back muscles, i. e. changes in the 
inter-connecting links between the transverse processes 
and also in the rotator elements could cause a curve to 
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develop. The tips of the spinous processes of the 
vertebrae always tended to be brought into a straight 
line ý, by the scoliotic configurations in the model, 
it also became apparent that mild curves lie within 
normal motion capabilities. 
The second mathematical model [82] was used for 
a three-dimensional structural analysis of the verte- 
bral column. The vertebrae are idealised as rigid 
bodies, while the discs and ligaments are represented 
by deformable elements e. g. bars and beams. The 
material properties for the elements were obtained from 
published reports, and trial motion segments (L3/4 and 
T819) were tested using the model, and the material 
properties were adjusted so that the model behaved in 
a similar manner to published findings from cadaver 
tests. The material properties were taken as quasi- 
linear and no provision was made for visco-elasticity, 
although it is possible to include these factors if 
required. The non-linearities that occur in the system 
due to large deformation, were treated by a procedure 
of incremental linearization combined with equilibrium 
checks. Thus the non-linear characteristics were 
reduced to a series of small linear steps, and if a 
state of non-equilibrium was obtained it was corrected 
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by the addition of small external forces. The verte- 
brae were joined in a similar manner to the previous 
model, only in this case eight connecting elements 
were used. 
I 
The response to lateral and compressive loads 
were investigated and compared with the results from 
the cadaver tests of Lucas and Bresler (83]. Buckling 
occurs in the ligamentous spine under a compressive 
load of approximately 20N. A scoliotic spine has also 
been modelled and this was achieved by adjusting the 
initial lengths of the elements to match the configur- 
ation of the curve. Traction applied to the column was' 
found to reduce the lateral deflection and rotation of 
the vertebrae. A further study [84] investigated the 
movement and force deformation properties of complete 
motion segments. The ligaments and facet joints were 
found to play a significant role in resifting loading 
in flexion-extension and torsion, this in particular 
being due to their lines of action operating at a 
distance from the centre of rotation. 
The techniques for correction of idiopathic 
scoliosis have also been analysed [85]. Four scoliotic 
spine configurations were prescribed for treatment 
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with Harrington rod and lateral-force correction. The 
effect of surgical attack on the discs in reducing 
their resistance to correction is described. The 
posterior elements perform an increased role in resist- 
ing movement as the discs are progressively cut. De- 
rotation of the vertebrae in the treatment by Harrington 
rod was shown to be insignificant. 
A recent extension to the model has been the 
I 
inclusion of the ribcage [86]. A model of 234 degrees 
of freedom was derived. The ribs and sternum were 
modelled as rigid bodies but stiffnesses were assigned 
to the costo-vertebral and costo-transverse articulations 
and costal cartilage. The simulation was validated 
against experimental results for the deformation of 
the ribcage. Lateral deflection was found to be in 
, good 
agreement but in some cases the anterior-posterior 
displacement was significantly different. (1/5 the 
results of Agostini et al [871. ). The resistance to 
bending and buckling was found to be increased over the 
earlier model. With the T1 vertebra unrestrained the 
buckling load occurred at 80N. The tractive stiffness 
of a scoliotic spine was also increased but the buckled 
configuration of the column resembled that of a scolio- 
sis curve. 
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This section has briefly described the work 
performed in connection with the complete vertebral 
column, other models do exist for the investigation 
of disc-vertebra properties. 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER 3. 
Material Properties Of The Spinal Column 
And Of The Connecting Tissues. 
The study of the motion of the human spine has 
been of direct interest to the clinician because of the 
possible relation between restriction of movement and 
low back pain. Many studies have been conducted since 
the early work of Bakke [88] and examples of these are 
the investigations performed by Lysell [89], White [90], 
and Rolander [91] on the cervical,. thoracic and lumbar 
portions of the spine in autopsy specimens respectively 
and of Tanz [92] and Gregersen and Lucas [93] in living 
subjects. 
Unfortunately, experiments carried out on the 
mechanical properties of the spinal column have been 
performed with very little uniformity in method or in 
tabulation of the results; but again the prompting for 
this type of investigation has come from a need to 
locate a source for low back pain. A further cause of 
discrepancy between the findings of different groups 
has been the use of cadaveric material which has been 
subjected to differing methods of storage, e. g. on the 
one hand fresh specimens have been used [94] while on 
the other, material has been refrigerated for several 
weeks [95] or embalmed. [96]. 
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A major problem associated with the study of 
biological material is the range of properties that 
can exist. Partly this is due to the lack of uniform- 
ity between people, and, for example, rather than' 
specifying a Young's Modulus E based on overall volume 
a more suitable method would be in ascertaining E for 
a material of a stated fibre density. Collagen fibre 
is the main load resistant ingredient in the soft 
tissue [97] and the content of this material varies 
from ligament to ligament and from person to person. 
Also biological substance is dependent upon the health 
and age of a person, and it has been shown in a number 
of studies how the mechanical elasticity can decrease 
with ageing [5], [981. 
An important point to take into consideration is 
this: to what end will the material properties 
calculated be used? They can be used as a medical 
indication of the anatomy and biology of the spine or 
as a numerical value on which the overall kinematics 
of the body system can be developed. For example, for 
a mathematical model of the spinal column to be 
developed it is of prime importance to ascertain the 
properties of a complete motion segment i. e. two 
vertebrae with the inclusion of the intervertebral 
disc between them, and not of individual elements. 
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Naturally as the anatomical authenticity of the models 
increase more. demand would be placed upon separate 
elements to have a correct set of mechanical properties. 
6 
The chapter will continue by discussing in 
greater detail the various properties that have been 
derived from experimental work and this will be done 
in sections related to the particular aspects relevant 
to the establishing of a mathematical model. 
3.1. Motion Segment Properties. 
A motion segment must include the posterior 
elements of each vertebra, otherwise the test is 
reduced to a study of the disc/vertebra interface 
alone. The observation by Hirsch and Nachemson [99] 
that the posterior elements play no significant role 
in weight-bearing up to an axial load of 2000N is no 
excuse for removing them. Indeed that observation is 
in doubt as the experiments of Hakim and King [100] 
show that the facets can transmit up to 25% of a 
statically applied axial load. ' 
The work of a number of researchers is listed 
overleaf. 
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Author 
White (1969) [90] 
Panjabi et al (1976)[101] 
Roaf (1960) [102] 
Sonoda (1962) [98] 
Eie (1966) [103] 
Higgins (1967) [104] 
Snijders (1970). [1051 
Moffatt et al (1971)(1061 
Markolf (1972) [107] 
Kazarian (1975) [108] 
Koreska et al (1977) [95] 
Wyss & Ulrich (1954) [109]. 
Hirsch & Nachemson (1.954)[99] 
Perey (1957) [110] 
Evans & Lissner (1959) [96] 
Rolander (1966) [91] 
Smith (1969) [111] 
Farfan et al (1970)[112] 
Farfan (1973) [19] 
Carlson & Ball (1976)[1131' 
Pope et al (1977) [114] 
Region Type of load 
thoracic FE, HPR, L, TC. 
" FE, HPR, L, TC. 
Thoracic-Lumba r"FE, HPR, L, TC. 
" HPR, TC. 
to is FE, TC. 
" it TL. 
" if FE, TC, L. 
FE. 
" FE, HPR, L. 
FE. 
TC, HPR. 
Lumbar FE, HPR, TC. 
TC. 
" TC. 
FE, TC. L. 
FE, TC, L. 
TC. 
HPR. 
TC. 
if FE, L. 
FE, HPR. 
FE = Flexion-Extension L= Lateral Bending 
HPR = Horizontal Plane Rotation, TC = Tension-Compression 
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Although the majority of his work was related to 
the movement and motion coupling of vertebrae, White [90] 
did suggest spring constants that would determine the 
relationship between load and deformation. Linking 
this with his mathematical description of the movement 
of the vertebrae about a helical axis, does give an 
overall description of the response of each vertebra 
to forced deformation. However, the assumption of a 
linear spring constant does limit movement to a partic- 
ular range. 
Rolander [91] conducted experiments on motion 
segments and studied the effect of posterior fusion. 
On normal segments the load was applied axially and 
also with degrees of eccentricity. However, he did not 
measure overall displacements or rotations-directly btit 
attached extensometers at various points, no graph was 
produced for overall compression but the results shown 
in Fig. 45 are derived from extensometer measurements 
of the points on the sides of the inferior and superior 
vertebral body. 
Eie [104] tabulated values of load required to 
cause vertebral damage and then fracture (in longitudinal 
compression) for a number of subjects aged between 11/2 
and 58 years. Damage was taken to occur when blood and 
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tissue fluid exuded from the vertebral body. The range 
of values recorded for the damage pressure (load/verte- 
bral area) were between the limits of 2.75 - 4.2 MPa. 
Similar results were obtained in axial compression by 
Farfan [191. The first signs of damage were always 
found to appear in the vertebrae. The data presented 
by Eie on the resistance to bending merely consists of 
the moment required to cause a rupture in the lumbar 
column, the sacrum fixed and increasing loads hung from 
L1, and these results are not of any particular use. 
This type of experimentation has also been 
conducted by Smith [109]. In his work the load required 
for failure in axial compression ranged between 2200 - 
9670N and all cases showed some degree of fracture of 
the vertebral endplate. Perey [110] carried out a 
dynamic test of motion segments in which he dropped 
weights on to a preloaded specimen to establish methods 
of failure of the vertebral endplate. Although Roaf [103] 
also performed many tests he tabulated very few results, 
the one graph he does produce shows a load peak of 
approximately 5790N, which from the text, is the point 
at which a fracture of the endplate. has occurred. It wasr1 
notstated what size or type of vertebrae to which the 
graph was related. 
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The work of Evans and Lissner [96] clearly 
showed the difference in maximum load that can be 
achieved by an embalmed specimen as opposed to an 
unembalmed section. The ranges for these two condLtions 
were 2720 - 601ON and 1290 - 307ON respectively. Their 
tests also gave values for maximum bending moment that 
could be attained for a section made up of several 
embalmed vertebrae, for example, in anterior bending 
for the entire lumbar region the values ranged between 
69.8 - 86.8 Nm, in the lateral direction the values lay 
between 22.8 - 69.8 Nm. 
Moffatt et al [1061 tested the thoraco-lumbar 
spine, typically T7 - L3 in bending in the anterior 
direction. Their results were tabulated using units of 
flexural rigidity EI. The average. value for the specimens 
was 2.25 Nm2, this is similar to the value obtained by 
Snijders [105] for the spine in ventro-flexion of 2.1 Nm2. 
For comparison a steel rod of circular cross-section 
with a diameter of 4mm will possess an equal degree of 
flexibility. 
From the results. discussed so far a simple linear 
relationship between deformation and load can be 
derived, but in the work there is little method or 
consistency and in some cases even incorrect units have 
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been used e. g. pressure should not be measured as 
pounds or kilograms. 
It would be quite in order to say that the early 
work of Wyss and Ulrich [ 109 1 is -probably the most 
comprehensive. They did measure spinal column, deform- 
ation when subjected to shear as well as the standard 
tests, unfortunately in some of their experimentation 
they did remove the posterior elements, and as many 
of the tests were for complete spinal sections e. g. 
L1 - L5 it is difficult to relate them to single motion 
segments. 
Further tests on the spine in compression have 
been carried out by Higgins [102], Sonoda [98] , Hirsch 
and Nachemson [99] 1 Kazarian [108] and Koreska et al 
(95]. The load deflection graphs of a number of authors 
are drawn out in Fig. 45. Higgins varied the loading 
rate and claimed there was a significant difference, 
but this is not borne out by his results. The paper 
presented by Koreska et al gives no numerical data on 
their tests although they were able to note a difference 
between testing with'and without the pedicles attached. 
A graph showing axial creep was produced for a spine 
section T12 - L4, for an applied load of 736N the creep 
amounted to 0.1 mm over a 250 sec. period. Hirsch and 
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Nachemson noted that a relatively stable condition 
was obtained after 5- 10 minutes of loading and that 
the shape of the deflection time curve was independent 
of the magnitude of the load. They also produced, a 
graph for the 4th lumbar joint (see Fig. 45). The 
results of Kazarian are similar although from his 
creep tests a longer time was necessary to obtain a 
stable condition i. e. greater than 30 minutes for normal 
discs. The load used by Kazarian was much smaller (93.5N 
compared with 980N) and this may account for the differ- 
ence in results. The tests carried out by Sonoda are 
in general agreement with those described, however he 
was able to show how the mechanical properties decrease 
with age. 
The flexion-extension tests of Carlson and Ball 
[1131 and of Markolf [107] show. good agreement for one 
spine specimen, their results were 5.7 Nm/deg. and 
2.17 - 8.15 Nm/deg-respectively. (The values of Markolf 
are multiplied by two because of a different application 
of moments to the column as used by Carlson and Ball). 
However, the specimens used by Carlson and Ball were 
embalmed and the general average for bending rigidity 
was much higher. There was agreement between Carlson 
and Ball and Panjabi et al [101] in that the spine is 
lsti. ffestiin extension and most flexible in flexion with 
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the value for lateral bending inbe. tween as shown below. 
Carlson & Ball Panjabi et al Markolf 
Lateral Bending 100% 100% 100% 
Flexion 92% 85% 100% 
Extension 112% 109% 112% 
This table does not suggest that the absolute 
values were in agreement between the authors, only ratios 
obtained within each test are indicated. 
All the groups found that the spinal column showed 
increasing stiffness with increasing angles of rotation. 
Carlson and Ball did show that the posterior ligaments 
contribute up to 50% of the stiffness of the spine in 
anterior-posterior bending, although this was not the 
case in the work of Markolf, who found very little diff- 
erence in lateral bending and flexion but an increase 
in flexibility of about 250% in extension when the 
posterior facets and processes were-removed. 
The work of Markolf concerned itself with realistic 
motions that would be encountered within the spinal 
column and therefore, the graphs are for small movements 
and not the results of tests to failure. For an 
investigation of the segment L3 - L4, a linear curve 
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relating applied moment to. horizontal plane rotation 
was obtained, a rotation of 1o required a moment to 
be applied of 9.9 Nm. The graph produced by Farfan et 
al [1121, which was a test to failure, showed a similar 
curve over a corresponding range and moment of 10.2 Nm 
was applied to rotate a lumbar segment through 10, 
failure of the joint occurred at 108 Nm.. Markolf was 
also able to show that. in torsion the posterior elements 
contribute up to 3/4 of the stiffness at the L3 inter- 
vertebral joint. 
Pope et al [114), in their work on complete 
cadavers demonstrated the hysteretic behaviour of the 
body in flexion-extension and also rotation. They also 
compared the results obtained for rotation with results 
gained from a live subject. The cadaver was found to 
be much stiffer, for example, to rotate the live subject 
through 5° required nearly 5 Nm while the same rotation 
of the dead specimen needed 10 Nm. 
The most useful presentation of data to the 
engineer has been the tabulation of a flexibility matrix 
relating force and applied moments to deflection and 
rotation respectively. This was carried out by Panjabi 
et al [115] for the thoracic spine. The matrix takes 
into account the coupling effect of different modes of 
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movement. The average flexibility matrix for all the 
thoracic vertebrae is shown below: 
108 
10-4 
00 
8.12 2.2 
115 
Symmetrical 
O -. 449 
. 05 0 
. 972 0 
. 062 0 
. 071 
Units in use are N, Nm, mm and rads. 
-. 89 X-axis 
0 Y-axis 
0 Z-axis 
Rotation: 
0 X-axis 
. 0003 Y-axis 
. 058 Z-axis 
3.2. The Intervertebral Disc. 
Research has been carried out into the mechanics 
of operation of the intervertebral disc, but no final 
conclusion can yet be drawn. The idea that the hydro- 
static action of the nucleus pulposus is principally 
involved in load bearing must be modified to take into 
account the work of Markolf and Morris [116]. Their 
experiments show clearly that the nucleus and the central 
section of the endplate can be removed but the compress- 
ive stiffness and creep and relaxation properties remain 
virtually unchanged. 
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ý. 
A possible solution can be obtained if the load 
path across the vertebral/disc interface and through 
the disc itself is. "updated".. Instead of the nucleus 
being "pressurised" directly by the. vertebral body 
endplates and the pressure load being distributed 
radially by putting the annulus fibrosus into tension, 
the load can be seen to be transmitted via the vertebral 
body cortex to the annulus fibrosus and it is then the 
annulus which puts pressure on the nucleus. Naturally 
the variation inload on the intervertebral joint would 
cause the nucleus to vary in hydrostatic pressure as has 
been described by Nachemson and Elfström [117]. Also 
it was demonstrated by Roaf [103] that the annulus 
fibrosus bulged only a small amount when loaded but the 
endplate deflected to a much more noticeable extent, 
this would agree with the new theory and indicate a load 
path as shown below in (a). By the method suggested a 
fracture of the vertebral endplate could also occur, 
with the disc "bursting" into the vertebral body as 
described by Jayson et al [118]. 
Major Load 
Action --k. 
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(a) Proposed (b) Previous 
Some of the work classified in this section 
has been mentioned previously, but due to the technique 
of testing parts of the experiments are more appropriate 
here. 
Reports of Intervertebral Disc Properties. 
6 
Author 
Galante (1967) [12] 
Wu & Yao (1976) [119] 
Virgin (1951) [120] 
Wyss & Ulrich (1954)[109] 
Brown et al (1957) [121] 
Rolander (1966) [91] 
Markolf (1972) [107] 
Farfan (1973) [19] 
Markolf & Morris (1974)[116] 
Mathematical simulations 
Farfan et al (1970) [112] 
Sonnurup (1973) [122] 
Kraus (1973) [123] 
Belytschko et al (1974)[124] 
Liu & Ray [126] 
Type of test 
Test on material of 
annulus fibrosus 
u 11 
Compression test 
Comp., rotation and shear 
Comp. 
Comp. 
Comp. and shear 
Rotation 
Comp. 
Torsion 
Compression 
Comp. and torsion 
Comp. upgraded by Kulak 
et al (1976) [125] for 
greater realism 
Compression 
k 
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Both Galante [12] and Wu and Yao [1191. tested 
samples from the' annulus-fibrosus in tension. Wu and 
Yao obtained an average value: Eor Youngs Modulus E for 
the -fibres in the annulus--of-3.78 MPa which is similar 
to that calculated by Galante. The variation of the 
values for compliance of the fibres with the orientation 
of axis of measurement is shown in Fig. 48,. derived by 
Galante. Also the modulus of. elasticity was found to 
vary with radius within the annulus, and an equation 
defining this has been derived by Sonnurup [122]. 
E (r) °. 3.. E; (. ro) 
------ (3-1) 
1. -'0.7 .. r,. 
t ro 
r= radius 
ro = internal radius of annulus 
The annulus fibrosus is non-linear, inhomogeneous 
and anisotropic in its physical properties. 
0 
Virgin [120] tested single discs attached to thin 
slices of their inferior and superior vertebrae in 
compression. He presented load-deflection curves which 
exhibited various degrees of non-linear behaviour, all 
were. "stiffness increasing", and reported that the disc 
behaves viscoelastically. 
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Brown et al [1211 were able to plot curves for the 
vertical deflection of the disc when subjected to axial 
compression and also plotted the lateral deflection of 
to-compress, 
the annulus fibrosus. The disc was foundArapidly, in 
the initial stages, with the stiffness of the samples 
ranging from 83 - 144OkN/m, but after the load had 
reached the region of 890N a-stiffness of 2100 - 3500kN/m 
was obtained. 
Rolander [91] and Markoff [107] also tested discs 
in compression and a graph showing part of the results 
discussed has been plotted.. (Fig. 49). 
Wyss and Ulrich [109] tested individual discs and 
their results are of a similar magnitude for axial and 
rotational stiffness. 
The results of the shear tests performed by Wyss 
and Ulrich and Markoff [107] are in agreement: for 
1mm of shear in the anterior direction of one vertebra 
between two others held rigidly a force of SOON would 
be required. , 
Farfan [191 has shown the contribution of the disc 
to the overall stiffness of the intervertebral joint in 
torsion, and from his results a torque of 25Nm would be 
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exerted by the disc for a rotation of 30. 
The mathematical models listed aid one in assessing 
the effects of different modes of motion but are outside 
the scope of this chapter. 
3.3. The Properties of Ligaments. 
The way in which ligament tissue reacts to elong- 
ation has been explained by Shah et al [7], who suggest 
that the "crimped" pattern of the collagen fibres provide 
the characteristic stress-strain curve as shown in Fig. 51. 
In the initial stages of elongation the crimped section 
straightens out but further extension stretches the 
collagen itself. The explanation of the role of collagen 
and elastin in ligaments provided by Barbenel et al [127] 
suggests that the elastin ground-substance (approx. 65% 
dry weight for th ligamentum flavum) holds the patterned 
collagen, and retores the "crimp" after removal of 
tension. 
Most of the ligaments are able to stretch between 
6% and 9% of their original length. The increase in 
distance measured between the tips of the spinous 
processes in full forward flexion amounts to 35%, at the 
level of the facet joints 25% and at the posterior 
surface of the vertebral body 9%. Thus it would be 
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correct to suggest that most of the posterior ligaments 
would be slack in the upright position. Nachemson and 
Evans [5] claim that the ligamentum flavum prestresses 
the intervertebral joint by 14.7N in the young and this 
is possible by the highly elastic properties of that 
ligament. 
The results from a number of investigations are 
r 
listed below. 
Ligament Toe limit Modulus of U. T. S. Author 
strain % elasticity MN/m2 
Anterior 1.26 12.3 MN/m2 2.07 Shah et al[7] 
Longitudinal Tkaczuk [128] 
Posterior 2.28 148.3 ' 1.67 Shah et al[7] 
Longitudinal Tkaczuk [128] 
Interspinous 2.8 23.7 Shah et al[7] 
Ligament 
Ligamentum 60 98.2 u 7.5 Nachemson 
Flavum 
& Evans [5] 
60 9.8 Barbenel 
et al [127 ] 
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3.4. The Properties of vertebral bone. 
The vertebrae are . formed from two types of bone, 
the compact bone cortex and the spongy bone as a. "filling" 
for the vertebrae. Values for their mechanical ptoperties 
are listed below, these are presented from a sample group 
of authors. 
Modulus of Ultimate 
Elasticity Comp. Strength Author 
MN/m2 MN/m2 
Cortical 13720 - Currey 1970[129] 
Bone 16100. - Evans 1970 (781 
- 3.54 Farfan 1973 [19] 
Cancellous 80 1.7 Yukoo 1952 [130] 
Bone - 3.8 Weaver & Chalmers 
1966 [131] 
152 4 McElhaney 1976 
[132] 
Whole - 5.6 - 6.8 Göcke 1928 [133] 
Vertebrae 39 2.8 - 5.0 Perey 1957 [110] 
- 6.3 - 7.8 Sonoda 1962 [98] 
44 3.1 - 4.4 Hartman 1974[1341 
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The very low values for Young's Modulus E obtained 
by Hartman [134] and calculated from the tests of Perey 
[110] are remarkable when compared with the modulus from 
cortical and cancellous bone separately, and suggdsts 
that the whole philosophy of a tough vertebrae and a 
spongy soft intervertebral disc, needs to be rethought. 
Hartman also calculated the mechanical impedance of the 
disc and vertebrae (based on stress) and suggests that 
the spine is acoustically tuned (the impedances differ 
by no more than 10%). Comparing the modulus of elast- 
icity of the vertebrae with that of the intervertebral 
disc as assigned by Schultz. et al [841 shows a ratio 
of 4: 1 respectively. The values described above 
relate to axial compression only, the stiffness of the 
vertebrae in other modes of movement has not yet been 
documentated. 
In the tests listed the vertebrae were tested 
fresh and also wet, a dry specimen of bone would present 
a "stiffness" value at least double that described. 
The fatigue characteristics of lumbar vertebrae 
has been described by Lafferty et al [135]. The test- 
was carried out by applying a horizontal cyclic force 
to the inferior articular facets while the vertebral 
body was held rigidly. A force range of 142 - 979N 
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ý' 
was applied at a frequency of 2Hz. A graph of their 
results is shown in Fig. 52. 
I 
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CHAPTER 4. . 
A Cr'itici'sm of Modelli fg. - 
This chapter is intended as a brief critical 
review of the methods of analysis that have been used 
up to the present, and gives a pointer to the direction 
which future modelling should take to gain information 
of use to the understanding of the spinal column, both 
in the dynamic and static situation. 
Dyrnamic Modelling. 
In the dynamic field of. study the known quantity 
is the input pulse. (acceleration) and from this is 
calculated wave propagation along the column,. deform- 
ation of the spine from the initial position and an 
estimate of 'eorces Induced at local areas. As the 
dynamicist is mainly concerned with the response of a 
body to an external force, the method of analysis as 
described above would be in the correct order. The 
link between the input and output data is material 
property and it is in this area that an improvement 
must be made. 
There. are'two main concerns: 
'The 'e'lasticity 'of the vertebral bone. 
As noted in the previous chapter the modulus of 
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elasticity. of the vertebral body is in the region of 
four times that of the . intervertebral disc in quasi- 
static material tests but on closer examination of the 
dynamic impedance of the two units the difference 
between the two is less. that 10ö. (Hartman) [135]. This 
suggests that the spine is acoustically tuned over a 
large range of stresses. To study wave propagation 
it is essential to include the material properties of 
the vertebral body, as yet it has only been in the 
homogeneous beam column models . that an attempt to 
include this has been made and the work of Rizzi. et 
al [66] was the first to assign independent values for 
the bone and disc properties. Until the lumped mass 
models also include the properties for bone they will 
be limited to the study of gross spinal movements only 
and the stresses resulting from that motion. It is 
therefore essential that this. type of model is. developed 
to include. vertebral properties as it is possible only 
with the lumped mass systems to have anatomical. authen- 
ticity. 
4.1'. 2. The active -'role 'of -the muscles . 
Both the work of Soechting and Paslay [61] with 
an homogeneous column and Tennyson and King 1631 with 
a discrete parameter model have included passive muscle 
action as a function of stretch and stretch'rate. The 
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if 
latter model was validated against cadaver experiments 
and found to agree, this is to be. expected as corpses 
are passive objects, but to what extent the model 
agrees with live subjects still has to be quantigied. 
It is well known that a person aware of a shock impulse 
will tense himself for the impact, the effect of self 
tension has not yet been effectively explored,. there- 
fore much more work is needed in this area to be able 
to predict accurately human . responses. The work of 
Hatze [43] is an exemplary step in the right direction 
and it would also be hoped that his analysis will be 
extended to realistic models of the human body and 
especially the vertebral column. . His is the only work 
to. date which includes an active unit within the muscle 
force generators, the control of this is dependent on 
stimulation rate and motor unit recruitment (the 
number of active fibres in the muscle). 
Thus it can be seen that further work is required 
in the field of biodynamic modelling of the spinal 
column before a definitive model can be. produced. 
-4.2. ' ' 'Static Modelling. 
The analysis of static elastic structures is 
based on the interaction of three criteria. They. are 
load, rigidity and deformation. They are linked in 
- 77 
such a way that by knowing two'of the conditions it 
is theoretically possible to calculate the third. 
RIGIDITY 
'ý LOAD 
DEFORMATION 
I 
In normal engineering practice the deformation 
of a system is calculated from a known loading case 
and structural rigidity (based on material properties 
and geometry) i. e. 1+3} . 2. It has been this 
method of approach that has been used in the modelling 
of the spine as an elastic column. Roberts and Chen 
[77] and Sundaram and Feng [79] built up a system 
which was acted upon by an external load to simulate 
a force on the ribcage generated by a collision'with 
an object. Schultz et al [82] applied point loads to 
the spinal column to cause buckling or at points to 
simulate the action of a brace or traction. Hong and 
Suh [80] applied forces to the cervical column as 
vectors of muscle action to study related movement. 
_7g_ 
The work of these groups has been useful as mathematical 
tools but they are not realistic simulation of the 
behaviour of the spinal column. 
I 
It is pointless to draw a comparison with the 
buckling of a column under the action of a single 
-vertical load and the spine,.: for there is no equivalent 
force system in the body to that point load. The 
muscles of the body are essential to the stability 
of the vertebral column-and they act as one with the 
structure not as an external applied load. Thus it 
is quite. clear that to omit the muscles and to apply 
some arbitrary external load to cause. deformation is 
completely erroneous. From this. view of the spine the 
work of Farfan and Lamy [76] should be praised. for they 
did equilibrate muscle force. generated with internally 
generated forces from ligaments and external. forces 
from body mass although their model was for the . 
lumbar 
region only. 
To revert to the discussion on possible methods 
of solution, 'in the bioengineering application, the 
displacement pattern of the spine is often available 
from radiography and the. external loading can be 
defined (e. g. body mass), but. the material properties 
are seldom known (except from cadaver data)'and are 
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always a source of interest to the researcher. Thus an 
advantageous technique ta. the solution of structural 
problems in this field would formulate rigidity from 
deformation and external load, 
i. e. 1+2. -. - 3. 
6 
This approach to a solution has been tried and 
is reported in Chapter 8. 
A second approach has also been derived and this 
forms the basis for the main body of the work carried 
out in this research and will be. discussed in the 
following chapters. This method makes use of an 
assumed rigidity, a prescribed deformation and a 
prescribed external load to calculate an internally 
generated force pattern which is then equilibrated to 
vectors to represent the action of individual muscles. 
Thus the muscles form an intrinsic part of the analysis 
and there is no need to recourse to a simulation of 
them as some arbitrary external force to find a solution 
to the static structural modelling of the human spine. 
The physical properties. of the vertebral bone 
are not included in the static models,. the. error due 
to this is minimised by prescribing material properties 
to the intervertebral disc for the. complete motion 
segment (including parts of the : superior and inferior 
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vertebrae). This has been done by Schultz et al [84] 
so that the motion segment properties of the model and 
experimental data are in . general agreement. 
I 
To reiterate, there is a. ne. cessity in dynamic 
models to include both the material properti. es of the 
vertebral bone and the active simulation of muscle 
action. In the field of static. models. it has been the 
underlying philosophy governing the physics of the 
models that is in need of reappraisal, the proposed 
model that follows, (Chapter 9). 'is an attempt at-just 
that. 
2 
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'CHAPTER :5. 
VIstialisatioft of the Human Spine. 
In order to produce a model of the human spine 
it is necessary to be able to obtain accurately the 
geometry of the vertebrae and column and also to 
ascertain the vertebral movement from an initial 
position to a deformed configuration. This chapter 
describes the methods that are available for obtaining 
these data. Unfortunately, here, little success has 
been had in acquiring the in-vivo data and this is due 
to the limitation imposed upon radiography by the 
harmful nature of X-rays. 
At present there are two non-invasive methods 
available for viewing the internal structure of the 
human body, namely ultrasound and radiography.. (inc. luding 
isotope methods). 
5. I. *' Ultrasound. 
Ultrasound [136] has not. yet been developed to 
the extent that an overall picture in a plane orthogonal 
to the axis along the beam of the instrument can be 
obtained. Transverse tomography of the spinal column 
would be of use to this research, if the sum of the 
cross-sections could be constructed in an axial 
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direction and projected on to a suitable viewing medium. 
The outline of an object. when subjected to., ultrasound, 
which may be sharp,. does lack.. ". texture" and if the 
inside surfaces are to be located e. g. within the 
spinal canal, then high intensity sound has to be used 
which can also be harmful to the tissues of the body 
and here again a limit is set. But possibly. the most 
serious shortcoming is that refraction of the sound 
beam on striking the bone surface cannot be accounted 
for. Even for the soft tissue in the body, the density 
can change by 10% causing severe distortion and this 
cannot be overcome using ultrasound [137. ]. 
S. 2. ' 'X-ray Scanni'ng Systems., , 
The use of an X-ray scanning system does. seem 
attractive at the outset, but on closer. examination 
serious drawbacks arise.. One of these is. the lack. of 
suitable body scanners available in medical insti. tutions. 
A description of the transverse axial tomographic 
technique, as applied to a commercial machine, has 
been published by Lens Van Rijn [138]. 
EMI have shown on their CT. 5005 system -[ 139 ). that 
the transverse slices: can be summed to give. a picture 
along the length of the spine.. To do this they used 
eight contiguous slices . at 13mm 'increments, but the 
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picture developed would be of . 
little use. For an 
accuracy of lmm-in the data describing the geometry of 
a supine subject, the cross-sections would have to be 
imaged at least every 1mm. Thus for an average column 
this would mean at least. 550 separate slices; the 
radiation dosage would also be very high. The viewing 
of the reconstructed image on a video screen. using' a 
matrix of 320 x 320 picture elements would also make 
an accuracy of greater than lmm difficult to achieve. 
Possibly the most critical drawback is the fact that 
only a supine position can be accommodated. Flexing 
of the trunk is impossible with this method of visual- 
isation and is therefore of little use in this research 
which relies on displacement data for a subject taking 
up a number of positions. 
/ 
5'. '3'. '. ' X-ray Screening 'Systems.. 
At one stage'it was thought possible that the 
use of X-ray screening machines with image intensifier 
tubes [140] would provide'a solution to the problem of 
obtaining a series of pictures of the : vertebral column 
for a low radiation dosage. These machines are generally 
equipped with two methods of. viewing when screening 
namely (a) via a video camera to a video monitor and 
(b) via large format cine-film. . 
Both these methods 
were discussed with. (a) Brunel Television and 
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(b) the National Film School respectively, but it 
was not possible to achieve the. resolution on the 
images required to pick out the geometry of the verte- 
brae to sufficient accuracy. An additional point is 
that a TV screen using 625 lines would not be able to 
give an accuracy better than ± lmm for the position 
of specific points. But possibly the most important 
drawback was the lack of facilities on the X-ray 
equipment to take either b-i-plane or stereo images which 
would have enabled full 3-dimensional geometry to be 
created. The correction of the images obtained for 
magnification using one or. -other of the two techniques 
would also have caused a severe problem. 
Single Picture: '. X-, rays. 
Much time has been spent trying possible methods 
of obtaining 3-dimensional. -geometric data from single 
exposure X-ray images. The most promising solution 
was the. use of stereo plates: viewed through a stereo 
comparator. But the visualisation work had to come to 
a halt because of-the refusal of X-ray units-to subject 
patients to X-ray radiation purely for-outs. ide research 
use. This standpoint is perfectly justifiable although 
it has meant that the computer model has not been 
rigorously used on realistic experimental data. 
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A number of X-ray films have been obtained from 
the Royal National Orthopaedic Hospital of patients 
suffering from spinal problems. The X-ray screens 
used were Agfa Gevaert type SE4, these are made fzom 
rare earths and provide the required luminescence at 
between 113 - 1/4 the normal radiation dosage of a 
fast. tungstate screen. The cassettes are placed in a 
Potter-Bucky stand unit, this incorporates a 
. 
grid of 
lead slats which vibr. ate during exposure. The reason 
for this is that the beam passing through. the body of 
the patient becomes scattered and this causes a lack 
of clarity on the X-ray picture. By placing in. the 
path of the beam, between the patient and the X-ray 
screen, a gridwork of radiation absorbent slats . o. cüsed 
to the operational length of the source from the grid, 
the rays striking the "mask"-. at angles other than along 
the axis of the beam will be absorbed thus giving a 
clearer picture. The grid is made to. vibrate so that 
lines do not occur on the X-ray film due to. the . thick- 
ness of each individual slat. 
Anterior-posterior and lateral films were . obtained 
for a boy aged eleven and these'have been used in the 
creation of an initial set of geometry for the spine 
in the upright position. The author also-subjected 
himself to tests on the feasibility -of taking stereo 
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X-rays at the R. N. O. R. 
It became apparent that because the lumbar and 
thoracic regions are made up of different contents, 
an X-ray picture of both regions would not give a 
picture of good resolution. Thus. the two regions would 
have to be dealt with separately. This would mean 
that for the initial upright position a total of 4 
(2 x2 (stereo) ) exposures need to be taken (ant. - 
post. direction) and a further'4 for the displaced 
position. (If the person was to bend forward the X-rays 
for the displaced position would be taken laterally, 
if bent sideways they would be taken in the ant. -post. 
direction). The requirement for 8 X-ray exposures for 
one set of data is ethically Unjustifiable. . 
The stereo pairs obtained from the R. N.. O'. H. were 
compared with films produced at Bristol Royal Infirmary 
for their stereo-comparator equipment and found to be 
of poorer quality. At Bristol, Ilford Rare Earth 
screens with Ilford Rapide Films are being used. This 
point was taken up with Agfa-Gevaert (Brentford) who 
maintained that they could produce films, with'greater 
resolution than we had-been obtaining, however, we 
still await a set of pictures-from them. 
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In recent years, papers. have been published 
showing how accurate. 3-dimensiLonal geometry can be 
obtained from bi-plane X-ray films [141], [-142], but 
the use of specially prepared jigs and accurate location 
of two X-ray sources at 900 to each other does make 
these methods unsuitable for use in hospital radiography 
units which generally are working to a demanding. schedule. 
The rotation between the A-P and lateral exposures 
taken at the R. N. O. H. was accomplished by turning the 
patient. through 900 (i... e.. the equipment was kept 
stationary) and obviously this is unacceptable for 
highly accurate analysis. of the films. 
Much of the complications of taking bi-planes 
is removed by taking stereo pictures, for this 
technique the X-ray source' has only to be: moved a few 
centimetres between each. exposure and this-can be 'done 
quickly, the limiting factor being the. removal and 
replacement of the film cassette.. This method will 
now be described in more detail. 
'5.: 5'. ' ' Stereö-Radiography. 
The method of viewing the spine. using stereo 
images has not been widely accepted by the medical 
profession in Britain. The reason for this probably 
lies in the fact that the technique requires high 
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precision if numerical values are to be obtained and 
also expensive equipment has to be used. For simple 
viewing of X-ray films the ability to be able to. view 
quickly the anterior-posterior and lateral aspects is 
probably more beneficial than acquiring a third dimens- 
ion from a single aspect. Certainly simple measurements, 
such as those carried out in. the evaluation of a scol- 
iotic curve, could not be, made easily from a stereo 
pair. It is only when closer. examination is required 
and sufficient time is available that the. viewing of 
the spinal column in three-dimensions becomes useful. 
The ultimate would he the reconstruction of the 
spinal column as a single 3-dimensional image which 
could be displayed on a monitor screen, pos. s: ibly by 
holography. A development has. been accomplished by 
Hierholzer [1431, who uses stereo films to produce a 
three-dimensional model of the spine,. using cylinders 
to represent the vertebrae, which is displayed on a 
two-dimensional video. screen. The visual model can be 
rotated in space using an on-"line computer system. 
The apparatus- for viewing the stereo X-ray 
pictures in this research project was made available 
by Bristol Royal Infirmary. The machine, an StR-3 
manufactured by Carl Zeiss (Oberkochen). Ltd. ,' has been 
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described in literature (144], [145]. 
The reader is requested to peruse such volumes 
as that written by B. Hallert [146] to gain an under- 
standing of the subject of photogrammetry. That volume 
also gives a thorough treatment of the development of 
equations used here. The . relevant equations will only 
be stated. See Fig. 53. 
X=b x' ---^-, ---. (5-1) 
b+x' -x". 
x_.. b y' ---, -----, (5- 2) 
b+x' x". 
note that y' should = y" 
Z=b. c 
b+x' -x" 
b is the distance 01 - 02 which is the base shift. 
c is the distance from the film to the focus of. the 
X-ray source. 
x', x", y', and y". are the coordinates d£ the point 
as seen on the two exposures. 
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Fi . 53 The Principles Of Stereoscopic Photogrammetry 
For use on the stereo-plotter the reference axes 
have to be shifted from having their origin at the 
source 01 to a point of origin lying at 03 with the 
Z-axis in the opposite direction. The equations, then 
become: 
X =. (K1. - 
b. /. 2. )... (. x'; - x". ): +h... x' ----. (5-4) 
b+x' -x" 
Y =. K2... . 
(. x'. =. x". ):.. +. 1ý 
... 
y. ' ----(5-5) 
b+ x' - x" 
(5-6) 
where K1 and K2 are the machine constants for the 
change in origin of. the reference axes. 
These equations are pre-programmed into a desk 
top calculator so that the true co-ordinate. readings 
are read out on paper tape. 
The technique of taking the X-rays is simple 
and is outlined overleaf: 
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The X-ray tube is aligned to the index lines 
(either on the film cassette-or fixed to the 
stand). This constitutes; the zero position. 
See Fig. 54. I 
The tube is then shifted along one axis'in a plane 
parallel to the film. This distance is equal to 
half the base shift: -. typically 3cm for a film- 
focus distance of lm. An exposure is made. 
A new cassette is inserted and the tube shifted 
to a position which is. the same distance the 
other side of the' zero line as the first and 
a second exposure is made. 
The base shift can be either caudo-cephalad or 
lateral. From examination of the films produced it was 
thought that a lateral shift is best. This is because 
it is possible for the shift in the tube to cause 
certain points to become masked by other bony structures, 
this is particularly prevalent in a caudo-cephalad 
movement. It does depend, however,. very much on which 
points one wishes to analyse, it is essential that a 
point which is being measured is visible on both 
exposures. 
For a machine of this type it is-reasonable to 
expect an accuracy of between ±O. 1 - 0.5'mm [1451 
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Fig. 54 Diagram of X-Ray Technique 
from X-ray films. An obvious . requirement . is that the 
equipment is set up accurately and then used with care. 
The likelihood is that pronounced errors are a result 
of poor X-ray alignment when taking the exposures and 
not due to a lack of ability in viewing the films 
accurately on the stereo-plotter. If the index lines 
are positioned on the cassette itself (using a perspex 
sheet with steel wire embedded in it), as at Bristol 
Royal Infirmary, then it is necessary for each 
cassette tobe-'aligned accurately and independently 
in its holder and with the'X-ray tube, otherwise 
significant errors can arise when the second cassette 
is inserted and lies off-centre from the original 
position of the first. It would be better if the index 
lines were embedded into the. "immovable" stand although 
this is inconvenient when the exposures are taken of 
a'patient lying on a couch. The'X-ray equipment used 
at B. R. I. was not ideal for adjusting the tube . to be 
in an. accurate position, the whole gantry from which 
the tube is hung was of flimsy construction, the 
equipment available at the R. M. O. H. was substantial 
in this respect. 
Another. requirement is. that the patient does 
not move between the two exposures and this presents 
a problem if there is any form of delay in changing 
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cassettes, it is virtually impossible to achieve this 
if one is taking 4 pictures (2 x2 stereo) as recommend- 
ed earlier. 
6 
For viewing on the stereo-plotter the. films are 
mounted on to a photo-carrier which can move in the X 
and Y direction. The films can also be moved apart 
or together on independent glass plates, the distance 
apart of the two plates gives a measure of the Z. -direct- 
ion co-ordinate. The measuring equipment consists of 
two illuminated markets optically projected on to the 
films and these are positioned to coincide with the 
point on the film being observed in all of the three 
directions by adjusting the photc-carries. 
Visually the markers on the two X-rays tend to 
rise or fall as the plates are moved apart or together. 
The correct Z co-ordinate is obtained when the markers 
appear at the same depth as the point under observation. 
Viewing of the film through the equipment. does 
require a learning period and is. time consuming. 
Positioning of the optical floating markers on the 
point to be observed and. adjusting the equipment so 
that they coincide in the Z-direction requires concen- 
tration and often it is the case that if one returns 
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to the same point after a rest interval a slightly 
different. reading is obtained. 
To look at a specific point and to take meature- 
ments of that point is reasonably easy, but flat or 
curved surfaces cause a severe problem, e. g. to find 
the depth of the anterior surface of the vertebral - 
body. There is no focus for the eye to correlate with 
the optical marker, and so achieving a correct depth. 
is very dependent on the visual powers of the operator 
in observing depth accurately. A particular problem 
is that a good X-ray contains a surfeit of information, 
by condensing 3-D on to a 2-D plane, and this tends 
to confuse the human brain. The radiographic intensity 
at a particular point is the'summation of the opaqueness 
of all the structures that lie in the path of . that 
particular beam, and hence a stereo pair is limited in 
its ability to define the particular geometry of these 
structures. In this respect-stereo imaging is much less 
satisfactory than computerised transverse axial tomo- 
graphy, for example a body. scanner would make 18 
traverses each at a different angle . to the patient, in 
each cycle the readings from 30 detectors would be 
measured at least 600 times L1391. 
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A set of binoculars is also fitted so that the 
image can be magnified 3x when required and this aids 
the. viewer when. searching for hair-line fractures or 
making accurate measurements, however, the field of 
view is reduced. A certain amount of eye-strain does 
occur over prolonged viewing, and this is possibly 
accentuated by the use of binoculars. In this respect 
the lighting of the X-ray films, the intensity of. the 
illuminated markers, and the general condition of 
the room lighting also plays an important part. 
To test the accuracy of the stereo plotter a 
wire model was X-rayed. The 
model had solder dots at 
certain points to aid 
viewing. With this 
example an accuracy in 
measuring co-ordinates 
of better than ±0.3 mm 
was obtained. 
It must be repeated that visualisation work was 
halted because permission was not granted., for the large 
number of X-ray exposures that were needed. 
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CHAPTER 6. 
A Model Of The Spine Utilizing 
The Linear Programming Technique. 
A number of models have been described in Chapter 2 
which consist solely of the equations of equilibrium. 
Two of these models, 2.2.2. and 2.2.3., include the 
action of muscle forces. In the first study, the lumbar 
and cervical regions were described explicitly, the 
second simulation studies the lumbar region only. Thus 
a model for the whole spinal system would be an appropriate 
extension of this earlier work. 
In the work of Farfan and Lamy [76] the muscle 
forces were calculated as functions of their cross- 
sectional area and an indication as to which particular 
muscles were in operation was gained from their own ENG 
work. The muscle forces and ligament tension were used 
to balance the vertebral segments against the action of 
bodyweight and external load. The authors used only a 
few muscles, but each had many points of origin and 
insertion. If one wanted to look more closely at the 
operation of the individual muscle strands then their 
method would require an optimization technique to sort 
out the levels of activity between the various components, 
i. e. a muscle may be made up of many strands inter- 
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connecting the bony structure, their method would calculate 
the gross force in the muscle but not define the effect 
of the individual strands on the system. 
Thus it would seem that a model which described 
the individual muscle links and used, ', an; kbptimization 
technique from the outset would be advantageous. The 
model would also have to have the facility to "weight" 
the relative contributions of the muscles. A model using 
Linear Programming, similar to that proposed by. Seireg 
and Arvikar [73], would fulfil these requirements. 
The model which'will be described solves the 
equations of equilibrium for the spinal column under the 
action of numerous muscle forces, the intervertebral 
joint reactions, the intervertebral joint moments caused 
by the tension in the ligaments and the action of body- 
weight. The equations formed are underdetermined i. e. 
there are more variables than equations. 
Linear Programming was developed by Dantzig in 
1947 for the military logistics of the U. S. Air Force, 
but technique soon had uses in the fields of economics, 
operations research and engineering. It has become an 
essential tool in operation of many companies. It would 
be true to say that Linear Programming holds a status in 
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Operations Research equivalent to that of "Finite Element 
Analysis" in engineering. 
A thorough description of linear programming and 
its applications can be found in standard texts [1471, 
and only a simple outline of the Simplex Method will be 
given here. 
6.1. The Simplex Method. 
The problem takes the following form: 
n 
Optimize z= Ec x _____ (g_lý j=l7 J 
Subject to the following constraints: 
n 
]Eai 
xi :: bi for i=1, ... ,m 
----- (8-2) 
where :: signifies >. or = 
Thus n is the number of variables 
and m is the number of equations. 
In the basic method there is a further requirement that 
xj >, 0 for j=1,..., n ----- (8-3) 
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Consider the following example (from Garvin [1481 ). 
The constraints imposed on the problem are as 
follows: 
-x1 + 3x2 <1O ----- (8-4) 
x1 + x2 6 ----- (8-5) 
x1 - x2 <2 ----- (8-6) 
x1 + 3x2 >6 ----- (8-7) 
for x1>. O and x2 ,O ----- (8-8) 
maximize x1 + 2x2 ----- (8-9) 
From the constraints (8-4) to (8-8) a diagram can 
be drawn showing the feasible region in which the values 
for xl and x2 can lie, this is shown below. 
X2 
Feasible Region 
4ý 
3 ý'ý 
` 
''Z=12 
2 "-Z=10 
1 ýý=8 
123456 Xl 
The addition of positive slack variables (x3 - x6) 
to the constraints forms equations which can be handled 
by the technique. 
goo - 
-x1 + 3x2 + x3 
x1 + x2 
x1 + x2 
x1 + 3x2 
= 10 ----- (8-10) 
+ x4 =6 -----(8-11) 
+ x5 =2 -----(8-12) 
x6 =6 -----(8-13) 
xj >0 j=1,2,..., 6 
-----(8-14) 
Thus 4 equations in 6 unknowns. If two of the 
variables are arbitrarily set to zero and the four 
equations solved for the four remaining variables, and 
this is repeated for all possible combinations, *there 
will be derived fifteen possible solutions. These are 
shown below: 
xl 00 000 -10 6 2 6 2 8 -2 4 6 3 
x2 0 10/3 6 -2 2 0 0 0 0 4 6 8/3 2 0 1 
x3 10 0 -8 16 4 0 16 12 16 0 0 0 8 16 10 
x4 6 8/3 084 16 0 4 0 0 -8 16/3 0 0 2 
x5 2 16/3 804 12 -4 0 -4 4 0 20/3 0 -4 0 
x6 -6 4 12 -12 0 16 0 -4 0 8 20 0 4 0 0 
+ fi t + + 
A E B C D 
From these only those arrowed fulfil the non-negative 
criterion. The five acceptable solutions correspond to 
the apexes of the polygon drawn above. The objective 
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function z is also shown on the diagram. 
It can be shown that the optimal feasible solution 
will occur at one of the corners. The solutions listed 
above are. called basic solutions, the five acceptable 
solutions are called basic feasible solutions. The corner 
point which optimizes the objective e. g. point B, is the 
optimal basic solution. 
To start the linear programming routine it is 
necessary to find a basic solution, from there the 
procedure progresses to the optimal basic solution. 
Consider the following mathematical example: 
An initial set of equations can be written 
all a12 a13 1 0 0 O xl bl 
1a21 a22 a23 0 1 0 01 x2 
''2L 
_ ----- (8-15) 1 
a31 a32 a33 0 0 1 0. b31 
a41 a42 a43 0 0 0 1 b4 
Lx7i 
where x1- x3 are real variables and x4 - x7 are the 
added slack variables. 
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This can be rearranged 
x4 = b1 - a11x1 a12x2 a13x3 
- x5 =b2 
x6 = b3 - 
x7 = b4 -. 
To start, the equations are reduced by putting 
the non-unit vectors =0i. e. xl, x2 and x3 = 0. This 
corresponds to a basic solution. 
But thus it is not an optimum so it is desirable 
to move to an apex. In this routine one of the columns 
is made into a unit vector e. g. 
1 a12/all a13/all l/all 000 bl/all 
0 a22 -a21a12 a23 -a21a13 -a21 100 b2 -b1a21 
all all all all 
0010 
0001 
----- (8-16) 
This will be the next new corner, more simply 
written as: 
11 000 bi 
0100 b2 
0 aik 010 b3 
0001 b4 
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----- (8-17) 
At this point 
x2 = x3 = x4 =0 (the non-unit vectors are set 
xl = bi = bl/a to zero) 
11 
x5 = b2 
x6 = b3 
x7 = b4 
In more general terms, for m equations and n 
variables, in which the kth column is made a unit vector 
and the rth row contains the pivotal term, this last 
operation can be explained: 
/a11 
a12 ' alk aln 10 b1 
.............. 
arl ar2 ark 'Ob r 
aml a bm 
----- (8-18) 
The first line after manipulation as in (8-16) 
would become: 
all arlalk, a12 ar2alk, 
ark ark 
and so on for the other equations. 
bl-alkbr 
a rk 
----- (8-19) 
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Thus at the new corner 
x; =O i= 1,2 ni 34 k J. 
xk = br/ark 
xn+l = bi - aikbr 
ark 
The objective z' 
i= 1, ... mi 34 r 
m+n 
=E cixi 
i=1 ----- (8-20) 
At the original corner 
x1 = x2 ... 
and xn+i bi 
xn =O 
i= it 
.... m 
Thus the objective function at the original 
corner is given by: 
m 
z=E cn+ibi 
i=1 ----- (8-21) 
at the new corner, from equation (8-20) and substituting 
in the values for the variables. 
m 
z' =E 
[c1 
"(bi - braik) + ckbr/ark 
i=1 ark 
for 
----- (8-22) 
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After manipulation, the increase in the objective 
function is: 
m 
z' -z= br ck - Ecn+iaik ----- (8-23) 
ark i=l 
Thus in moving from one corner to the next the 
equation should be*large and positive. 
Therefore 
br/ark 
> 0, ark >0 and 
br 
>0 
m 
ck E cn+iaik 0 ----- (8-24) 
i=1 
and br/a must be the least of the ratios bi/a 
rk ik 
----- (8-25) 
A simple example will now be considered to show 
how the mathematics described above can be used. 
Maximize z= 5x + 3y 
Subject to 3x 15 
3x + 2y , 17 
4y : 16 
X >, 0y>0 
Slack variables, sl, s2 and s3, are added to form 
equations, these are shown overleaf. 
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3 0 1 0 0 15 
3 2 0 1 0 17 
0 4 0 0 1 16 
One solution is x= y = O. 
Therefore s1 = 15, s2 = 17 and s3 = 16. 
The first tableau can be drawn. 
Objective ck 5 3 0 0 0 
x y s1 s2 s3 
sl 0 3O 0 1 o 0 
s2 0 3 2 0 1 0 
s3 0 0 4 0 0 1 
Ecn+iaik 0 0 0 0 0 
ck -Ecn+iaik 5 3 0 0 0 
bl new 
15 -( pivotal 
17 term 
16 
O -ý- value 
of the 
objective 
function 
The column on the far left of the tableau gives 
a list of the variables associated with the unit vectors. 
The neighbouring column is a list of the corresponding 
objective function values. 
If the condition (8-24) is maximized, i. e. the 
highest column value, then the next pivotal term will 
lie in the first column. 
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x 
The condition (8-25) shows that the first row 
will "contain the next pivotal term. 
The first column can now be made into a unit 
vector and the next tableau drawn. 
C 
k 
5 3 0 0 0 
x y s1 s2 s3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
4 
]/3 
-1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
5 0 5/3 0 0 
0 3 -5/3 0 0 
b 
5 
2 
16 
25 
x5 
s2 0 
S3 0 
Ecn+iai} 
ck Ecn+iail 
The next pivotal element is found to be in the 
second column and second row. This column is then a 
unit vector. The third tableau can be drawn. 
ck 
x5 
y3 
s3 0 
`cn+iail 
ck 'Ec n+iai} 
5 3 0 0 0 
x y s1 s2 s3 
1 
0 
O 
0 
1 
0 
1/3 
-]/2 
2 
0 
1/2 
-2 
0 
0 
1 
5 3 1/6 3/2 0 
O 
.i 
0- : -1/6 -3/2 0 
b 
5 
1 
12 
28 
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There are no further terms in the row ck -Ecn+iaik 
which are positive, therefore there will be no gain in 
the objective function if one tries to move to another 
corner. The final result can be easily read from the 
b column of the last tableau, i. e. 
The objective z= 28 
X=5 
and y=1 
The example above has only two dimensions and can 
be solved by hand manipulations, larger models must be 
solved by digital computer. The model which will be 
described shortly consists of 380 dimensions and this 
is impossible to visualise and would be very tedius to 
solve by hand. The example maximized the value of the 
objective, a minimization of the objective function can 
be achieved if the coefficients in the objective are 
written in the opposite sense i. e. negatively. 
The problem, which has been solved as an example 
of linear programming, started with a system of constraints 
in which there were fewer variables than constraint 
equations but this is not a necessary condition in 
setting up the model. The technique would solve a system 
of constraints which were underdetermined in the same way. 
The constraints can also be specified as = or than 
the equilibrant b, but in this case it is necessary to 
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add both slack and artificial variables. The reason 
why this must be done can be explained as follows. 
Consider the equations (8-10) to (8-14), in this 
set (8-13) can be seen to have a slack variable with a 
negative sign. If a tableau were to be drawn for the 
system a negative unit vector would result and this 
cannot be dealt with. A further positive artificial 
variable is added so that a unit vector can be found. 
The coefficient for the artificial variable in the 
objective function is -M which is a number very large 
and positive. As soon as the column for the artificial 
variable is modified to anything other than a unit 
vector it is removed from the system. The first simplex 
tableau for the set of equations would be as follows: 
120000 -M 
xl x2 x3 x4 X5 X6 X7 b* 
x3 0 -1 310000 10 
x4 011010006 
x5 01 -1 001002 
x7 -M 1 
O3 000 -1 16 -f-- 
Zcn+iaik -M -3M 000M -M 
ck -Ecn+iaik 1+M 1+3M 000 -M 0 
t 
The simplex method requires all the elements to be 
modified algebraically with each successive iteration 
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even though many of the columns will not be directly 
used in the solution, e. g. columns sl, s2 and s3 in the 
earlier example above. The reason that they must be 
calculated is because they are necessary in the decision 
as to the next beneficial move in optimizing the objective. 
This method is very uneconomic in computer time if large 
systems are handled. To overcome this a Revised Simplex 
Method has been formulated [149]. 
6.2. The APEX Package. 
The APEX linear programming package is available 
at the University of London Computer Centre and is 
suitable for fast solutions of large sized problems. 
The system has been produced by CDC using the Revised 
Simplex Method. 
The package can be used simply by specifying a 
single control card,. (see Appendix 1), although it also 
has the versatility to be used as a callable subroutine. 
The data for the problem must be specified in MPS 
format. To do this a separate computer program MJJ2 has 
been written which creates the information in a suitable 
form and then transfers this to disc file. The APEX 
package accesses the disc file directly. 
f 
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The sequence of inputting data is as follows: 
(a) NAME card. 
(b) ROW section data. 
(c) COLUMN section data. 
(d) RHS section data (right-hand side of equations). 
(e) BOUNDS 'section data, the bounds for the values 
generated for the column variables. 
(f) RANGES section data, the ranges set restrictions 
to the values held by the rows (constraints). 
(g) ENDATA card. 
6.3. The Data Generating Program. (MJJ2). 
The sequence of operations in carrying out an 
analysis of the spine using linear programming is shown 
in Fig. 55. The geometry of the spinal column is 
formulated in the upright position using a set of 
primary nodes describing the position and orientation 
of each vertebral body. Secondary nodes give the co- 
ordinates of the specific points of interest on each 
vertebra.. If a series of positions are to be studied, 
e. g. forward flexion in four steps, then all that is 
required is to locate the primary nodes for the deformed 
positions, the program MJJ3 (listed in Appendix 2) then 
calculates the positions of the secondary nodes for 
each movement. The geometric data is stored on file PLOP 
in randomly accessible format. The data for the linear 
program is created by program MJJ2 on the CDC7600 machine, 
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M113 
Fi . 55 Flowchart For The L-P Analysis 
this catalogued for use on the CDC6600 computer but 
stored on disc file on the CDC6400. 
The computer program MJJ2 will now be discussed 
in greater detail, for reference it is also listed in 
Appendix 2. 
Input into the program on card is the following 
information: 
MM the number of vertebrae. 
NN the number of secondary links between the 
vertebrae. 
FF the number of steps in movement sequence. 
FA the step to be studied. 
XAY, YAY, ZAY, XI, YI, ZI are the co-ordinates 
for the insertion of the Internal Oblique muscle 
and for the stationary points on the iliac crest 
respectively. 
WT the bodyweight assigned to each vertebra. 
WA the additional deadweight which is assigned 
to each vertebra. 
All the muscles are specified bilaterally. 
Line 6-28. Procedure Angle. 
This procedure calculates the cosines of the 
angles of rotation of the vertebrae, the same procedure 
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_ý 
ýý 
is used in. the structural analysis program MJJ1, and is 
more fully explained there. (Chapter 9.2. ). 
Line 29-49.. Procedure Tran. 
This procedure calculates the transformation 
matrix required to rotate the axes as defined in the 
previous procedure. The rotations are carried out in 
the YZX sequence. Again this program is the same as 
that used in program MJJ1 (Chapter 9.3. ), it is derived 
from Beaufait et al [1501. 
Line 50-111. Procedure Muscle 1. 
The procedure establishes the force vector of 
muscles whose origin is either at the tips of the 
transverse processes of the thoracic vertebrae or the 
base of the transverse processes of the lumbar vertebrae, 
and insertion into the spinous processes of other 
vertebrae. Typically these are the Multifidus and Semi- 
Spinalis muscles. The moments of force vectors are 
defined to act around the primary node of the correspond- 
ing vertebra. 
The value RP specifies the number of vertebrae 
the muscle spans, e. g. the Multifidus muscle spans 
three vertebrae and the Semi-Spinalis spans five verte- 
brae. The integer values M and N specify the lowest 
vertebrae for the origin and insertion of the muscles 
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respectively. 
The head is modelled to act about a joint on the 
superior surface of the first thoracic vertebra. The 
muscles are required to counteract the mass moment of 
the head about the local X and Z axes. No moments are 
taken to be generated about the local Y-axis. 
Line 112-173. Procedure Muscle 2. 
The procedure calculates the components of the 
force vector and of the moments about the primary node 
for the Spinalis muscle. The muscle inserts into the 
spinous processes of vertebrae T1 - T4 and has its 
origin at the spinous process of the vertebrae T11 - L2. 
The angle of insertion and origin into the spinous 
processes is at 200 to the Y-axis, the inclination of 
the force vector to the Y-axis is equal to the rotational 
angle of that vertebra about the X-axis, i. e. if the 
vertebra is orientated horizontally the angle will be 
00 and the muscle will act in a plane parallel to the 
Y-axis. 
V V 
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: 
Line 174-236. Procedure 3. 
This procedure represents the action of the 
Longissimus Thoracis muscle which has its origin at 
the sacrum and bases of the transverse processes of the 
lumbar vertebrae. The insertion is into the tips of the 
transverse processes of the thoracic vertebrae. The 
value N defines the lower limit for the points of 
insertion, in this case the twelfth vertebra. 
Line 237-323. Procedure Muscle 4. 
The Iliocostalis Thoracis muscle is represented 
as acting between the angles of the ribs of the first 
six thoracic vertebrae and the angles of the ribs of 
the lower six thoracic vertebrae. The Iliocostalis 
Lumborum has its insertion in the angles of the lower 
six thoracic vertebrae and origin at the spinous 
processes of the lumbar vertebrae, a further link 
accounts for the connection between the lowest rib 
and the sacrum. 
Line 324-356. Procedure Muscle 5. 
The action of the Quadratus Lumborum muscle is 
described in this procedure. The muscle has its origin 
at points around the iliac crest and inserts into the 
angle of the lowest rib and the tips of the transverse 
processes of the upper four lumbar vertebrae. 
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Line 366-566. 
This section inputs the data from the file PLOP 
in a randomly accessible manner. 
Line 577-678. 
In this section the procedures are called and 
generate the matrix of coefficients for the forces and 
moments developed by the muscles. Only the geometric 
components of the muscle action are derived and placed 
in the overall matrix, the magnitude of the forces 
developed are found by the linear programming routine. 
Also in this section are constraints limiting the 
action of the muscles in the following manner: 
KL1_2 The rotational moments about T1 of the 
head mass must be balanced by the action 
of the appropriate muscle forces. 
KL3_5 Calculate the reaction components between 
the head and the first thoracic vertebra. 
KL4_7 These two equations maintain an equality 
of forces developed at the insertions and 
origins for the Spinalis Thoracis muscle. 
KL8_13 As above the first two equations equilibrate 
the forces produced at the insertions for 
the Longissimus muscle. The latter four 
equations maintain the value of the force 
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generated within the muscle link joining 
the sacrum and T12 to within 10% of the 
muscle force of the linkage neighbouring it. 
KL14-65 The individual links forming this muscle, 
the Iliocostalis Thoracis and Lumborum, 
are restricted to develop forces within 
10% of the average of the rest of the 
muscle's links. 
Line 678-707. 
The section formulates the coefficients for the 
action of the Internal Oblique muscle. The muscle forms 
a link between the points at the front of the pelvis 
and points on the front of the ribcage at the ninth rib. 
This muscle produces forces and moments directly on the 
first nine thoracic vertebrae. 
KL66-81 This restricts the individual muscle 
strands to be equal on their respective 
sides. 
Line 712-731. 
The reactions and moments carried between adjacent 
vertebrae are defined in this section. A_reaction or 
moment is made up of two components, one which is negative 
and the other positive. Both are entered into the 
Objective Function in the positive sense so that the 
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modulus, be it for a negative or positive variable, is 
minimized. 
Line 737-776. 
This section defines the equilibrant for the set 
of equations containing muscle vectors and intervertebral 
reactions. It is formed from the bodyweight and dead- 
weight acting on the spine. Masses are defined to act 
on each vertebra with an eccentricity to represent a 
horizontal slice taken through the body with a thickness 
the same as the height of the included vertebra. This 
method of assigning masses to each vertebra has been 
used extensively on dynamic models and would seem more 
appropriate than a single mass and centre of gravity 
assigned for the complete trunk. The values for the 
segmental relative mass and eccentricity are taken from 
the work of Liu and Wickstrom [151]. 
The prescribed masses and the curvature of the 
spinal column can induce moments which cause the spinal 
column to rotate backwards, pivoting about the L3 level, 
this is counteracted by the action of the Internal 
Oblique muscles. 
Line 781-860. 
This section outputs the values for the coefficients 
of the vector components, the reaction components 
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and the values for the equilibrant vector on to paper 
record. This is used in the checking of the operation 
of the computer program, the section is often skipped 
in the normal operation of the program to reduce the 
amount of paper required and the time taken to print out 
the large matrix does cause congestion on the line printer. 
Line 866-930. 
The generated data is transferred to the permanent 
disc file SPIDAI in the order suitable for reading into 
the linear programming package. In this example, the 
objective function is set to 1 for all the variables, 
(line 885-888), also there are no sections defining 
either RANGES or BOUNDS. 
6.4. Testing Of The Programs. 
The Apex package is well established at U. L. C. C. 
and the version used in this analysis has had all the 
known "bugs" corrected. It is therefore assumed that 
the package functions as defined. 
The program MJJ2 has been thoroughly tested by hand. 
There are no other computer programs which can check the 
results obtained from this study, but from the symmetry 
of the forces generated for the muscles from either side 
of the spine in an upright position, it would indicate 
that the complete system works together satisfactorily. 
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CHAPTER 7. 
The Use Of The Linear Program Model Of The Spine. 
The method of analysing the spinal column as a 
static structure (statically indeterminate) using the 
linear program technique has been described in the 
previous chapter. This chapter will concentrate on the 
establishing of the Objective Function and the results 
from a number of studies will be presented. 
7.1. The Objective Function. 
The Objective Function of the linear programming 
technique is the linear function which is optimized 
subject to the constraint equations. The variables 
included in the Objective Function are the muscle forces, 
the intervertebral reactions and the moments carried by 
the intervertebral joint. Each variable can be given a 
specific weighting factor, this is an indication of the 
contribution that is made by the variable, in the final 
solution, relative to the contributions of the other 
variables. 
If the Objective Function is being minimized, then 
variables which have a large positive value in the 
Objective will make little contribution to the objective 
solution. Conversely, those variables which have either 
a negative or small. positive value in the Objective Function 
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will contribute to a larger extent in the solution. 
The weighting of the variables in the Objective 
Function will now be discussed in sections dealing with 
the three separate groups of variables in the analysis. 
7.1.1. The weighting of the muscle variables. 
The muscles are limited in their production of 
force predominantly by their cross-sectional area. The 
force developed in a muscle is a function of the stimulus 
input and the number of fibres at a particular cross- 
section. Thus it would seem that to weight the contrib- 
ution made by the individual muscles according to their 
cross-sectional area would be appropriate. The larger 
the muscle, the larger the cross-sectional area, and 
therefore, a smaller positive value in the objective 
Function is appropriate. 
Farfan [19][76], has listed the cross-sectional 
areas of muscles in the lumbar region and these have 
been used, in conjunction with an estimate for the 
muscles of the thoracic region from anatomical diagrams, 
to give the appropriate weighting factors. The values 
shown overleaf, which are used throughout these studies, 
are inversely proportional to the cross-sectional areas 
of the muscles. 
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Muscle Weighting Factor 
Multifidus, insertion above T12 12 
Multifidus, insertion below T12 5 
Semi-Spinalis 8 
Spinalis Thoracis 10 
Longissimus Thoracis 5 
Longissimus Thoracis, origin below T12 6.6 
Iliocostalis Thoracis 5 
Iliocostalis Lumborum 4 
Quadratus Lumborum 7.5 
Internal Oblique 1.9 
7.1.2. The weighting of the intervertebral reactions. 
The variables describing the intervertebral 
reactions have been given a weighting factor of either 
1 or 2.5. Nachemson [14] has estimated the load acting 
on the third lumbar intervertebral disc from values of 
intra-discal pressure which he measured using a miniature 
probe. The load was calculated to be 70kg and 120kg in 
an upright and 200 forward flexed position respectively. 
Using the weighting factor of 2.5 it was possible to 
obtain load values from the computer program within 9% 
of his results both in the upright and forward flexed 
position. However, using the unity weighting a more 
acceptable muscle force distribution was obtained. 
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7.1.3. The weighting of the intervertebral 
joint moment reactions. 
The moments carried at the intervertebral joints 
are maintained by the action of the elastic tissues 
i. e. the intervertebral disc and the ligaments. The 
moments produced by the elastic elements are a function 
of the deformation at the joint and the material properties 
of the tissues. Therefore for a particular movement 
there will be one specific value for the intervertebral 
joint reaction at each level. It is not possible with 
the optimization technique to calculate these reactions 
exactly. 
Weighting factors have been assigned which give 
values for the intervertebral moments of nearly zero 
in the upright position but carrying most of the moments 
in the spinal column in the fully flexed position. It 
has been widely accepted that in full flexion the muscles 
of the lumbar back are electrically silent i. e. no active 
stimulation, thus it must be elastic tissue of the spine 
which holds it in equilibrium [152][153][154][155]. 
A series of tests were conducted to ascertain the 
most effective way of simulating the reaction of the 
elastic tissue in carrying moments. A moment arm of 
15mm was found to be the most suitable for all positions. 
The weighting factor for the moments was also dependant 
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on the weighting factor used for the reactions,, thus 
for a reaction weighting of 1, the moments were weighted 
with a value of 12 in the upright position, reducing 
linearly to 1 in full flexion. Alternatively, with 
the reactions weighted at 2.5, the corresponding values 
were 16, reducing, to 2 for the reaction moments. 
7.2. The Examples Studied. 
The geometry of two human spines was used in this 
series of tests. The first was from a boy aged 11, 
with no noticeable deformity but suffering from low back 
pain. The spine length, from Sl to Tl, was 415mm and the 
overall weight of the boy was 499N. The second was of 
a similar boy with a scoliosis curve. The number of 
tests that have been carried out have been limited by 
the few X-ray films that were obtainable, see Chapter 5. 
The tests will be discussed more fully in separate 
sections. 
7.2.1. Forward flexion of the spine. 
Moth Anterior-Posterior and Lateral X-rays were 
taken of the first boy in the upright position. A 
further lateral picture was taken with the subject in a 
fully flexed position. The co-ordinate geometry of the 
primary and secondary nodes were obtained from the upright 
position. From the flexed condition only the positions 
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of the primary nodes were taken. Secondary node positions 
which could not be seen on the X-rays were obtained from 
model vertebrae suitably aligned with the column. An 
arc was drawn for each vertebral movement and this was 
split into a number of increments, thus the spatial co- 
ordinates for the primary nodes for a4 step deflection 
were developed. The secondary node co-ordinates for the 
. deformed positions were calculated automatically in the 
computer program MJJ3 which stores the spinal geometry 
on disc file. 
Two-examples were analysed: 
(a) The incremental forward movement in 4 steps 
from the upright to a fully flexed position. 
(b) The same position as above but carrying a 
dead load of 550N from the arms. 
7.2.2. Lateral flexion of the spine. 
The same upright geometry as in 7.2.1. has been 
used here. The deflected position was artificially 
created because no X-rays were available for a lateral 
bend of a patient. Arcs of movement for each vertebra 
were drawn and the reconstruction for the whole column 
formed the desired lateral flexion. For the lumbar 
region a rotation of 20 per vertebra was used, in the 
thoracic region a10 rotation was employed. The 
lateral flexion caused the column to rotate through a 
total angle of 22°, this is approximately half the 
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rotation for full lateral flexion [11]. Zero motion 
coupling was assumed in the creation of the deformed 
geometry i. e. no rotation about a longitudinal axis was 
accounted for. The change in geometry took place in a 
lateral plane only, there was no change in the spatial 
co-ordinates of the spinal column in an anterior- 
posterior direction. 
Only one deflected position was studied because 
of the limitations in creating the deformed geometry 
and in defining the reaction of the elastic soft tissues. 
7.2.3. A scoliotic configuration of the spine. 
A scoliotic spine was also examined, but only in 
the upright position. The patient was a young boy and 
the curve, which was of a simple primary type, (C shape), 
measured 570 on an Anterior-Posterior X-ray. ('Cobb 
measurement). 
The spinal column with the aid of three correction 
devices was also assessed. The devices included a 
Milwaukee Brace, Halo-Pelvic and Harrington instrument- 
ation. The forces produced by these appliances were 
superimposed on to the model of the scoliotic spine in 
the upright position. The same geometry for the column 
was used in all the cases, the initial X-ray of the 
patient was without the extra instrumentation. 
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The Milwaukee Brace is a non-invasive technique 
used in the correction of moderate scoliotic curves [156]. 
The forces produced by the various pressure pads have 
been measured by a number of authors, [157][158][159]. 
The values of the forces used in this analysis and their 
points of application are shown in Fig. 56. The brace 
transfers some of the force to the spinal column through 
the ribcage and the shoulders, this can only be approx- 
imated to in this model as these links are not included. 
Halo-Pelvic instrumentation provides a distraction 
force between the head and the pelvis [1601. The forces 
in this case are directly transferred to the pelvic bone 
and to the skull. The distraction acts along the spinal 
column, this can be simply modelled by adding a vertically 
acting force to the head. The total force applied, in 
practice, is up to 180N [161], and this value will be 
used here. 
Harrington instrumentation consists of a solid rod, 
the ends of which are imbedded into the vertebral bone, 
it spans the curve on the concave side [162]. The 
distraction force provided by the rod is used to reduce 
the curvature and support the spinal column. The forces 
in the Harrington rods have been measured using intra- 
vital wireless telemetry [163], and the value of 200N 
which will be used here is representative. Fig. 57 shows 
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20 N 
Fig. 56 Forces In A Milwaukee Brace 
zoo 
Fi . 57 
Forces In A Harrington Rod 
the application of the extra forces to the spine. 
Thus the four following cases are studied: 
(a) Scoliotic configuration in the upright position. 
(b) with the addition of a Milwaukee Brace. 
(c) with Halo-Pelvic distraction. 
(d) with Harrington Instrumentation. 
7.3. The Results From The Model. 
7.3.1. Forward flexion of the spine. 
The study was carried out both for a weighting 
factor for the intervertebral reactions of 1 and 2.5. 
Using a weighting factor of 2.5 the intervertebral 
reaction at L3 was similar to that found by Nachemson 
[14]. Figure 58 shows the muscle forces that were 
derived in that case. Figure 59 shows the intervertebral 
reactions in the upright position. The values of muscle 
force obtained for holding a deadweight of 550N are not 
shown. The same muscle strands were in operation as in 
the study without the extra load, but the force values 
were up to 300% higher. The muscles in operation for 
both cases, with and without the extra dead load, were 
the Multifidus, the Semi-Spinalis, the Longissimus 
Thoracis and in the upright position the Internal Oblique. 
The force distribution was, however, not typical of a 
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Mlis'cle Force N 
& Point Of Origin Incremental Step 
Upright 1234 
Multifidus 
T1 - - - -- 
T2 - - - -- 
T3 11.6 28.3 56.6 74.5 - 
T4 - - - -- 
T5 - - - -- 
T6 49.8 53.1 98.9 258.8 - 
T7 45.2 33.7 81.3 -- 
T8 - - - -- 
T9 - - - -- 
T10 - - - -- 
T11 - - - -- 
T12 46.5 77.5 161.1 -- 
L1 73.2 113., 9 235.8 -- 
L2 68.6 - - -- 
L3 - - - -- 
L4 39.5 416.2 1010.3 1834.5 - 
L5 79.3 85.7 219.6 362.0 - 
S1 4.5 43.3 201.6 -- 
S2 14.3 154.8 - -- 
S3 7.1 - - -- 
Spinalis Thoracis 
This muscle is inoperative in all cases. 
Quadratus Lumborum 
Link between the 84.0 
Iliac Crest and 
the 12th rib 
The dashes indicate zero force. 
Fig. 58 The Muscle Forces In Forward Flexion (cont. overleaf) 
Reaction Weighting 2.5 
Muscle Force N 
& Point Of Ori gin Incremental Step 
Upright 1 234 
Semi-Spinalis 
T1 - - -- 122.8 
T2 - - --- 
T3 - - --- 
T4 - - --- 
T5 - - --- 
T6 - - --- 
T7 34.9 49.1 93.3 -- 
T8 - - --- 
T9 - - - -' - 
T10 41.3 44.8 84.7 -- 
T11 56.3 - --- 
T12 67.9 187.2 435.5 533.5 - 
Longissimus T horacis 
Insertion T4 52.2 11.9 - 129.1 - 
T6 16.9 - --- 
T8 54.2 83.4 91.7 -- 
Origin L2 123.4 95.3 91.7 129.1 - 
Iliocostalis Thoracis & Lumborum 
These muscles are inoperative in all cases. 
Internal Oblique 
Total from 9 strands = 80.2 Only operative in 
the upright position. 
The muscles are specified bilaterally, only the results 
from one side are shown here. 
Fig. 58 The Muscle Forces In Forward Flexion 
Reaction Weighting 2.5 
Vertebral Level Reaction Force N Reaction Moment Nmm 
X Y Z Rx Ry Rz 
Above T1 - 59.2 -5.4 -955.5 -- 
Below T1 - 78.7 -5.4 --- 
T2 - 178.9 -10.8 --- 
" T3 - 265.1 -30.0 --- 
T4 - 401.6 -5.3 --- 
" T5 - 515.5 -20.0 --- 
" T6 - 612.4 -9.8 --- 
" T7 - 699.6 -41.7 --- 
" T8 - 833.3 -46.1 --- 
" T9 - 939.5 -80.3 --- 
T10 - 1009.8 -133.1 --- 
" T11 1022.2 -190.1 --- 
" T12 - 965.4 -193.0 --- 
" L1 - 912.6 -174.7 --- 
" L2 - 726.6 -53.6 --- 
L3 - 748.9 -56.3 --- 
" L4 - 735.8 ---- 
of L5 - 651.1 99.2 --- 
X 
Fig. 59 The Intervertebral Reactions In The Upright Position 
Reaction Weighting 2.5 
real situation, the Multifidus is not the main muscle 
in operation. 
The results for the study using a weighting factor 
of 1 for the intervertebral reactions are shown in 
Figures 60,61 and 62. The Figures 60 and 61 correspond 
to Figures 58 and 59 respectively for the previous study. 
Figure 62 tabulates the values of muscle force in 
carrying the extra dead load of 550N. The muscles in 
operation, in both cases, included the Multifidus, the 
Semi-Spinalis, the Longissimus Thoracis, the Iliocostalis 
Lumborum, the Quadratus Lumborum and the Internal Oblique. 
The results of the intervertebral joint reactions 
and reaction moments are not shown for any of the 
deformed positions. The reason for this can be simply 
explained. The values for the intervertebral joint 
reactions are calculated by the computer program as in 
(a) of the diagram overleaf. The true situation 
involves many passive elastic elements each acting at 
different moment arms from the "pivot" point, as shown 
in (b). The program does not calculate the individual 
forces in the ligaments and disc, therefore, it is not 
possible to. find accurately the load on the intervertebral 
disc alone. 
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Muscle Force N 
& Point Of Origin Incremental Step 
Upright 1 2 34 
Multifidus 
T1 - - - -- 
T7 7.1 - - -- 
T12 34.9 - - -- 
L1 69.9 61.6 119.2 -- 
L2 9.3 - - -- 
L4 50.4 182.5 434.6 900.9 - 
L5 19.8 142.5 386.6 520.8 - 
S1 16.7 134.2 390.8 554.3 - 
S2 28.8 177.8 535.8 -- 
S3 41.1 - - -- 
Semi-Spinalis 
T1 - - - -- 
T2 - - - -- 
T3 - - - -- 
T4 - - - -- 
T5 9.3 22.8 45.4 60.2 65.7 
T6 11.2 - - -- 
T7 34.9 49.1 93.3 120.9 - 
T8 36.1 31.1 57.8 74.1 - 
T9 - 11.5 68.8 -- 
T10 48.3 61.9 118.2 155.0 - 
T11 - - - -- 
T12 63.4 73.1 145.5 285.3 - 
Spinalis Thoracis 
This muscle is inoperative in all cases. 
Fig-60 The Muscle Forces In Forward Flexion (cont. overleaf). 
Reaction Weighting 1.0 
Muscle 
& Point Of Origin 
Upright 1 
Force N 
Incremental Step 
234 
Longissimus Thoracis 
Insertion T1 - - - -- 
T2 - - - -- 
T3 - - - -- 
T4 44.1 35.1 - 129.1 - 
T5 - - - -- 
T6 67.3 9.1 - -- 
T7 - - - -- 
T8 74.5 17.6 33.5 -- 
T9 - -. 35.3 25.3 - 
T10 - - - -- 
T11 - - - -- 
T12 - - - -- 
Origin L1 - - - -- 
L2 - - - -- 
L3 - - - -- 
L4 - - - -- 
L5 88.5 29.4 32.8 73.5 - 
Sacrum 97.3 32.4 36.0 80.9 
Iliocostalis Lumborum 
Origin T12 10.8 82.1 176.9 206.6 - 
L1 13.2 91.4 185.6 206.6 - 
L2 13.2 100.2 216.0 230.1 - 
L3 10.8 82.1 176.9 206.6 - 
L4 13.2 100.2 216.0 252.3 - 
L5 10.8 82.1 188.3 252.3 - 
Sacrum 12.1 100.2 216.0 252.3 - 
Fig. 60 Continued. 
Muscle Force N 
& Point Of Origin Incremental Step 
Upright 1 234 
Iliocostalis Thoracis 
This muscle is inoperative in all cases. 
Quadratus Lumborum 
Insertion Rib T12 - 32.3 71.2 -- 
L1 -- --- 
L2 -- --- 
L3 -- --- 
L4 -- --- 
Internal Oblique 
Total from 9 strands = 80.2. Only operative in 
the upright position. 
All the muscles are specified bilaterally, only one 
side is shown here. 
Fig. 60 The Muscle Forces In Forward Flexion 
Vertebral Level 
X 
Reaction Force N Reaction Moment Nmm 
YZ Rx Ry Rz 
Above T1 - 57.8 -0.2 --- 
Below T1 - 98.5 -1.4 --- 
T2. - 198.7 -6.7 --- 
if T3 - 301.7 -14.9 --- 
it T4 - 432.8 -3.0 --- 
It T5 - 542.2 -14.3 --- 
T6 - 680.6 -0.4 --- 
" T7 - 768.5 -28.7 --- 
" T8 - 898.2 -28.8 --- 
" T9 - 1008.1 -59.2 --- 
" T10 - 1078.2 -111.1 --- 
T11 - 1126.1 -128.3 --- 
T12 - 1177.3 -72.2 --- 
L1 - 1121.6 -68.2 --- 
" L2 - 1125.9 -76.3 --- 
" L3 - 1149.3 -81.2 --- 
" L4 - 1126.5 ---- 
L5 - 995.7 58.1 --- 
2 
-, -. X 
Fig. 61 The Intervertebral Reactions In The Upright Position. 
Reaction Weighting 1 
Muscle . 
Force N 
& Point Of Origin Incremental Step 
Upright 1 2 34 
Multifidus 
T1 - - - -- 
T12 112.5 - - -- 
L1 229.7 135.2 278.7 -- 
L3 - - - -- 
L4 133.7 403.7 1314.9 2796.3 - 
L5 21.8 283.1 1229.7 1798.7 - 
S1 22.1 227.7 1228.2 1905.3 - 
S2 56.2 328.8 1658.9 -- 
S3 115.6 - - -- 
Semi-Spinalis 
T1 - - - -- 
T2 - - - -- 
T3 - - - -- 
T4 - - - -- 
T5 9.3 22.7 45.2 60.2 65.6 
T6 11.2 - - -- 
T7 149.7 56.8 105.1 137.7 - 
T8 148.6 49.4 93.6 123.9 - 
T9 - 14.2 117.9 -- 
T10 165.4 118.3 244.4 332.8 - 
T11 15.2 - - -- 
T12 257.7 145.1 256.1 506.8 - 
Spinalis Thoracis 
This muscle is inoperative in all cases. 
Fig. 62. The Muscle Forces In Forward Flexion (cont. overleaf) 
Reaction Weighting 1 Dead Load 550N 
Muscle Force N 
& Point Of Origin Incremental Step 
Upright 1234 
Longissimus Thoracis 
Insertion T1 
T2 - - --- 
T3 - - --- 
T4 170.3 78.5 34.5 278.0 - 
T5 - - --- 
T6 195.7 11.1 --- 
T7 - - --- 
T8 285.9 28.8 26.1 90.5 - 
T9 - - - 90.2' - 
T10 - - --- 
T11 - - --- 
T12 - - --- 
Origin L1 - - --- 
L2 - - --- 
L3 - - --- 
L4 - - --- 
L5 310.4 56.4 28.9 218.4 - 
Sacrum 341.5 62.0 31.8 240.3 - 
Iliocostalis Lumborum 
Origin T12 15.7 201.5 573.5 704.4 - 
L1 19.1 224.4 573.5 704.4 - 
L2 19.1 246.1 700.2 704.4 - 
L3 15.7 201.6 573.5 704.4 - 
L4 19.1 246.1 700.2 860.0 - 
L5 15.7 201.6 638.6 860.0 - 
Sacrum 17.4 246.1 700.2 860.0 - 
Fig. 62 Continued. 
Muscle " 'Force N 
& Point Of Origin Incremental Step 
Upright 1234 
Iliocostal Thoracis 
This muscle is inoperative in all cases. 
Quadratus Lumborum 
Insertion Rib T12 - 54.2 119.6 -- 
L1 ----- 
L2 ----- 
L3 ----- 
L4 ----- 
Internal Oblique 
Total from 9 strands 
478.0 15.4 --- 
All the muscles are specified bilaterally, the results 
from one side only are shown here. 
Fig. 62 The Muscle Forces In Forward Flexion 
Load Reaction 
(a) (b) 
However, to check the operation of the computer 
program a number of intervertebral joint reactions have 
been recalculated in a more representative manner. To 
do this it has been assumed that the passive elements 
act at a mean moment arm of 50mm and no moments are 
carried at the reaction. 
Load Reaction 
Using values from the study which weighted the 
reactions at unity, the following results were obtained 
for the direct compressive load on the L5 disc in the 
fully flexed position. 
In fully flexed position 
ditto with 550N deadload 
= 1125N 
= 3820N. 
These values assume zero relief due to intra-abdominal 
Load Reaction 
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pressure. The model described by Morris et al [10] 
would give equivalent loads of 2260N and 6450N, but 
they are for a full-grown adult not a young boy as used 
in this study. The values calculated by Farfan and Lamy 
[76] for similar positions are 290ON and 11120N respect- 
ively and these were obtained for a weight-lifter. 
No attempt has been made to relate the compressive 
load on the L5 disc to an equivalent pressure, although 
from the apparent size of the vertebrae on the X-ray 
films it would be feasible for the pressure from this 
study to be similar to that for a full-grown adult. 
7.3.2. Lateral flexion. 
One example is shown for lateral flexion of the 
spinal column. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 63. 
In this study the "weighting" for the intervertebral 
reactions was set to unity and for the reaction moments 
set to 12. All the muscles were in operation to hold 
this deformed position. Predominantly those acting on 
the convex side were the Spinalis Thoracis, the Quadratus 
Lumborum, the Iliocostalis and the Internal Oblique. 
Those acting on the concave side, to counteract the 
rotational forces produced by the. eccentricity of the 
masses and the action of the former muscles, were 
the Multifidus, and the Longissimus Thoracis. The 
intervertebral reactions in the deformed position are 
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Fig. 63_ The Muscle Forces For Lateral Flexion. (cont. overleaf) 
Muscle 
& Point Of Origin Convex side 
Force N 
Concave 'side 
Semi-Spinalis 
T1 44.3 - 
T2 21.6 - 
T3 14.5 - 
T4 - - 
T5 - - 
T6 - 3.2 
T7 1.1 48.5 
T8 - 20.0 
T9 - - 
T1O - 6.4 
T11 - 48.9 
T12 69.3 - 
Iliocostalis Thoracis 
Insertion 
T1 49.3 - 
T2 40.4 - 
T3 46.5 - 
T4 43.2 - 
T5 40.3 - 
T6 49.3 - 
Iliocostalis Lumborum 
Origin 
T12 127.5 - 
L1 146.3 - 
L2 155.6 - 
L3 155.6 - 
L4 151.3 - 
L5 127.5 - 
Sacrum 127.5 - 
Fig. 63 Continued overleaf. 
Muscle 
& Point Of Origin 
Longissimus Thoracis 
Insertion T1 
T2 
T3 
T4 
T5 
T6 
T7 
T8 
T9 
T10 
T11 
T12 
Origin L1 
L2 
L3 
L4 
L5 
Sacrum 
Force N 
Convex side Concave side 
20.7 
3.0 
11.1 
34.8 
Internal Oblique 
Total from 9 strands 141.4 
4.1 
56.8 
127.1 
187.9 
24.3 
Fig. 63 The Muscle Forces For Lateral Flexion 
shown in Fig. 64. 
7.3.2. The scoliotic configuration. 
In all the examples described for a scoliotic 
configuration the objective function for the interverte- 
bral moments was set, equal to 6, this allows the inter- 
vertebral joints to resist rotational forces developed 
because of the deformity. Predominantly this is in the 
region of greatest lateral curvature, between T6 and 
T12, typically moments of up to 2250Nmm are recorded in 
this region. 
The forces developed in the muscles for a scoliotic 
curve without any additional support are shown in Fig. 
65. All the muscles are in operation and a similarity 
with the results for a lateral flexion exists. Here, 
the Multifidus and Semi-Spinalis muscles are seen to act 
on the concave side, the. Longissimus and Iliocostalis 
act on the convex side. 
The results for the example which included the 
forces developed in a Milwaukee Brace are shown in 
Fig. 66. There is very little difference between these 
results and those without the addition of the brace, 
although the forces acting are marginally lower and the 
intervertebral reactions are also slightly reduced. 
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Vertebral Level' Reaction Force N' Reaction Moment Nmm 
XYZ Rx Ry Rz 
Above T1 63.5 98.0 10.1 
Below T1 53.8 136.0 12.5 - 172.2 1542.7 
T21 63.4 239.9 10.6 - 669.9 - 
T3 92.. 5 348.6 11.5 -- - 
T4 119.1 465.5 13.7 -- - 
T5 142.1 592.5 3.1 -- - 
T6 157.7 703.6 -2.1 -- 759.1 
T7 144.0 824.3 -37.4 -- - 
T8 130.6 961.9 -51.9 -- - 
T9 93.7 1110.5 -97.2 -- - 
T10 41.9 1253.8 -137.3 - 69.1 - 
T11 -30.3 1318.2 -166.7 -- 1676.7 
T12 -58.7 1394.9 -216.9 -- - 
L1 -15.0 1375.7 -305.1 - -3725.5 6434.2 
L2 -79.8 1268.9 -320.5 - -2093.2 643.2 
L3 -10.7 1357.1 -278.4 - -2178.6 - 
L4 111.2 1354.7 40.7 -- - 
L5 198.6 1206.0 262.1 - -7390.9 3646.3 
X 
Fig. 64. The Ifntervertebräi Reactions Tn'Lateral'Flexion 
,, 
Muscle Force N 
& Point Of Origin Concave side Convex side 
Multifidus 
T5 19.6 - 
T8 5.3 - 
T9 4.1 - 
T10 ' 3.2 - 
T11 10.3 - 
L4 - 19.7 
L5 - 23.7 
S3 47.1 53.5 
Semi-Spinalis 
T1 - 12'. 0 
T5 
_ 
15.5 - 
T6 30.0 - 
T7 13.3 - 
T8 27.3 - 
T9 4.4 - 
T10 61.9 - 
T11 28.4 - 
T12 18.3 - 
Spinalis Thoracis 
Insertion 
T3 3.8 - 
T4 14.1 - 
Origin 
T11 17.9 - 
Iliocostalis Lumborum 
T12 - 2.8 
L1 - 2.6 
L2 - 2.8 
L3 - 2.8 
L4 - 2.3 
L5 - 2.3 
Sacrum - 2.3 
Fig"65 The Muscle Forces For An Upright Scoliosis Curve 
(continued overleaf) 
Muscle- ' Force N 
& Point Of Origin 'Concave 'side 'Convex 'side 
Longissimus Thoracis 
Insertion T1 - 1.6 
T2 -. 4.5 
T3 - 13.9 
T4 - 41.0 
T5 - 2.6 
T6 - 42.1 
T7 - 27.9 
T8 - 39.2 
T9 - 19.8 
T10 - 66.9 
T11 - 51.8 
T12 - 26.8 
Origin L1 - 56.4 
L2 - 136.7 
L3 - 145.2 
Quadratus Lumborum 
Insertion Rib T12 - - 
L1 27.3 - 
L2 62.4 - 
L3 132.2 - 
L4 84.1 - 
Internal Oblique 
Total from 9 strands - 26.8 
Fig. 65 The Muscle' Forces For An 'Upright Scoli'osi's Curve 
Muscle Force N 
& Point Of Origin Concave side Convex side 
Multifidus 
T5 18.1 - 
T6 13.6 - 
T9 3.2 - 
T10 5.8 - 
L3 - 5.1 
L4 - 20.7 
L5 - 20.8 
S3 52.4 58.0 
Semi-Spinalis 
T1 - 15.5 
T2 - - 
T3 - - 
T4 - - 
T5 15.5 - 
T6 30.0 - 
T7 6.5 - 
T8 8.7 - 
T9 4.2 - 
T10 62.7 - 
T11 40.5 - 
T12 11.8 - 
Iliocostalis Thoracis 
This muscle is inoperative in this example. 
Iliocostalis Lumborum 
T12 - 2.4 
L1 - 2.2 
L2 - 2.4 
L3 - 2.4 
L4 - 2.0 
L5 - 2.0 
Sacrum - 2.0 
Fig. 66 The Muscle Forces' For A Scoliosis Curve 
(with a Milwaukee Brace) cont. overleaf. 
Muscle Force N 
& Point Of Origin Concave side 'Convex side 
Longissimus Thoracis 
Insertion T1 - 1.7 
T2 - 9.8 
T3 - 14.7 
T4 - 35.8 
T5 - 1.5 
T6 - 38.8 
T7 - 25.5 
T8 - 29.4 
T9 - 15.9 
T10 - 65.9 
T11 - 53.6 
T12 - 12.9 
Origin L1 - 61.0 
L2 - 114.1 
L3 - 130.4 
Spinalis Thoracis 
Insertion T3 2.9' - 
T4 12.3 - 
Origin T11 15.2 - 
Quadratus Lumborum 
Insertion Rib T12 - - 
L1 28.9 - 
L2 52.3 - 
L3 126.6 - 
L4 107.4 - 
Internal Oblique 
Total from 9 strands - 13.9 
Fig. 66 The Muscle Forces For'A'Scol'iosis Curve 
(with a Milwaukee Brace) 
However, the results for the example including the 
action of Halo-Pelvic distraction, shown in Fig. 67, are 
completely reversed. There is a marked reduction in 
muscle force developed and in this case the Multifidus 
and Semi-Spinalis predominantly act on the convex side 
with the Iliocostalis acting on the concave side. This 
is because the force developed in the external equipment 
is such as to put the spinal column in tension rather 
than compression. There is a substantial reduction in 
the total force developed by the muscles, only the 
Multifidus, Semi-Spinalis, Iliocostalis, Quadratus 
Lumborum and Internal Oblique are in operation. 
With the inclusion of the action of Harrington 
Instrumentation, acting between T4 and L3, a more 
balanced force distribution is obtained, Fig. 68. The 
Multifidus, the Semi-Spinalis, the Quadratus Lumborum 
and the Longissimus act on both the convex and concave 
side of the column. There is a substantial reduction 
in muscle force in the thoracic region, although the 
Multifidus is very much more active in the lumbar region. 
The value of the objective function is a measure 
of the total force acting in the system including both 
the muscles and the intervertebral reactions. On this 
basis there is a temptation to inversely equate total 
force value with the effectiveness of the external 
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Muscle 'Force N 
& Point Of Origin Concave side Convex side 
Multifidus 
T3 - 14.7 
T4 - 14.8 
T8 - 0.5 
L4 - 69.1 
L5 - 71.6 
S1 18.6 50.0 
S2 70.8 43.4 
S3 76.1 95.9 
Semi-Spinalis 
T2 6.6 
T4 - 0.3 
T5 11.3 
T8 - 3.9 
Quadratus Lumborum 
Insertion L2 0.2 - 
L3 57.9 - 
L4 51.4 - 
Iliocostalis Thoracis 
Insertion T1 12.1 7.8 
T2 12.1 9.5 
T3 13.2 7.6 
T4 14.8 9.5 
T5 14.8 7.6 
Iliocostalis Lumborum 
Origin T12 46.7 - 
L1 57.1 - 
L2 57.1 - 
L3 55.3 - 
L4 53.8 - 
L5 46.7 - 
Sacrum 46.7 - 
Internal Oblique 
Total from 9 strands 26.7 
Fig. 67 The Muscle Forces For A S, col: i'osis Curve 
(with Halo-Pelvic distraction) 
Muscle, 'Force N 
& Point Of Ori gin Concave side Convex side 
Multifidus 
T5 7.6 - 
T6 0.7 - 
T7 4.7 - 
T11 0.3 - 
L1 2.5 - 
L4 - 110.2 
L5 - 117.2 
S1 67.8 101.1 
S2 107.5 144.3 
S3 146.4 192.6 
Semi-Spinalis 
T1 - 12.0 
T5 15.5 - 
T7 - 1.1 
T10 22.2 - 
T11 0.9 - 
T12 4.8 - 
Spinalis Thoracis 
Insertion T3 2.9 - 
T4 8.3 - 
Origin L2 11.2 - 
Quadratus Lumborum 
Insertion Rib T12 43.2 79.5 
L1 - 50.5 
L2 ' - 23.2 
L3 - - 
L4 1.3 - 
Fi'g. 68 ' The Muscle Forces For A Scöliosis Curve 
(with Harrington Instrumentation) cont. overleaf. 
Fig. 68 The Muscle Forces For A Scoliosi's Curve 
(with Harrington Instrumentation). 
support, there is no validation for this but the figures 
are listed below. 
Value of Objective. 
Scoliotic curve alone 34317 
" with Milwaukee Brace 30941 
of of 11 Halo-Pelvic Dist. 25824 
is to 11 Harrington Instr. 26124 
Both Halo-Pelvic Distraction and Harrington 
Instrumentation give substantially lower results 
suggesting that these systems effectively support the 
vertebral column. 
7.4. A Discussion Of The Results. 
There is an infinity of ways to forming the 
Objective Function for the linear programming model, 
a small change in the Objective can also cause a signif- 
icant alteration in the results. The results shown in 
the preceeding sections are typical of what can be 
obtained using this method, but are not a definitive 
solution to the examples studied. 
There has been no other model of the spinal column 
musculature proposed which is as complex as this one 
and it is difficult to assess the accuracy of the 
results obtained. At present it is also impossible to 
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validate the muscles forces against any experimental 
data, as only an indication as to the action of a 
muscle can be gained from EMG recordings. 
A severe limitation to the operation of this 
model has been the difficulty to define the forces 
generated by the passive elastic tissue of the inter- 
vertebral joints. The "weighting" factor does not 
define explicitly the forces involved at the joints, 
and therefore, it is possible to have combinations of 
forces which are unrealistic, e. g. the intervertebral 
reactions could be zero for all the vertebrae except 
one which would have a force, there would be no structural 
reason for this force, but it is there because of the 
optimization technique requiring to find, say, minimum 
force in the complete system. A model which defined 
the intervertebral reactions would be advantageous; 
to do this a knowledge of the deformation at the joints 
and the elastic properties of the tissues. is required. 
A model which includes a structural analysis of the 
passive elastic elements of the spinal column is 
described in Chapter 9. 
7.4.1. EMG results of similar positions. 
A number of studies have been carried out in 
measuring the electrical potential of various muscles 
of the trunk and back. However, general results from 
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surface electrodes are not sufficiently precise to be 
of use in comparing with this mathematical model. 
(a) Easy standing and forward flexion. 
Jonsson [164] using wire electrode's, found activity 
in the Multifidus muscle at the L1 and L4 levels and 
KIN, 
marked activity at L2, L3 ands levels in easy standing. 
I 
For the same position marked activity at the L2 level 
of the Iliocostalis was also found. For the Longissimus, 
activity was found at all lumbar levels, the highest 
being in the L3 region. Donisch and Basmajian [155] 
placed wire electrodes in the region of the transverso- 
spinal muscles, they obtained a constant activity in the 
thoracic region in an upright position but only inter- 
mittent electrical potential in the lumbar region. In 
full forward flexion there was spontaneous electrical 
silence. Oertengren and Andersson [165] found increasing 
electrical activity in the back muscles up to full flexion 
where there was silence. Carlsöö [166] also found activity 
in the Sacrospinalis muscles which increased with flexion. 
Pauly [154] studied various movements involving many 
muscles. In an upright position little activity was 
found in the Iliocostalis Lumborum or Spinalis muscles. 
Floyd and Silver [153] found increasing activity in the 
Erector spinae muscles in forward flexion. 
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The results from the model in the upright position, 
as in Figure 60, show the Multifidus muscle in the 
lumbar region to be in operation, the Semi-Spinalis in 
the lower thoracic region also active, the Longissimus 
to be slightly active and the Iliocostalis Lumborum also 
to be in use. The Internal Oblique was active in the 
upright position but not thereafter, Floyd and Silver 
[167] found similar results although Robertson [81 
recorded activity in the abdominal muscles during flexion. 
The reason for this, described on page 11, is to stabilise 
the pelvis. In the model here the pelvis is a fixed 
base, therefore the only activity required is to stop 
the spinal column rotating backwards when upright. The 
muscles in operation in the model are for static positions 
only and cannot be expected to agree entirely with tests 
for a complete dynamic movement. However, the muscles 
predicted to be in operation by the model are physically 
feasible, the values of forces derived are open to debate. 
(b) Lateral flexion. 
Carlsöö [1661 recorded marked activity on the 
convex side in. lateral bending but also activity on the 
concave side. This was also confirmed by Oertengren 
and Andersson [1651... Pauly [154] states that no activity 
in the Erector spinae is needed for lateral flexion, this 
was, however, a dynamic movement and not a holding position. 
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The model predicts increased activity in the Spinalis 
Thoracis, the Quadratus Lumborum and Iliocostalis on 
the convex side. The activity of the Semi-Spinalis 
and the Longissimus is lessened on the convex side in 
comparison to the upright position. The Multifidus 
does show increased activity over the upright position 
on the concave side in lateral flexion. 
(c) EMG findings related to scoliotic conditions have 
been discussed by Robin [27]. The general conclusion 
is that there is greater electrical stimulation of the 
muscles on the convex side, however, there are differing 
opinions depending on the type of deformity involved and 
the variety of diseases that can cause it. The results 
that have been shown from the computer model give values 
of force that are required to balance the structure 
against bodyweight and externally applied forces and 
cannot take into account neurological or other diseases. 
A study of the effect of Harrington Instrumentation 
on the spinal column has been carried out by Schultz 
and Hirsch [1681, using the elastostatic model described 
in Chapter 2.2.7. They can assess the benefit to reducing 
the curvature of the deformity by using this technique. 
Their example showed the technique to be useful for 
greater curvature, small deformities being 
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better handled by external bracing such as the 
Milwaukee Brace. Their work cannot, however, be 
correlated with the results shown here. 
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CHAPTER 8. 
A Technique To Derive The Material Properties 
For Bar And Beam Element Structures. 
It was explained in Chapter 4 how a method of 
formulating rigidity (based on material properties) from 
the specification of both deformation and corresponding 
load would be advantageous. An iteration process to do 
this has been proposed by Kavanagh [169]. His principle, 
which was developed for finite element analysis. of a 
material in plane stress, has been extended here to. deal 
with simple structural elements i. e. bars and beams. 
The displacement method of analysis is used throughout 
and has been explained by Yettram and Hussain [170]. 
The process is based upon an iteration. procedure 
which takes the form 
p(n+l) = N. p(n) for the n+lth iteration 
where N is calculated from Strain (analytical) (n) 
Strain (experimental) 
As IStrain (experimental) - Strain (analytical) 
is minimized the value of N tends to 1 and a suitable 
value for P is obtained. 
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Consider simple bar and beam elements, which act 
in pure axial strain, and combined axial strain and 
bending respectively. ' In this case Poisson's ratio can 
be ignored and the material constant sought is simply 
Young's modulus E. 
From Hooke's Law 
E= Stress i. e. 
Strain 
or E= c-1. a 
a for a bar element 
----- (8-1) 
If the structure consists of k elements then the 
above equation written in matrix notation becomes: 
{E } Eil 
E-1 2 
" s-1 k 
or more compactly as 
{E} = [A] . {Q} 
r 
{Q} 
----- (8-2) 
----- (8-3) 
The matrix A is then treated as a constant 
multiplier derived from the experimental values for 
strain. This is the denominator in the term N 
mentioned earlier. 
e- 
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The numerator in N is derived as follows: 
An initial guess for Young's modulus E is used to 
form the stiffness matrix of the structure, after suitable 
partitioning of the matrix into blocks, the section 
relating known external load to unknown nodal displace- 
ment is inverted. On multiplication with the load 
vector a set of displacements for the nodes of the 
system is obtained. From the geometry of the structure, 
before and after loading, the strain in each element is 
calculated. On the combination of this matrix with the 
A matrix the multiplying factor N (Strain(analytical) / 
Strain(experimental)) is formed and a new value for 
Young's modulus found. The iteration process is continued 
by using the new value of E in reformulating the stiff- 
ness matrix and then calculating a modified value for 
strain (analytical). The routine is repeated until the 
change in E per iteration has reached a suitable low 
value e. g. 0.01%. 
The equations are set out below and a flow chart 
of the process is shown in Fig. 69 . 
Equation of equilibrium for the nth iteration: 
{F} _ [ST](n) {D}(n) ----- (8-4) 
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Fi. g: 69 Flowchart For Iteration Procedure 
Displacement vector assuming nth set of material 
constants: 
{D} (n) = EST(n)1-1 {F} ----- (8-5) 
Then strain is formulated: 
{c) (n) _ [DS]. {D} 
(n) 
----- (8-6) 
And stress: 
{Q}(n) _ [P] 
(n) 
. {e}(n) ----- (8-7) 
The new values for the material constants are 
given by: 
[P](n+l) _ [A] {Q}(ný ----- (8-8) 
= [A] . [P] 
(n) 
. [DS] . [ST 1 
1. {F} 
----- (8-9) 
where {F} = load vector {D} = displacement vector 
[ST] = stiffness matrix [P] = compliance matrix 
[DS] = strain-displacement matrix derived from 
geometry of the structure. 
In all the examples which follow, the experimental 
values for strain, which formulate the A matrix, were 
not obtained from true experimental readings but from 
a separate computer program. The program assumed the 
correct material properties and calculated the 
displacement vector accordingly. 
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8.1. Analysis Of Bar Element Structures. 
A framework of pin jointed bar elements (axial 
load only) was used throughout this series of tests. 
The geometry of the system was as defined by A. L. Yettram 
(Brunel University) in a course for Stress and Structural 
Analysis [1711. The basic configuration of the ten 
elements is shown below. 
21 
00 10 9 
8765 
4 
100 100 
The stiffness matrix for an individual bar element 
is: 
Fix c2 cs -C 
2 
-cs Dlx 
F1 
y s2 -cs -s2 Dly 
= A. E 
F2x L 
c2 cs D2x 
F2y SYM. s2 D2y 
----- (8-10) 
where A is the cross-sectional area of the bar 
L is the overall length of the bar 
A/L 
=1 
c= cosa, s= sins, they are defined by the angle 
between the bar and the X-axis at node 1, shown overleaf. 
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.Y 
11 X 
The'overall stiffness matrix is formed by the 
summation of the individual element stiffness matrices. 
The ALGOL computer program used is listed in Appendix 2. 
The true displacement of the structure under load 
was calculated by a separate computer program (using an 
HP9830 calculator) using the displacement method of 
analysis. 
The data input into the main program is known 
external load, node displacement (usually to nine 
significant figures) and a guess for the values of Young's 
modulus for each element. 
On running the computer it was found that the 
final values of E were not converging to the correct 
results, although there was close agreement between true 
and analytical values of displacement. The final value 
of E obtained from the iteration routine was found to be 
dependent on the initial guess (the values were within 
5% of the true E). The conclusion is that there is a 
wide range of member Young's moduli which, when combined 
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into the structure, will yield one particular deformation 
pattern for a certain configuration of loading. The 
strain energy calculated for a later example was found 
to give an overall value the same for both the correct 
values of E and the offset results, this substantiates 
the previous conclusion. A later example also showed 
that symmetry in the system caused problems, which may 
apply to this structure too. 
It had been proposed to simulate muscle action by 
the application of equal and opposite forces applied to 
the two nodes between which the muscles acted. To do 
this, one bar element was removed from the structure 
(No. 8), the node displacement data, however, was for 
the system with that element in action. This meant 
that the structure was acted upon, at the muscle 
attachment nodes, by an unknown external load. A pro- 
cedure was added to the computer program to calculate 
the loads at the nodes in question. This was done 
using the stiffness matrix in use during the iteration 
cycle and multiplying it by the displacement vector. 
The difference between the calculated and input load, 
at these nodes, represented the force at each end of the 
muscle. The error in the initial guess for E resulted 
in an incorrect value for muscle load being obtained. 
The average value for the node loads was used in describ- 
ing the overall load field. As the E values, in the 
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iteration routine, approached their correct amount, so 
the forces at the two nodes tended toward one value as 
expected. On removing the element from the framework, 
it was found that the final values of E came to within 
3% of their true values (some better than 1%). 
For all further tests with a bar framework this 
configuration was used. 
The first tests were carried out with the members 
having identical values for E. 
Study of the results showed that consistently 
the bay of the frame furthest from the wall produced 
values of E which were most accurate. (Fig. 70 ). The 
wall acting as a rigid link at one end of the system was 
thought to cause this effect. To overcome this problem 
the framework was modified as shown below: 
Y 
5 
z 
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One member has been added (No. 10) and the top 
wall support restrained the system in the X-direction 
only. 
With this arrangement the bay nearest the wall 
produced results which were best, but no significant 
increase in accuracy was observed. Fig. 71 . is typical 
of the results obtained. Note: the strains for the 
members were within 2x lO-5% of their true values; only 
E values were markably wrong. 
Some of the members were allowed to have different 
values of E. As before, the results seem to be dependent 
on the initial guess. Often, if the guess is near the 
correct answer the final result will be much further out. 
Fig. 72 shows this. Best results were obtained from an 
initial 25% offset guess, the final values were within 
8% of true and many better than 3%, 
_Fig. 
73 
Note: There is rapid movement over the 1st and 
sometimes 2nd iteration, but very little from then on. 
The accuracy of the displacement data was increased to 
15 significant figures (from 9) but this merely stopped 
the very slow movement after the 2nd iteration. The 
values obtained after the lst or 2nd iterations can be 
taken as the final results. 
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10 
Fi'g. 74, Major Data 'Changes . 
Initial guesses for E were also taken from the 
results of the first or final iterations from a previous 
run, but no further improvement in accuracy was forth- 
coming. 
Displacement-data to 4 significant figures did not 
work successfully. It is not known how 'rang, ge in the 
values of the material properties affects the iteration 
process. A less stiff system will not necessarily be 
more accurate; alternatively a very stiff structure 
necessitates increased accuracy of the displacement data 
and computational procedures. 
The load accuracy was also varied, i. e. -10%, the 
results obtained were found to be offset a similar 
percentage. Isolated cases did not work well and the 
range in values for the final results was found to be 
of the order of 20%. 
Fig-74 shows a summary of the more important 
changes made to the structure. 
8.2. Analysis Of Beam Element Structures. 
(statically determinate) 
The beam element is defined as being able to deform 
in pure bending only. From simple bending theory it can 
be seen that the correlation between bar and beam members 
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is as follows: 
M= 
I a, curvature E 
Therefore the equation 
I=E. curvature ----- 
(8-11) M 
is analagous to a=E. E 
Curvature is thus the condition which is put into 
the A matrix of the iteration procedure. 
The stiffness matrix for a horizontal beam element 
is shown below (from Przemieniecki [172]). 
12EI 6EI -12EI 6EI Fly 
L3 L2 L3 L2 
Dly 
M 
4EI -6EI 2EI 
1 
L L2 L 
12EI -6EI F2y 
L3 L2 
D2y 
M2 SYM. 4EI e 
L2 
----- (8-12) 
Where I is the second moment of area, L is the length 
of the beam, 9i is the slope at the point i and M is 
the corresponding applied moment. 
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When a beam is subjected to a constant bending 
moment M, it will deform to a circular arc with radius R, 
(from Gibson [1731). It follows that: 
1 d2y dy 2 3ý2 
--1+- 
R dx2 dx 
X 
Y 
If the deflection is small, then 
1+ 
(lyx- 
tends to 1 
1d 2y 
and curvature =-=2 
R dx 
Therefore EI 
d2y 
M= 
dx 2 
----- (8-13) 
----- (8-14) 
----- (8-15) 
From the moment area theorem it can be shown that the 
change in slope between two points is equal to the area of 
the M/EI diagram between those points. 
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Thus a cantilever with zero slope at the built-in 
end has a M/EI diagram of 
L 
and the area is ML/EI. Therefore the slope at the free 
end A= 
EI 
j, M= 6I. But curvature = 
EI 
, 
i. e. curvature =L. 
Instead of 6 the slope of the free end, the end 
displacement S can be used in a similar manner. (The 
moment of the M/EI diagram is equal to the displacement 
of one end of the beam from the tangent to the slope 
at the other end). 
of 
On joining a series of beams together, however, 
the displacement of one beam becomes dependent also on 
the slope of the previous section. Thus, if the slope 
value is inaccurate, an increase in accuracy of the 
estimation of curvature using end displacement as well 
as slope will not necessarily be achieved. 
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t 
For an end load situation there is a different 
bending moment distribution, namely: 
P 
P. L 22ý2ý 
. 94 
L 
which shows that the curvature along the beam will vary 
linearly. The theory used previously can be applied to 
a particular point, because over an infinitesimal section 
the curvature of the beam can be assumed to be circular. 
Thus at the point of application of the load the slope 
is a maximum and the curvature zero, at the wall the 
curvature = 29 and the slope is zero. With a single 
L 
beam cantilever the curvature can only be found at the 
ends of the elements i. e. node points. Any node can be 
used in the iteration process provided the value of the 
curvature is not zero. 
For a single or multi-element cantilever (statically 
determinate) the iteration technique works perfectly 
(one iteration), and any sensible guess will converge 
to the correct result. 
Variation of the final E with the offset of the 
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displacement value is shown in Fig. 75 . The Hewlett- 
Packard calculator has an inbuilt inversion procedure 
which is not of high accuracy and errors can easily 
arise when using very stiff or flexible beam elements. 
A value of 
E3 
=1 does work well. 
L 
8.3. Analysis Of Bar And Beam Element Structures. 
A structure, made up of bar and beam, or beam 
members only, which is statically indeterminate cannot 
be solved by the iteration process if only the node 
displacement is known. The bending moment distribution 
for beam elements has to be known exactly in order to 
formulate curvature and the A matrix, and this involves 
having the knowledge of the E values for some of the 
members. 
A1 EI 
I= 100 100 L3 =1 
To find the bending moment diagram the E values 
for bars 1 and 2 have to be known. 
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An example is shown below: 
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However, it is possible experimentally to analyse 
this type of structure. The deflection at intermediate 
points along the beam could be measured and a technique, 
such as finite difference, could then be used to find 
the deformation pattern and hence a value of curvature 
at the nodes. 
If curvature can be calculated, the iteration 
process itself works well for this type of structure, 
giving accurate answers after two cycles. 
A further extension to this work was the inclusion 
of bar elements co-axial with the beam members, this 
allows a two-dimensional force system to be applied. An 
example of this is shown below: 
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The value of E for the bar element co-axial with 
the beam can be defined separately from that for the 
beam. Although the bar element accepts strains along 
its length the beam element member was assumed to remain 
at a constant length. The bounds of small deflection 
theory, which were being used, must not be overstepped 
by the use of large deformations, e. g. a beam length of 
100 units and an end displacement of 10 units set the 
appropriate limit. 
The values for Young's Modulus for all the elements 
were allowed to change with each iteration but the system 
did not readily converge to a final value. This was 
found to be due to the axial load component. For simple 
systems convergence to a final answer took in excess of 
20 cycles. A complex arrangement of members suffered 
from a failing similar to that of a bar element structure, 
it would seem that many solutions for the values of E 
could be found. For a symmetrical system, as in the 
previous diagram, it was difficult for the process to 
differentiate between each pair of bar members, i. e. ' 
El + E2 (analytical) _ 
but E1 (anal. ) 
and E2 (anal. ) 
E+ E2 (true). 
E1 (true) . 
E2 (true) . 
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A structure similar to the first sketch but with 
sloping bar members would work satisfactorily. 
Note: High loading with a "soft" material causing 
a large variation in displacement as E is modified with 
each cycle is to be avoided, if possible. 
8.4. Analysis Of Structures With Rigid Links. 
In the simulation of the vertebral column rigid 
links were to be used in the place of vertebrae. The 
value of E for the bony structure was assumed to be 
very much greater than that of the soft tissue surround- 
ing it. 
A simple model was defined as shown in the diagram 
below: Rigid I ink 
N ý y 
ý a d ID M m 
Y 
X 
o Movement in the x, y and 6 modes was allowed. 
The stiffness matrix was formed by applying unit 
deflection of each mode in turn at each node, holding 
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the other nodes stationary. The forces and moments 
induced by the deflection, when tabulated, form the 
required matrix of order 9x9. Figure 76. 
An alternative method is available, nodes can be 
assigned to the ends of each member and a stiffness 
matrix made up directly from the element stiffnesses 
of the order 27 x 27. The number of degrees of freedom 
can be reduced by finding the correlation between the 
movement of the primary nodes 1&2 and of the supple- 
mentary nodes. The transformation: 
[R]T[STI[R] [R] = correlation matrix 
gives the desired stiffness matrix. 
The structure was loaded at node 2. 
The values of E for the beam and the co-axial bar 
elements were specified, thus the properties of the four 
bar members were sought. Without the mode relating 
axial load to induced rotation and moment to axial move- 
ment in the stiffness matrix (marked x), the values of 
E found for the four outside bars gave the correct 
overall stiffness for each level, but did not pick out 
each value correctly. 
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(E 1+ E2) analytical = (E1 + E2) true. 
but E1 (true) = El (anal. ), and E2 (true) = E2 (anal. ). 
This is caused by the symmetry of the system. 
With the complete stiffness matrix it should have been 
possible for the iteration procedure to settle on the 
correct values of E for the bars. Unfortunately, the 
system proved unstable and no result could be obtained. 
If the iteration technique had worked and more 
elements were included in the structure, it still would 
have been probable that only the summation of individual 
stiffness on either side of the beam element could be 
found. The use of the technique in a model of the spine 
would, therefore, have been limited. 
8.5. Summary. 
Points brought to light in this work: 
(a) It is necessary to have accurate load data i. e. 
considering the spine, bodyweight acting at each 
node must be known (also the cantilever effect of 
the head and neck). 
(b) The technique works for bar element structures, 
although many solutions seem to exist for one system. 
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(c) The curvature for the beam members must be known, 
either from bending moment distribution or 
experimental data. 
(d) Bar and beam element structures can be analysed, 
if the properties for the beam and co-axial bar 
are specified. 
(e) A rigid link in the system does tend to cause 
problems. It is probably not possible to find 
the stiffness of individual elements meeting at 
one point. A symmetrical structure should be 
avoided if possible. 
(f) If muscles were simulated by equal and opposite 
forces, the technique would register changes in 
load at the nodes, but not individual muscle 
forces if many were acting per node. 
All these factors indicate that severe difficulties 
would be met if the technique described above were to 
be applied to a mathematical simulation of the spine. 
Such a model would comprise of 17 rigid links, each 
interconnected by elastic elements representing 8-9 major 
ligaments, the intervertebral disc and numerous muscle 
forces (170+). Furthermore, in order to bring in the 
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required data for curvature, the quality and quantity 
of the experimental deflection data required could not 
possibly be obtained. In view of these difficulties, a 
more direct method, rather than this iterative technique, 
is more likely to lead to practical results. 
The following chapter describes a novel method 
for formulating a model of the human spine. 
i 
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CHAPTER 9. 
A Static Model Of The Spinal Column. 
The mathematical model proposed in Chapter 4 is 
described in more detail here. Two numerical techniques 
are applied to the solution of the problem, namely 
linear programming (described in Chapter 6) and a 
structural analysis based on the Displacement method. 
The sequence of using the computer program 
generated is as follows: 
(a) Linear programming is used for the spine 
involving 171 muscles and the reaction forces 
and torques between the vertebral bodies. 
The objective function is minimized, and 
this is equivalent to finding the minimum 
total static force required to hold the 
structure in equilibrium. 
(b) The structural analysis program calculates 
the force vector applied at each vertebra 
to hold the spine in a prescribed deformed 
position. The analysis assumes that in the 
initial position there is no residual strain 
in the system. Thus it can be seen that this 
program calculates the change in reactions 
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between the vertebrae due to the change from 
the initial position to the deformed geometry. 
(c) Combining the change in reaction, from (b), 
with the initial calculated reaction, from 
(a), gives the reaction between the vertebrae 
in the deformed state. The structural 
analysis accepts as input data the deformation 
of the spinal column, obtained from X-ray 
pictures. Thus if the person X-rayed is 
standing in the "bent" position and is 
consciously tensing his muscles the effect 
of the "tenseness" will be included in the 
applied forces needed to hold the spine. 
Alternatively a relaxed state will be notice- 
able by less deformation of the elastic 
tissues. The ability to "sense" this differ- 
ence in posture is dependent on the accuracy 
available in obtaining the deflected spinal 
geometry. 
(d) A modified linear program is used for the 
deformed geometry of the spine in which the 
reaction forces and torques are known. This 
program primarily calculates the muscle forces 
acting on the system. The linear program in 
the first instance solves the equations of 
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equilibrium for the static system. The 
structural analysis program calculates the 
forces resulting from a prescribed deformation 
and this is also in equilibrium, if the bounds 
of small deflection theory are observed. 
Thus on combining the two values a third 
state of equilibrium is formed which can be 
solved by linear programming. 
The flow diagram for this sequence of mathematical 
programs is shown in Fig. 77. 
9.1. ' The Linear Programming. 
As the linear programming has been described 
earlier for a system in which muscle forces and inter- 
vertebral joint reactions and torques are unknowns, it 
is only necessary to re-establish the underlying method- 
ology here. Namely: 
(a) The muscles are employed in balancing the 
structure against the action of gravity on 
the body mass. 
(b) The body mass is assumed to act at each verte- 
bra with a value equal to the mass of the 
transverse section which is cut across the 
body corresponding to that vertebra and with 
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Fig. 77 Flowchart For Computer Model Of The Spine 
a depth equal to the longitudinal height of 
the vertebra and disc. [151]. 
(c) The muscles are given points of origin and 
insertion as derived from textbook anatomy. 
(d) The muscles are given appropriate weighting 
factors in the objective function of the 
linear program and the analysis finds a 
solution which is the minimum for a linear 
function of the total force in the structure. 
9.2. The Structural Analysis. 
The structural analysis will be described in greater 
detail. This program deals solely with the elastic 
deformation that takes place in the intervertebral joints 
in moving from an initial position to a deflected geometry. 
The assumptions made are as follows: 
(a) The vertebrae are assumed to be rigid links, 
with their geometry obtained from X-ray pictures. 
I 
(b) The material properties used in the elastic 
elements conform to the overall motion segment 
properties so that the error due to assuming 
rigid vertebral bodies is minimized (see 
Chapter 4, page 80). The individual properties 
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for the intervertebral discs and ligaments 
were obtained from the work of Schultz et 
al [84]. 
(c) The material properties of the elements are 
linearly elastic. It is possible with the 
program to perform the displacement in a 
number of steps and each step could have 
different elastic properties to conform to 
a non-linear curve. 
(d) There are no viscoelastic elements in the 
structure. This in part in due to the lack 
of data which could directly be used in this 
type of model, although it would be feasible 
to reduce the forces calculated by the program 
by a percentage to account for any relaxation 
in the system. However, the effect of visco- 
elasticity would be very small because the 
spine in its upright position would have 
reached a stable situation by the time the 
X-rays were taken and the effect of bending 
from this configuration would introduce a 
negligible effect (the bent position is only 
maintained for a few seconds to take the X- 
ray).. This subject has been briefly mentioned 
in Chapter 3, pages 61-62. 
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(e) There is no residual strain in the elastic 
elements for the structure in its initial 
position. 
(f) All the elastic elements are connected between 
neighbouring vertebrae i. e. a deformable link 
does not "jump" vertebrae thereby missing out 
those in between. It is only the supra-spinous 
ligament which, of the links represented, does 
miss out vertebrae in the in-vivo situation 
and this is only in the L4 - L5 -S1 region. 
The effect of this on the overall motion 
segment properties is small. 
The spinal column is idealised as rigid links 
connected together by bar and beam elements representing 
the ligaments and intervertebral discs respectively. All 
the bar elements are able to accept axial tension, but 
only those between the articular facets can take compress- 
ion forces and this is to represent the action of those 
joints. The beam element interconnecting the vertebrae 
is able to resist axial, rotatory and shear forces. The 
active muscles which are considered as force generators 
alone do not play a part in this analysis which is con- 
cerned solely with the passive structure. 
The computer program calculates the forces and 
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moments which are required to hold each rigid link in 
a prescribed position (after deflection) acting against 
the passive elastic forces generated in the deformable 
links. 
In matrix notation: 
{F} = [ST] . {D} 
{F} is the applied force vector. 
{D} is the displacement vector. 
[ST] is the stiffness matrix formed from the elastic 
properties of the elements. 
As mentioned earlier, there are no elements joining 
vertebrae but missing out an intermediate one, thus it 
is possible to consider the movement of one vertebra 
relative to the next. The program does just this and 
can, therefore, accommodate large displacements of the 
spine while working to the criterion of small deflection 
theory between adjacent vertebrae. It is possible to 
deform the spine its fullest extent in flexion and sim- 
ulate this in four incremental steps and not go outside 
the generally accepted limits of small deflection theory. 
For each step the geometry of the elastic elements is 
recalculated and for each step of incremental linear- 
ization the elements are assumed to have zero residual 
0 
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strain. By a summation of the forces and moments at 
each vertebra for the number of steps taken a total 
value is arrived at which is the force required to hold 
the vertebrae in that position. This method greatly 
reduces both the time of calculation and the core size 
-required on the computer. 
A typical example involving 17 rigid links with 
7 bar and 1 beam element between each link would require 
12k words working space and for a4 step displacement 
take 15 secs execution time. The program itself uses 
44k words of core space. 
One primary node is assigned to each vertebra and 
this describes completely the movement in space of the 
vertebral body. The soft tissue is connected to secondary 
nodes on the vertebra and the movement of these is 
directly related to that of the primary node. Thus the 
stiffness matrix for the link joining the primary nodes 
is formulated from the element matrices defined for the 
secondary nodes. 
9.3. The Structural Analysis Program. 
The computer program will now be described and 
a flow chart for this work is shown in Fig-78 . For 
reference the program is listed in Appendix 2. 
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The procedures R0, ANGLE, TRAN and TRANS are sub- 
routines which are called into use in the procedure 
SPINAL. The procedure SPINAL constitutes the main body 
of the program and is called into operation the same 
number of times as the number of steps in the movement. 
Lines 2- 64, Procedure R0. 
This procedure transforms the stiffness matrices 
of the elements as related to the secondary nodes to the 
stiffness matrix operating between the primary nodes. 
The displacement vectors are related thus: 
{DS} _ [R] {DP} 
The subscripts s and p refer to the secondary and primary 
nodes respectively. R is the transformation matrix and 
RT its transpose. The integer values MF and NB define 
the superior or inferior ends of the elastic element and 
whether the element is a bar or a beam respectively. 
The integer Q defines whether it is the superior or* 
inferior vertebra which is being transformed. 
Translational movement is the same at the second- 
ary and primary nodes. But rotation at the primary node 
will also cause an extra translation at the secondary- 
node. 
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Consider rotation about the X axis: 
Y 
Z 
c 
Let OA = OE = L. 
B 
0 
Then movement in the Y direction = -L. d6. sin(A +'a2) 
----- (9-1) 
and movement in the Z direction = L. de. cos(6 + 
a2) 
----- (9-2) 
Similarly for rotation about the Y axis: 
movement in the X direction = L. d4. cos(ý + 
d2) 
----- (9-3) 
movement in the Z direction = -L. dc. sin(4 + 
a2) 
----- (9-4) 
For rotation about the Z axis: 
movement in the X direction = -L. di. sin(p +) 
----- (9-5) 
movement in the Y direction = L. dp. cos(ý + 2) 
----- (9-6) 
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0 
The equations (9-1 to 9-6) can be expanded, for example: 
sin(6 + 
a2) 
= sin6. cos ) (d2 + cos6. sin (d) 2 
but sing = AB/AO and cosO = OB/AO 
AB is also the Z-axis co-ordinate for the secondary node 
in the initial position. OB is the Y-axis co-ordinate 
for the secondary node. 
Therefore the movement i, n the Y direction for 
rotation about the X-axis can be written: 
-d6. (Z. cos(!! )+Y. sin(de) ) 22 
where Z and Y are the initial axis co-ordinates. As the 
rotation is known, a unique position for the secondary 
node, after rotation, can be obtained. The other 
equations (9-2 to 9-6) are developed in a similar way. 
The coefficients linking the translation and 
rotation of the two nodes are stored in the R matrix. 
Lines 65 - 87, Procedure Angle. 
The procedure calculates the cosines of the angles 
of rotation to be used in the transformation of the 
spatial axes. The cosines are applicable only for a 
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YZX sequence transformation. ALPHA, BETA and GAMMA 
are the values of the angles of rotation when projected 
on to the plane of the original axes. These are the 
angles as would be seen on an X-ray picture. 
Z 
X 
The cosine of the angle between the axes X and X' 
is given by 
CX = OA/OC 
The value AL calculates the length OC 
OC2 = OB2 + BC2 = OB2 + AD2 
Let ß= AOB and y= AOD 
Then AL = OA(tan2 + l/cos2Y) 
Therefore CX = 1/AL ----- (9-7) 
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The cosine of the angle between the axes Y and 
X' is CY 
CY = BC/OC = AD/OC 
= Itany/Oci = Itany/ALI ----- (9-8) 
The XZ plane'is defined as 00 rotation, therefore 
if the rotation is clockwise, i.. e. -ve the angle required 
will be 900+, and the cosine will be negative. 
The cosine of the angle between the Z and X' axes 
is CZ. 
CZ = OE/OC = AB/OC 
AB = OA. tanß 
OC = (OD2 + CD2) 
CZ = tang//((1/cosß) 
2+ (tang) 2) ----- (9-9) 
If the rotation is greater than zero i. e. counter- 
clockwise then the angle will be greater than 900 and 
CZ will be -ve. 
The rotation of the axes when viewed looking down 
the X' axis is defined by the sine and cosine of the 
movement, CRO and SRO respectively. 
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Y 
2 
X' 
The cosine CRO is evaluated as OA/OB 
cosß = OD/OA and tans = ED/OD = AC/OD 
Therefore AB = AC/cosy = OD. tana/cosy 
OB2 = AB2 + OA2 
= OD2. tan2a/cos2y + OD2/cos2ß 
CR0 = OD. cos 
OB 
=1 
(tan2a. cos2ß/cosy + 1) ----- (9-10) 
But CRO cannot be greater than 1, if by 
computational error it is, then it is set = 1. 
The value for SRO is calculated as 
SRO = (1 - CRO2) ----- (9-11) 
The sine is negative when the rotation is clockwise. 
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Lines 88 - 108, Procedure TRAN. 
The procedure is derived from Beaufait et al [1501. 
It forms a matrix C which is the transformation matrix 
for changing from one set of spatial axes to another. 
The matrix is formulated for the YZX sequence transform- 
ation, the values for CX, CYr CZ, CRO and SRO are input 
from the ANGLE procedure. 
Lines 109 - 128, Procedure TRANS. 
This procedure performs in a similar manner to 
TRAN, the transformation matrix is formulated for a ZYX 
sequence rotation. The cosines of the angles of rotation 
are defined in the main program. 
Lines 130 - 599, Procedure SPINAL. 
This is the main procedure which performs the 
structural analysis for the system for each increment 
of movement. 
The integer values MM and NN define the number of 
vertebrae and the number of bar elements between the 
rigid links (representing the vertebrae) respectively. 
Also input into this section are the stiffnesses of the 
bar elements K and of the beam elements KK (6 per element). 
Line 150. 
This is the beginning of the structural assembly 
and repeats from M=1, the uppermost vertebra (T1), 
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to M= MM, the lowermost vertebra (L5). The correspond- 
ing links lie below the superior vertebra, e. g. M=3, 
the link between T3 and T4 is being considered. 
The values ALPHA, BETA and GAMMA store the angular 
rotations of the superior vertebra and ALPHA2, BETA2 and 
GAMMA2 store the rotations of the inferior vertebra. 
The relative rotation of the superior to the inferior 
vertebra is stored in vector DA. The values of ALPHA2. 
BETA2 and GAMMA2 are used in the procedure ANGLE, the 
transformation matrix C is then produced by procedure 
TRAN. The relative rotations stored in DA are then 
modified by the transformation and the resultant values 
stored in D, this is the true relative rotation of the 
vertebrae. This is done so that the apparent angles 
viewed on the X-ray plate. in the original axis system 
can be used as the true rotation of the superior vertebra 
relative to the inferior vertebra in the initial position. 
Line 162 - 208. 
This section calculates the displacement of the 
superior vertebra relative to the inferior in its original 
position. The geometric length L between the primary 
nodes is calculated for the initial undeformed position. 
The angle of rotation, about the. X axis, that the 
primary node makes with the inferior is recorded as ALP. 
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Similarly GAM is the angle for rotation about the Z axis. 
The program is set to accept values of ALP between 900 
o0 
and -900 and values of GAM between 0 and 180 . 
90 ° 
1ß 
2 
900 U" 
With two angles and one length the primary node 
of the superior vertebra. is fixed in space relative to 
the inferior node. Adding to these angles the apparent 
rotations of the inferior vertebra will give the undeform- 
ed position of the superior vertebra relative to the 
deformed orientation of the inferior vertebra. The co- 
ordinates of the superior vertebra can now be calculated, 
these are MOVX, MOVY and MOVZ. This is then the position 
of the superior vertebra if no deformation had occurred 
at that level although the inferior vertebra has been 
rotated to its deformed position. 
I 
A 
B- 
179 - 
Original 
Position 
MOVY is the Y co-ordinate = DB 
OD2 = OB2 + DB2 
L2 = AB2 + BC2 + DB2 
tan(GA) = DB/AB therefore AB = DB/tan(GA) 
tan(AL) = BC/DB therefore BC = DB. tan(AL) 
L2 = DB2/tan2(GA) + DB2. tan2(AL) + DB2 
Therefore 
MOVY = 
/(1/tan2(GA) 
L 
+ 1/cos2(AL)) ----- (9-12) 
The other co-ordinates can be easily calculated: 
MOVX = tan (GA) . MOVY 
MOVZ = tan(AL). MOVY 
----- (9-13) 
----- (9-14) 
If the rotation GA ± 90° then the X co-ord. will be -ve 
AL ± 90° then the Y co-ord. will be -ve 
AL ± oo then the Z co-ord. will be -ve 
Lines 201 - 203. 
The co-ordinates MOVX, MOVY and MOVZ added to 
the displaced co-ordinates of the inferior vertebra 
give the position of the superior vertebra prior to 
deformation of that level. 
The deformation that has taken place at that level 
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is calculated from the actual position of the superior 
vertebra minus the anticipated position i. e. for the 
X axis. 
displacement = XPDm - (MOVX + XPDm+l) 
This calculated displacement is related to the 
deformed position of the inferior vertebra. The 
structure is assembled in the initial position therefore, 
it is necessary to rotate back the co-ordinate axes an 
equal amount to the forward deformation rotation. The 
YZX transformation is used and the new values for the 
relative displacement stored in vector D. The values 
held are the true displacement of the primary node of 
the superior vertebra relative to the initial position 
of the inferior vertebral primary node. 
Line 216. 
This is the beginning of the loop which sets up 
the stiffness matrix for the bar elements. This repeats 
NN times (i. e. the number of bar elements per level). 
Lines 221 - 226. 
XPOS1-2, YPOS1-2 and ZPOS1-2 store the distances 
between the secondary nodes and the primary node for 
that vertebra. This will be used when finding the new 
co-ordinates of the displaced secondary nodes. 
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Lines 231 - 238. 
PB, QB and RB store the geometric distances between 
the two ends of the bar element, and L calculates its 
length. AB, BB and CB are the direction cosines of the 
bar relative to the X, Y and Z axes. 
Lines 243 - 267. 
The matrix relating secondary node movement to that 
of the primary node is formulated using the procedure 
R0. The R matrix is also used to calculate the true 
distance of the secondary node from the primary node in 
the deformed positon, and this is restored as XPOS1-2, 
YPOS1-2 and ZPOS1-2. The vector DC is formed which 
holds the displacement of the secondary node. 
Lines 273 - 286. 
This section checks whether the element will be 
put into tension or compression. The values PB, QB and 
RB hold the co-ordinate distances between the two ends 
of the bar element. The deformed length of the element 
LC is then calculated from PB, QB and RB. The value of 
LC is compared with the bar's original length. If the 
bar is found to be compressed the program can move 
straight on to the next element, thereby removing the 
force contribution of the link from the system. If 
certain elements can take compression forces it can % 
easily be arranged for the program not to skip that 
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load bearing bar e. g. lines 277 and 278. 
The value FO is the calculated force within the 
element from the change in its overall length and this 
is used to give an indication of the load that is carried, 
it is not necessarily equal to the force calculated in 
the overall stiffness matrix. 
Lines 291 - 302. 
The stiffness matrix for the bar elements is 
formulated as in Przemieniecki [172]. 
Lines 307 - 317. 
The stiffness matrix joining the secondary nodes 
is multiplied by the transformation matrix R and its 
transpose RT to form the matrix relating the primary 
nodes. 
[STP] = [RTI . [STS] . [R] 
The subscripts p and s refer to primary and secondary 
nodes respectively. The new stiffness matrix is placed 
in STC which is used to store the total assemblage 
stiffness matrix for the bar and beam elements forming 
that particular elastic link. 
The program then returns for the next bar element 
for this vertebral level. After completing the stiffness 
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matrix for the bar elements the program continues to 
the single beam. 
Lines 321 - 432. 
This entire section deals with the setting up of 
the stiffness matrix for the beam element. The section 
is in six parts: 
(a) Lines 334 - 340. 
The direction cosines for the beam elements are 
established and held in CX, CY and CZ. 
(b) Lines 349 - 364. 
The beam-is orientated in space using the ZYX 
transformation. For the sake of simplicity there 
is assumed to be zero rotation about the axis along 
the length of the element. 
(c) Lines 369 - 381. 
The stiffness matrix is assembled (from 
Przemieniecki [1721), from the elastic properties 
read into the program. The analysis can handle 
both slender and thick beams, to simulate the 
intervertebral disc thick beams are used. 
(d) Lines 386 - 397. 
The stiffness matrix is transformed from the local 
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to global co-ordinates. 
(e) Lines 402 - 420. 
The R matrix and its transpose RT are formed, 
they relate the movement of the secondary node 
to that of the primary node. The matrix is much 
the same as that for the bar elements except that 
rotatory terms for the orientation of the secondary 
nodes are included. XBOS1-2, YBOS1-2 and ZBOS1-2 
hold values. for the co-ordinate distances of the 
secondary nodes from the primary node after 
deformation has taken place. This is used to 
obtain the co-ordinates of the displaced secondary 
nodes, which is required if there are a number of 
steps. 
(f) Lines 425 - 432. 
The stiffness matrix for the beam element joining 
the primary nodes is formulated by multiplying 
together the matrices shown below: 
[RT] . [STS] . [R] 
The final matrix is held in STC. 
The program has now calculated the complete stiff- 
ness matrix relating the superior to the inferior primary 
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node, it continues by finding the applied force at each 
primary node. 
Lines 437 - 459. 
The forces and reactions are calculated by multi- 
plying together the stiffness matrix STC and the displace- 
ment vector D. The values so derived refer-to the 
deformation of the superior vertebra relative to the 
inferior. The inferior vertebra is in its initial 
position. 
\ ýý 
Global Axes 
Lines 463 - 483. 
The vertebrae are in fact in a deformed position 
corresponding to that shown below: 
Global Axes 
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Thus it is essential to calculate the components 
of the forces in the orientation of the global axes. 
This is done using the YZX transformation based on the 
deflected position of the inferior vertebra. 
Lines 488 - 539. 
The co-ordinates of the deformed position of the 
secondary nodes are found by combining the displaced 
position of the primary node with the distances of the 
secondary nodes from the primary node as calculated in 
Lines 418 - 420. 
Lines 544 - 570. 
The forces and moments calculated for one vertebra 
relative to the one below are transformed as described 
above. The separate vertebral units are combined to 
form the complete spinal column and therefore the applied 
forces and moments FT at each vertebra are derived. 
e. g. FT2 = F2 - R1 
FTa = F3 - R2 and so on. 
El'"l 
1114- 
L-l 
F2 
.1,3 _:: 
F and R are the 
forces and reactions 
at each vertebra 
respectively. 
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Lines 600 - 793. 
This section forms the calling program. The 
bulk of this, lines 606 - 719, input the co-ordinates 
for the secondary and primary nodes from the disc file 
PLOP in a randomly accessible manner. The program 
requires data for'all the positions of the primary nodes 
but only the initial position for the secondary nodes. 
Lines 742 - 789. 
This section rearranges part of the data to be 
used in the next deformation step. 
Line 793. End. 
9.4. Testing The Structural Analysis Program. 
The program has been tested extensively by hand 
and also on simple elastic structures of bar and beam 
elements. The simple structures were also orientated 
at several different angles to verify that the program 
would accommodate the rotations expected from data of 
the bending of the spine. 
The values for the applied force as generated by 
this program have been checked against a package called 
NEWPAC, which was devised by British Rail to analyse 
structures [1741. To simulate rigid links in this 
package material properties of very high magnitude were 
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used. The results obtained from these two programs 
were in good agreement, often less than 2% error was 
achieved. 
9.5. The Modified Linear Program. 
The computer-program MJJ4 generates the data 
which is to be used in the APEX linear programming 
package. This forms the final step of the analysis of 
the spine as outlined in the flow chart, Fig. 77. The 
program MJJ4 is very similar to the program MJJ2 and 
this has been described in Chapter 6. The difference 
is that the reaction forces and moments acting between 
the vertebrae, which are unknown in MJJ2, are known in 
this program. Therefore the variables which are minimized 
relate to the muscle forces only. The values for the 
known reactions are input on card and are added to the 
bodyweight. and deadweight which form the equilibrant 
for the system of equations of equilibrium. 
This program has been tested by comparing with 
the program MJJ2. To do this the reactions derived 
from MJJ2 are used in the second linear program which 
is set up for the same initial geometry. The muscle 
forces produced by the two programs were identical, 
showing that they worked in a similar manner. 
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CHAPTER 10. 
The Use Of The Complete Model. 
The computer programs related to this model have 
been described in their separate functions and it 
therefore remains'to be shown how they function together. 
The flow chart shown as Fig-77 may give the impression 
that the combination of programs was unwieldy. In 
operation this has proved not to be so. The use of disc 
files to interconnect the programs has meant that the 
transfer of large amounts of data has not involved manual 
operation and therefore a good turn round of jobs can be 
obtained. Indeed in some cases the greatest chore has 
been for the computer link operator to get consecutive 
programs in the correct order! 
The basic geometry of the spine is input into the 
first program MJJ3 on card. From this is generated the 
disc file PLOP which holds all the required data for all 
the displacement steps. The program MJJ3 generates much 
of these data internally. Using random accessible disc 
storage the three programs MJJ1, MJJ2 and MJJ4 can access 
the file PLOP directly. These programs are run on the 
CDC 7600 machine at the University of London Computer 
Centre. The data files SPIDA1 and SPIDA2, containing 
the matrices to be handled by the linear program, are 
catalogued via the CDC 6600 machine and stored on the 
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6400 computer. The APEX linear program package can 
access these files directly on the CDC 6600 machine. 
The only manual link in the system is in the 
evaluation of the reaction forces that are required for 
the deformed position linear program. 
10.1. The Examples Studied. 
The geometry of the spine to be used in this study 
was obtained from an 11 year old boy, the same subject 
as used in the analysis described in Chapter 7. 
Both the Anterior-Posterior and Lateral X-ray 
plates were obtained for the initial upright position. 
A further lateral picture was taken for-a forward flexion 
of the subject down to the horizontal. The co-ordinate 
geometry of the primary and secondary nodes were derived 
from the upright position. From the flexed picture were 
taken the positions of the primary nodes only. The 
computer progiam MJJ3 is able to calculate the secondary 
node co-ordinates from the displaced position of the 
primary nodes. 
The full forward flexion was split into a series 
of incremental steps, in the initial examples a4 step 
displacement was used. The first increment of movement 
was used extensively to test the sensitivity of the 
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overall model. In these examples no allowance was 
made for the distortion on the X-ray films, this is 
acceptable for the single step but would cause errors 
in the displacement data for the full forward flexion. 
The reason is that in the second case points which 
initially appear in one area of the film are, in the 
displaced picture, in a different region and thus would 
be seriously affected by the change in distortion across 
the film. A corrected set of co-ordinates was calculated 
and used in a3 increment deflection. 
Thus the following three cases were studied: 
(a) Single small increment of movement. 
(b) Full 4 step forward flexion. 
(c) Full 3 step forward flexion, with 
distortion correction. 
10.2. The Deformable Element Material Properties. 
The rigid links are connected together, in the 
structural analysis, by 7 bar elements and 1 beam 
element. This is similar to the model proposed by 
Schultz et al [84] and the material properties for 
these elements are taken from the work of that group. 
The connection for these elements are shown in Fig. 79. 
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le 
esses. SP 
rocesses. TP 
2 a0 of Articular Facets. AF 
1 Link "" Vertebral Bodies. VB 
2 Links "" Base Of The Spinous Process 
To Points On Each Lamina. RT 
Fig. 79 The Elastic Elements Joining 'The Vertebrae 
Summarized they are as follows: 
(a) 1 beam element to represent the intervertebral 
disc. The beam is able to resist full 
3-dimensional movement. 
(b) 1 bar element joining the tips of the spinous 
processes, to represent the inter- and supra- 
spinous ligaments (SP). 
(c) 2 bar elements joining the tips of the 
transverse processes, to represent the inter- 
transverse ligaments (TP). 
(d) 2 bar elements joining the inferior articular 
facets of the superior vertebra to the superior 
articular facets of the inferior vertebra, 
they represent the action of the intervertebral 
joints (AF). 
(e) 2 bar elements joining the laminae of the 
inferior vertebra to points near the base of 
the spinous process of the superior vertebra, 
and these primarily represent the role of the 
ligamentum flavum (RT). 
In all, 17 movable vertebrae were represented 
(T1 - L5); the sacrum was assumed to act as an immovable 
base. 
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The material properties for the beams representing 
the discs were altered according to the difference in 
height between the discs of the model of Schultz et al 
and the discs of the present study. The same effective 
diameter for the discs was assumed as in their model. 
The properties of all the elements are listed in 
Appendix 4. 
10.3. The Results From The Model. 
Three typical examples have been selected from 
the cases studied and they are outlined below to give 
an indication of the numerical values that were 
derived. 
(a) The analysis of a single small step in forward flexion. 
In this case the displacements for the vertebrae 
were the results of successive adjustments to obtain a 
deformation which would seemingly give suitable forces 
in the structural analysis. The linear programming in 
the initial position did not include reaction moments 
carried by the intervertebral joint. Therefore the 
muscles alone balance the complete structure against 
bodyweight. The objective function in this case was set 
to unity for all variables. 
In this study the muscles in operation in the 
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upright position were the Multifidus, Semi-Spinalis and 
the Internal oblique, the forces produced are shown in 
Fig. 80 . The reactions between the vertebrae are listed 
in Fig. 81 . The structural analysis program produced 
values for the forces required to deform the spine as 
shown in Fig. 82 . From these two sets of numerical 
values can be derived the reactions between the vertebrae 
in the deformed position. The data input into the second 
linear program for the known reactions was in the form: 
Reaction on Inf. surface of vertebra- 
Reaction on Superior surface of the 
vertebral body. 
The APEX package failed to obtain a complete 
solution, 19 of the equations were found to be infeasible, 
i. e. the muscle force vectors in the system could not 
equal the equilibrant of the particular equations. The 
values for those equations which were not satisfied were 
often in excess of 200% in error. The package does give 
a print out of the muscle forces in operation at the time 
when it halted and these are shown in Fig-83 It must 
be emphasized that the forces listed are not the correct 
final result, and there is no immediate way of knowing 
how close these results are to the set of values which 
would have been obtained had the program been able to 
reach a complete solution. 
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All the muscles act bilaterally, only one side shown here. 
Fig. 80. Muscle Forces In The Upright Position. 
Fig-81. The Intervertebral Reactions In The Upright position. 
Vertebral Level Applied Force N Ap plied Moment Ni= 
XYZ Rx Ry Rz 
T1 - -56.1 -9.7 133.8 -- 
T2 - -50.9 -13.2 -203.0 -- 
T3 - -43.4 7.2 -153.3 -- 
T4 - -27.1 -5.3 -380.8 -- 
T5 - -25.5 -18.1 -70.9 -- 
T6 - -21.6 -8.3 1148.8 -- 
T7 - -19.4 -10.6 1007.8 -- 
T8 - -16.5 -1.6 676.8 -- 
T9 - -22.5 -6.5 513.4 -- 
T10 - -22.7 -22.4 2012.3 -- 
T11 - -14.7 -32.1 3505.7 -- 
T12 - -15.8 -25.0 5496.7 -- 
L1 - -20.1 -24.6 6783.7 -- 
L2 - -23.1 -15.7 8273.6 -- 
L3 - -22.5 -26.3 8867.2 -- 
L4 - -7.9 0.4 5650.5 -- 
L5 - -0.3 -73.9 2561.8 -- 
2 
X 
Fig-82. The Forces Required To Deform The Spine. 
Fig. 83 The Muscle Forces In A Deformed Position (cont. ) 
Muscle Force N 
Spinalis 
Insertion T1 10.2 
T3 47.1 
Origin T11 1.1 
L2 56.2 
Longissimus Thoracis 
Insertion T2 3.5 
T5 41.4 
T6 28.7 
T7 7.2 
T11 9.4 
T12 89.6 
Origin L1 136.2 
L3 0.6 
L4 41.0 
L5 0.9 
Sacrum 1.0 
Iliocostalis Lumborum 
Origin L1 17.5 
L2 17.5 
L3 17.5 
L4 21.4 
L5 19.5 
Sacrum 21.4 
Quadratus Lumborum 
Insertion L1 236.5 
L2 60.1 
L4 45.5 
Fig-83. The Muscle Forces In A Deformed Position. 
(b) The analysis of a, 4 step full flexion. 
The displacement of the vertebrae, in this test, 
were as taken from the X-ray films and not modified. 
The initial linear program was the same as described 
above and in Fig., 80 and Fig. 81. The structural analysis 
produced results for the four steps and the summation of 
these increments is shown in Fig. 84. The final linear 
program stopped in a similar manner to the example above. 
The number of infeasible constraints was 70. The error 
in those equations which were not satisfied, i. e.. the 
difference between the anticipated equilibrant derived 
from the preceding programs and the values obtained 
from the muscle force vectors in this program, was vast. 
This does indicate that the manipulation of the 
geometric data in the first study was worthwhile in 
reducing the error in the results from the structural 
analysis program. This points to the fact that an 
increase in accuracy of the geometric data would yield 
substantially better results. To rely on the results 
from manipulated data would be both pointless as well as 
unethical. The modifying of the data is also very time- 
consuming and for movement in which motion coupling 
occurs it would be very difficult to obtain a realistic 
deformation from an educated guess. 
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Vertebral Level Applied Force N Ap plied Moment Norm 
XY Z Rx Ry Rz 
T1 - 1949.3 -226.6 7953.8 -- 
T2 - -2665.1 -686.4 22152.2 -- 
T3 - 573.8 2036.9 23302.3 -- 
T4 - -74.2 -2869.4 17049.3 -- 
T5 - -61.6 1667.4 -6737.3 -- 
T6 - 682.5 -2148.6 -41667.3 -- 
T7 - -4923.0 631.9 -75079.5 -- 
T8 - 2908.5 523.0 -97177.1 -- 
T9 - -461.6 -1179.8 -74214.9 -- 
T10 - 708.2 -2727.1 -28922.0 -- 
T11 - -894.8 -1634.8 -25678.4 -- 
T12 - 59.3 -669.1 -29872.6 -- 
L1 - 613.3 2121.9 -2953.5 -- 
L2 - 3088.0 946.7 -51976.2 -- 
L3 - -707.8 1711.9 -151463.1 -- 
L4 - -2293.0 -3521.6 -145119.9 -- 
L5 - -1776.5 -32.6 -76827.8 -- 
ýý'Il 
2 
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Fig-84 The Forces' Required To Deform-The Spine. 
(Full Flexion) 
(c) The analysis of a single step in forward flexion. 
This study used the same displaced geometry as the 
first example. Thus the structural analysis results 
would be the same as shown in Fig. 82 . The difference 
in this case was the use of an initial linear program 
which included the'action of the intervertebral joints 
in carrying reaction moments, and the weighting of the 
objective function for the muscles as used in the model 
described in Chapter 7.1.1. 
The results from the linear program showed that the 
intervertebral joints carried most of the moments produced 
in the spinal column with only a few of the muscle links 
functioning. The muscles carrying load. included the Multi- 
fidus, the Semi-Spinalis, the Quadratus Lumborum, and the 
Internal Oblique. The values for the forces and the 
intervertebral reactions are shown in Fig. 85 and Fig. 86 
respectively. As before, no complete solution was obtained 
for the second linear program, in this case 46 infeasible 
constraints existed at the cessation of the package. 
The reason for including this example is to 
demonstrate that varying the relative contributions of 
the muscles and intervertebral joint reactions in the 
initial linear program but keeping the same structural 
analysis results would not. give an equilibrium state 
which could be solved in the deformed position, i. e. if 
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Muscle Force 
& Point Of Origin N 
Multifidus 
L4 4.0 
L5 3.9 
S1 4.5 
S2 4.9 
S3 3.2 
Semi-spinalis 
T5 9.3 
T12 5.8 
Quadratus Lumborum 
From Iliac Crest to 
the 12th rib 15.3 
Internal Oblique 
Total from 9 strands 80.2 
All the muscles act bilaterally, the results of 
one side alone are shown here. 
Fig`85. Muscle Forces In The Upright Position 
Vertebral Level Reaction Force N Reaction Moment Nmm 
XY Z Rx Ry Rz 
Above T1 - 57.8 -0.2 -955.6 -- 
Below T1 - 77.3 -0.2 -3372.3 -- 
T2 - 111.9 1.4 -3612.6 -- 
T3 - 147.4 3.0 -3877.3 -- 
T4 - 182.0 4.6 -4900.8 -- 
T5 - 199.7 6.4 -4249.8 -- 
T6 - 225.2 8.0 -3749.7 -- 
T7 - 262.4 6.1 -4272.4 -- 
T8 - 288.9 7.7 -4309.8 -- 
T9 - 316.0 9.3 -4046.3 -- 
T10 - 342.7 10.9 -1867.9 -- 
T11 - 353.8 10.9 --- 
T12 - 379.6 - --- 
L1 - 398.9 -5.3 --- 
L2 - 418.4 10.2 --- 
L3 - 440.7 -12.7 --- 
L4 - 459.5 -6.0 --- 
L5 - 475.4 0.6 --- 
Fig.. 86" The Intervertebral Reactions In The Upright position 
the relative contributions are altered it may be 
thought that a particular set of values may be found 
which will allow a solution to be found for the deformed 
position, this is not the case, rather the opposite is 
likely to be true, if the structural analysis produced 
forces consistent with the muscle system then many 
different initial linear program values could be used 
to give a final solution in the deformed state. 
The first example described, which came the closest 
to finding a solution to the complete model, was further 
modified to accept ranges within which the values for 
the equilibrants for the equations were allowed to float. 
A range of 40% i. e. ±20% on all the equations would allow 
a solution to be found, but there is no way, in this 
case, to ascertain the error that would be present in 
the values for the muscle forces in the deformed position. 
10.4. A Discussion Of The Results From The-Model. 
The first linear program functioned as expected 
and the structural analysis gave results which were 
accurate with regard to the input displacement, but on 
combining the reactions of the first and the applied 
forces of the second program to give the intervertebral 
reactions for the deformed position and using the values 
in a second linear program, no solution could be obtained. 
The simple reason for this is that the values substituted 
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into the final linear program were inconsistent with 
the force vectors representing the action of the muscles, 
i. e. the prescribed deflection of the spine cannot be 
achieved with the specified muscle system. 
The reasons for this are possibly: 
(a) The prescribed deflection input into the 
structural analysis program was inaccurate 
and because of this the values for the applied 
forces required to deform the spine were 
also inaccurate. 
(b)., The assemblage of elastic elements with the 
given material properties is inconsistent 
with the real situation, and thus gives false 
values for the applied forces. 
(c) The muscle system superimposed on to the model 
in the linear programming section is 
"unrealistic". 
The predominant factor causing the linear programm- 
ing not to find a solution consistent with the input data 
was the poor accuracy of the input displacement. The 
present accuracy of the geometry from the X-ray films is 
in the range ±4mm, the required accuracy 
would be 
<±O. 1mm. Thus there is a requirement to find an 
accurate method of measuring the co-ordinate geometry 
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of the spine. 
As no experimental work has been carried out with 
regard to ascertaining the force-deflection characteristics 
of the intervertebral joint it is not possible to improve 
on point (b) outlined above. 
The 171 force vectors representing the action of 
the muscles are sufficient to find solutions to most 
movements, although a problem may exist if gross coupled 
motion is prescribed e. g. full lateral flexion plus 
rotation. 
10.5. A Method To Aid The Functioning Of The Model. 
The second linear program is written in the form 
of equations of equilibrium represented in matrix 
notation as 
[A]{X} = -{W} - {R} ----- (10-1) 
where [A] is the matrix holding the coefficients describing 
the action of the force vectors. 
{X} is the force vector. 
{W} is the vector of external applied force 
e. g. bodyweight 
{R} is the vector of intervertebral reactions and 
moments. 
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The right-hand side of the equation is known and 
specified as input. A solution is sought for the vector X. 
The equals sign specifies the solution in a very rigid 
manner, if some degree of slack is introduced into the 
equation then a solution to the whole system of equations 
is more easily found. 
Consider one equation from the complete system: 
a1x1 + a2x2 + .,,,,,, +anxn=b ----- (10-2) 
The introduction of a further variable z thus: 
a1x1 + a2x2 + ....... + anxn -z <b 
-a1x1 - a2x2 + ....... -anx +z >-b 
for z >0 
----- (10-3) 
----- (10-4) 
This enables the z variable to be a measure of 
the error of the equation. As z would also appear in 
the objective function, the error, which it represents, 
would also be minimized. This type of modification can 
be introduced to many of the equations to give a degree 
of flexibility to the system. 
The APEX program, when it can find no solution 
due to the infeasibility of the equations, does give a 
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print out which gives the values of error of the 
equations in question from the input data. Thus it 
can be seen which equations are causing the most problem 
and they can be rectified by the above method. 
In the present model the values of error for the 
equations were often many orders, of magnitude greater 
than the specified values for the equilibrant of the 
equations, and therefore, not suitable for treatment. 
By artificial manipulation of the displacement data, 
thus altering the values of the applied force calculated 
in the structural analysis, a much smaller error was 
obtainable in the linear programming and the method of 
assistance outlined above would have been applicable. 
But it would have been pointless to merely produce 
artificial data for the sake of gaining results. 
No further work has been carried out on this 
model of the human spine. If more accurate displacement 
data can be gained then it would be advantageous to 
continue and find solutions to the equations. 
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CHAPTER '11. 
Conclusions. 
The major conclusion from this work is that the 
model of the static spine, which includes muscle forces 
and also the passive elasticity of the spinal column, 
described in Chapters 9 and 10, is a viable proposition 
if data of an adequate quality are available. Although 
it has not been possible here to obtain usable values 
for the muscle forces acting on the spinal column, when 
geometric data for the displacement of the spine are 
obtained and the model re-evaluated, it will be possible 
to see more clearly the strengths and weaknesses in the 
mathematical technique put forward. 
A model of the spine which calculates the material 
properties of the structural elements and the applied 
forces from the imposed external load and the deflection 
of the structure using the iterative technique proposed 
by Kavanagh [169,1 is unlikely to give any useful result. 
(this is described in Chapter 8). 
The model of the spine using the Linear Programming 
technique alone, described in Chapters 6 and 7, does 
give an indication of the muscle forces required to 
hold the upper body in various positions. Solving the 
set of equations of equilibrium (statically indeterminate 
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structure) by this method does function well. The 
limitation imposed by this method, e. g. the non-inclusion 
of passive elastic structural elements and the minimization 
of total force in the system alone, cannot be overcome, 
and consequently, this limits the accuracy of the results 
derived. 
11.1. The General Conclusions. 
A resume of the general conclusions formed through 
this work will be given here. 
The points 1-7 relate to obtaining material 
properties and geometric data. 
1. Although there have been many tests conducted on the 
material properties of the spinal components, little 
consistency in their method or tabulation of results 
makes it very difficult to obtain values for specific 
elements to be used in a general model with sufficient 
confidence. At present perhaps the most suitable 
way is to carry out one's own material tests, 
particularly for individual ligaments, e. g. intertrans- 
verse, supraspinous and capsular ligaments which have 
been ignored by previous investigators. 
2. If the geometric data for the displacement of the 
spinal column is to be obtained from X-ray plates 
then a very high resolution is required on the films. 
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For the structural analysis of the spine, an accuracy 
of at least ±0.1mm is required. 
3. Taking of the X-rays using a bi-plane system requires 
special jigs if high accuracy is to be obtained. 
This is unsuitable when the pictures are to be taken 
in a radiography unit of a hospital because of the 
inconvenience to the medical staff. The alternative 
is to use stereo films which are measured on a stereo- 
comparator. This method can yield a high level of 
accuracy, but also requires careful setting up, 
which may be unsuitable for a medical establishment 
in routine clinical work. 
4. Even if high resolution X-ray films are obtainable, 
it is extremely difficult to fix in space, using the 
stereo technique, points on a curved surface or those 
masked by bone or on a surface which is along the 
axis of view. Thus points on the laminae or on the 
surfaces of the vertebral body are difficult to 
locate. 
5. The use of an X-ray scanning system does seem promising 
if the cross-sectional slices could be summed to 
give. an accurate picture on a plane orthogonal to 
the plane of the transverse slice. " 
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6. The visualisation work was halted due to the 
restriction placed on taking X-rays for non-clinical 
use. This follows generally current U. K. practice 
based on ethical considerations. 
7. Ultrasound cannot be used to obtain geometric data 
due to: 
(a) The change in density of the body tissues causes 
a change in refraction which distorts the picture. 
(b) Using harmless low level intensity it is not 
possible to penetrate the vertebral bone, thus 
points which are in the shadow of the vertebra 
cannot be viewed. 
The following points 8- 10 are an appraisal of 
present modelling methods. 
8. In the field of dynamic modelling there are two 
predominant factors which limit the authenticity of 
the simulation. These are: 
(a) The omission of the active muscle action. 
(b) The non-inclusion of the material properties of 
the vertebral bone in discrete parameter models. 
9. The structural analysis of'the spine as a static 
system has generally taken the form similar to a 
study of an engineering situation, i. e. the deflection 
of the structure is calculated from the material 
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properties of the elements and the applied external 
load. This type of analysis completely ignores the 
action of the muscles, as they cannot be included 
into the passive system, and consequently the models 
lack authenticity. 
10. A more suitable way of analysing the elastic structure 
of the spine is to calculate the applied load which 
causes the system of passive elements to take up a 
prescribed deformation. The applied force can be 
broken down into components which represent-the 
action of the individual muscles. A minimization 
technique can be used to find the forces acting in 
the strands of each muscle. 
The following points, 11 - 12, refer to the 
simulation of the spinal column including the muscles 
and the passive elasticity of the spine. 
11. The method of studying the spinal column as described 
in 10. was followed using finite element and linear 
programming technique. (Chapters 9 and 10). It 
was possible to obtain results only in the undeformed 
upright position, no feasible solution was obtained 
for a deflected geometry. This could have been due 
to the following reasons: 
(a) The prescribed deflection input into the structur- 
al analysis program was insufficiently precise 
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and because of this the values of applied forces 
required to deform the spine were also imprecise. 
(b) The assemblage of elastic elements simulating the 
passive structure with the given material properties 
was based on simplified data which could be inconsist- 
ent with the real situation, and thus false values 
for the applied forces may have been obtained. 
(c) The muscle system superimposed on to the model in 
the linear programming section was an idealisation. 
Of these points, (a) is the most likely to have 
caused the failure to obtain useful results. 
12. The lack of suitable accurate X-ray pictures has 
meant that the model has not been fully validated 
and the points above cannot be fully explored. 
However,, very recently some data have been obtained 
from the University of Vermont [175]. This is 
probably the best available at present and is 
described in Appendix 5. 
The points 13 - 17, which follow, all relate to 
the iterative technique proposed by Kavanagh [1691. 
13. Using the iterative technique proposed by Kavanagh 
to derive the material properties of the elastic 
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elements and the muscle forces acting, it was found 
that a prime requirement for all the tests was 
accurate load data, i. e. accurate body-weight values. 
14. The technique works well for a sample bar element 
structure, although many separate solutions seem to 
exist for one structural and load system. 
15. A beam or bar and beam element structure cannot be 
analysed if it is either statically indeterminate 
or the curvatures of the beam elements unknown. 
16. The muscles can be simulated by equal and opposite 
forces acting at the nodes. The technique would 
register'the changes in load at the nodes, but the 
muscle forces cannot be ý'dedu ad from these values 
if more than one muscle were acting at each node. 
17. A system which included rigid links in the structure 
was found not to give useful results. 
The final points 18 - 22 all refer to the model of 
the spine based on the equations of equilibrium alone. 
18. The model of the spine which used the equations of 
equilibrium alone, (Chapters 6 and 7), was found to 
work well. A solution to the statically indeterminate 
system was found using Linear Programming as a suitable 
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minimization technique. -The overriding drawback 
with this method is that the forces developed in 
the passive elastic. tissue e. g. ligaments, cannot 
be accurately specified. The intervertebral 
reactions were, however, included in the system and 
minimized subject to the Objective Function of the 
Linear Programming. 
19. A suitable objective function was found to be: 
(a) Weighting the muscles inversely proportional 
to their cross-sectional area. 
(b) Linearly reducing the weighting for the inter- 
vertebral reaction moments in flexion from the 
upright to the fully bent position, this 
changed the contribution of the intervertebral 
joint from zero in the initial position to 
taking all the moments in the. fully flexed 
position. 
20. In forward flexion, the muscles predominantly in 
action were the Multifidus, the Semi-Spinalis, the 
Longissimus Thoracis and the Iliocostalis Lumborum. 
The forces in these muscles increased with flexion 
up to full flexion when they were silent. Adding 
a deadweight of 550N, carried by the arms, increased 
the forces by up to 300%. 
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21. In lateral flexion the Multifidus and the Longissimus 
Thoracis were found to act mainly on the concave side, 
whereas the Iliocostalis Thoracis and Lumborum acted 
on the convex side. The Semi-Spinalis was found to 
be quite evenly balanced. The Quadratus Lumborum, 
the Spinalis Thoracis and the Internal Oblique were 
also mainly active on the convex side.. 
22. A study of scoliotic configuration showed a complex 
system of forces, the Multifidus, Semi-Spinalis, 
Spinalis Thoracis and the Quadratus Lumborum were 
found to act on the concave side while the Iliocost- 
alis Lumborum, Longissimus Thoracis and Internal 
Oblique acted on the convex side. The addition of 
spinal supports did noticeably reduce the muscular 
forces present. A complete reversal of the muscle 
pattern from that above was found on the inclusion 
of Halo-Pelvic distraction, this was because the 
forces generated in the apparatus were sufficient 
to put the column into tension. The effectiveness 
of the various types of mechanical assistance in 
supporting the spine was in the following order: 
(a) Most effective - Halo-Pelvic Distraction. 
(b) - Harrington Instrumentation. 
(c) - Milwaukee Brace. 
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11'. 2. 'Further Research. 
The most. important area of study to be continued 
with is in the obtaining of accurate geometrical data 
for the movement of the spinal column from an initial 
to a deformed position. This aspect is crucial to the 
working of the structural analysis described in Chapter 9.. 
An improvement must be made in the quality of the geo- 
metric data before a rigorous validation of the complete 
model can be made. If these data can be obtained then 
the order of precedence of other areas would be as 
follows: 
(a) Further work to improve the quality of the 
material property data. 
(b) The inclusion of a more realistic and complex 
system of muscles. 
(c) Co-ordinated work between the spinal model 
and EMG studies. 
(d) The inclusion of the ribcage. 
(e) Obtaining more realistic bodyweight data. 
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APPENDIX 1. 
The Control Cards For Running The Computer Programs. 
The control cards listed below enable the computer 
programs, referred to in Chapters 6 and 9, to be run on the 
CDC machines at the University of London Computer Centre. 
Program MJJ1. 
JOB(GREM108, J61T20, M7600) 
ATTACH(OLDPL, MJJ1, ID=GREM108) 
UPDATE(Q, P=OLDPL, C=COMPILE) 
ATTACH(PLOP) 
RFL(50000) 
ALGOL(I=COMPILE S=2, D) 
RFL(50000, L=15) 
LGO(C, P=Z, D=4, S) 
Program MJJ2. 
JOB(GREM108, J6, T20, M7600) 
ATTACH(OLDPL, MJJ2, ID=GREM108) 
UPDATE(Q, P=OLDPL, C=COMPILE) 
ATTACH (PLOP) 
RFL (6 0000 ) 
ALGOL(I=COMPILE, S=2, D) 
RFL(60000, L=170) 
FILE(SPIDAI, RT=Z, BT=C, MRL=80) 
I- 246 - 
LGO(C, P=Z, D=4, S) 
REWIND(SPIDAI) 
CATALOG(SPIDA11SPIDAl, ID=GREM108, CY=1, ST=PFS) 
Program MJJ3. 
JOB(GREM108, J3, M7600) 
ATTACH(OLDPL, MJJ3, ID=GREM108) 
UPDATE(Q, P=OLDPL, C=COMPILE) 
REQUEST (PLOP PF) 
RFL(40000) 
ALGOL(I=COMPILE, S=2, D) 
RFL(40000, L=20) 
LGO(C, P=Z, D=4, S) 
REWIND (PLOP) 
CATALOG(PLOP) 
Program MJJ4. 
This program uses similar control cards to program 
MJJ2, the main difference lies in the creation of a file 
called SPIDA2. 
Program to run the APEX package. 
JOB(GREM108, J9, T100, M6600) 
ATTACH(SPIDA1, SPIDA1, ID=GREM108, CY=1) 
PURGE(SPIDA1) 
COPYCR(SPIDAI, TAPE1) 
ATTACH(APEX, APEXIA, ID=PUBLIC) 
- 247 - 
RFL (70000) 
REWIND (TAPE1) 
-º APEX(SOLVE, MIN, L, EQ) <- 
A similar set of control cards runs the APEX 
package when finding a solution to the data presented 
on file SPIDA2, except the appropriate control cards 
refer to this file instead of SPIDA1. The arrowed line 
controls the operation of the APEX linear program. 
MIN indicates minimization, L and EQ give a listing of 
equations, rows, columns, bounds and ranges. 
I- 248 - 
APPENDIX 2. 
Listing Of The Computer Programs. 
The main computer programs used in this study are 
listed here. They are all written so as to be run at 
the University of London Computer Centre using ALGOL 60 
level 4. 
The listings are in this order: 
(a) The Reversal program for a bar element 
structure. Referred to in Chapter 8.1. 
(b) The program MJJ1, which is a structural 
analysis of the spine. This is described 
in Chapter 9.3. 
(c) The program MJJ2, this generates the data 
which is fed into the linear programming 
package. Both muscle forces and intervertebral 
reactions are unknowns in this program. The 
program is described in Chapter 6.3. 
(d) The program MJJ3, -which generates the 
geometric data which is used in the programs 
MJJ1, MJJ2 and NJJ4, see Fig. 77 . The data 
input into this program is described in 
Appendix 3. 
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(a) The Reversal program for a bar element 
structure is listed overleaf. 
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. GOLw60 VERSION 4o1 LEVEL 07 AT PSR 0433 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
46 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
IBEG IN I 
(COMMENT 
ITERATION TO FIND MATERIAL CONSTANTS FOR ALY FRAME ELEMENT 8 REMOVED 
AND REPLACED BY EQUAL AND OPPOSITE FORCES; 
'INTEGER'I, J, KºL, M, N; 
'REAL '' ARRAY'E, S, R, ETAtt$1©1, Dt1i121 
ST tli12r1=121, STRºENti: 10)ºC(1: 101, 
6t1: 12,1: 24), REFORM(1: 10,1i1©1ºALOAD 
'REAL' RS, PIV()T, TTºALJ 
INARRAY(60º0)i 
INARRAY(60, E)i 
INARRAY(bi7ºALUAC)i 
OUTPUT(61, '02/')')i 
OUTARUAY(61, D)f 
OUTPUT(bl, '('2/')')i 
OUTARRAY(61, E)i 
'COMMENT' 
'X, INVLRSEA(1i12#1i122, 
[Ilei; 
EVALUATION AND REARRANGEMENT OF STRAIN MATRIX$ 
1. 
ALia(300*SORT(2)); 
ETA(! ): =((SORT((Otl)wD(31+300)t2t(Dt2)"Ot4))t2))"300)/300; 
ETA (2) $s((SGRT ((D (3) +J0td) t2+D t4) t2))-300) /J00; 
ETA t3) i=((StRT((0 171.0 t9) 4300)? 2s(D t8) -D tlUl )t2))-300)/3©0; 
ETA(41t8((SQRT((D(9)t300)t2+0t10)12))-300)/300; 
ETA(51i=((SORT((D(1)-Dt7))t2t(0t21"Dt8)+300)t2))-300)/3001 
ETAt6)i=(((SORT((D(73-Dt3)s300)t2+(D(41"Dt8)+JoI)t2)). AL )*SQRT(2))/600; 
ETAt7)t=(((SORT((DC1)-Dt9)t308)t2t(0(21-Dtld1+300)t2))-AL )* 
SORT(2))/6001 
ETAES)is(((SURT((D13)+300)f2t(Dt41t380)12))"AL )*SQRT(2))/600; 
ETAt9) i_(((SORT((D(9)t300)12+(Dtlc11"3o0)t2))"AL )*SORT(2))/600; 
'FOR' It-1 'STEP' I 'UNTIL' 9 'DO' 
REFORMUI, J)imid; 
'FOR' Ji=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 9 'DO' 
'FOR' Iiml 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 9 '00' 
REFORM (I, I) i=1/ETA 1I) i 
OUTPUT(61, '('2/')'); 
OUTARRAV(61, ETA)i 
OUTPUT(61r'('2/')'); 
OUTARRAY(61rREFORM); 
'COMMENT' 
FORMATION OF STIFFNESS MATRIX$ 
Liad; 
RESTARTt 
L==L+1i 
, FOR, It 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 12'DO' 
'BEGIN' 
'FOR' Jia1'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 12 'DO' 
ST (I, J1 ta0; 
IENUI; 
ST (1,11 i=E (11 +E M/2; 
ST (2,2) i: E(5)+E (72/2; 
ST t3r3) t=E (1)+E (21+E (61 /2+E (8j /2; 
ST (4,4)* E (61 /2+E (81 /2; 
ST(5,5)3: E(2)+E19)/2; 
GOL. '60 VERSION 4,1 LEVEL 07 AT PSR 0433 XXALGOL 
60 ST(7r7I EI3j+E(61/2", 
61 ST (8x81 3mE (51 +E 161 /2I 
62 ST (9x93 i: L t31 +E t41 +E t9) /2+E 171 /2) 
63 ST I10r101 3=E(9)/2+E171/2; 
64 STt11r111t=EI4I+Et81/2; 
65 ST(Ir31t: STI3r1)t="Et11; 
66 51(3,53 i3311 5#332 'E E21; 
67 ST (7,91 i=ST 19,71 i ="E (31 ; 
68 ST (9r 111 I--ST I11r91I (4) _ 
69 ST (2,81 t=ST (8#21 3=+E (51 1 
70 ST19r1012=51 110r913sE171/2-E(9)/21 
71 ST(1,211: 51(2r113sE173/2; 
72 ST(1*91t=ST(It10112ST12,91;: ST (2r 1012=ST 19, III zST(10,11t= 
73 S1 I9r21 i, ST II0r21 t="E 171/2; 
74 STttlrl2)3=ST(12r111i=ST(12r1211=E(8)/21 
75 ST(3r111ts5T13r12li=3TI4r1213=ST(4r11)3=5TI11r31t=STI12r313= 
76 ST (11,41 t=ST 112,4) i=-E (8) /2; 
77 ST (3,41 t*ST (4,33 isE I8) /2-E t6) /21 
78 ST(3r718=STI4r81i=ST(7,8)3=STt7,3]2=SI(8r413=ST(8r7)t=-Et63/2; 
79 ST 13,83 t=ST I4r73 3=ST 18,31 3=ST 17,41 t=E (61 /2; 
80 5T 15,61 335T I501 34ST Ihr 101 335T 16#51 iaST 19,51 3=ST 110,61 t=-E (91 /21 
81 ST t5r 10) i=ST (br9j i: ST (10,51 i=ST I9r6) i=ST 16,61 3=E t9) /2; 
82 OUTPUT(61r'('2/')')f 
83 OUTARRAY(61, ST)I 
84 RI41t2RIIOJI: 0; 
85 'FOR' Jt=1 'STEP' I 'UNTIL' 12 'DO' 
86 'BEGIN' 
87 R 141 3sR (41 *ST I4, J1 *D (J) I 
88 R 1101 i: R 1101. PST (10, J1 *D IJ1 ; 
89 'END'S 
90 ALOADt433=-(ABS(R(4))+A85(Rt101))/2; 
91 ALOAD I8) $*(AB'S(R (41)+ABS(R 1103) )/2; 
92 OUTPUT(61, I('2/')')1 
93 OUTARRAY(61, ALOA0); 
94 (COMMENT' 
95 
96 PROCEDURE TO INVERT MATRIX ST AND PUT IN MATRIX INVERSEA; 
97 
98 IFOR'1: a5'STEP'1'UN7IL'8'DO' 
99 'FOR' Jtsl'STEP'1'UNTIL'12'00' 
10a ST(I, J)1: ST(I+2, J1 
101 'FOR 'J; =5'STEP'1'UNTIL'81D0' 
102 'FOR'I3s1'STEP'1'UNTIL'B'DO' 
103 STtI, J)3: STtI, J+23I 
104 Nia8; 
105 Mia2*Nj 
106 'FOR' I1-1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N 'DO' 
107 'BEGIN' 
108 'FOR' Jtsl 'STEP' I 'UNTIL' N IDO' 
109 BCie J1 i: ST II, JI; 
110 'FOR' J3: N+1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' M 'DO' 
1i1 'IF' J=N+I 'THEN' Ut1, Jl1=1.0 'ELSE' B(I, JIt=0; 
112 'END'; 
113 'FOR' 1351 'STEP' I 'UNTIL' N 'DO' 
114 'BEGIN' 
115 PIVOTisBtlrl)1 
116 'FOR' Jtaltl 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N 'DO' 
117 'IF' ABS(PIVOT)<A6S(5(J, I1)'TMEN' 
118 'BEGIN' 
it 
. GOLN60 VERSION 491 
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119 'FOR' K$: 1 'STEP' I 'UNTIL' '1 'DO' 
120 'BEGIN' 
121 TT=st1I, K11 
122 B(I, K)i2B(J, K1i 
123 BIJ, K1t'TTl 
124 'END'; 
125 PIVOT=s8tI, I1) 
126 'LND'I 
127 'FOR' KisM 'STEP' -1 'UNTIL' I 'DO' 
128 8 (I, KI $*B (I *K3 /d (I, 11 1 
129 'FORT Jisltt 'STEF' I 'UNTIL' N 'DO' 
130 'FOR' K$: M 'STEP' -1 'UNTIL' I 'DO' 
131 5(J, K) *IS (J, K)-8tI, K1*Btj, fl 
132 'END' I 
133 'FOR' Jaal 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N 'DO' 
134 XtN, J)i*BtN, N+J11 
135 'FOR' lisN-1 'STEP' -1 'UNTIL' I 'DO' 
136 'BEGIN' 
137 'FOR' Jtal 'STEPS 1 'UNTIL' N 'DO' 
138 X(I, J): =B(I, N+Jll 
139 IFOR' K1aN 'STEP' -1 'UNTIL' It1 'DO' 
140 'FOR, Jta1 'STEP' I 'UNTIL' N 100' 
141 X tl*Jl isX (I, J1-B II, K) *X (K, JI; 
142 'END' 
143 'FOR' I321 'STEP' I. 'UNTIL' N 'DO' 
144 IFORI J$a1 'STIP' I 'UNTIL' N 'DO' 
145 INVERSEA(I, JI1sX(I, J)1 
146 OUTPUT(b1, '('2/')')1 
147 OUTARRAY(61rINVERSEA)1 
148 'COMMENT' 
149 
150 SOLUTION OF CaINVERSEA * LOAD C IS THE K ITERATION DISPLACEMENT; 
151 
152 IFOR'I=s1'STEP'I'UNTIL'8'DO' 
153 (BEGIN' 
154 RS180f 
155 1FOK'J=sl1STEPfIIUNTjL'8fD0' 
156 RS{sRS+(INVERSEAII, J)*ALOAD(J1); 
157 C tI1 $ R31 
158 lENU'I 
159 OUTPUT(61, '('2/')')l 
160 OUTARRAY(61, C)l 
161 STR(1112((SQRT(tC(11"Ct31t300)t2t(C(2l-Ct4))t2)). 300)/3001 
162 STR(2112((SGRT((Ct31+300)t2+Ct4lt2))-300)/3001 
163 3TRt31ia(CSQRT((Ct51-C171+00)12+(Ct6l-CtBl)t2))-300)/3001 
164 STRt41is((SGRT((Ct71+J00)t2+Ct8)t2))-300)/3001 
165 STRt51is((SORT((C(1)-Ct51)t2t(C(2)-C(61t300)t2)). 300)/300i 
166 STR(6122(((SORT((C(5)-C(3)1300)t2s(C(41-Ct61+300)t2))-AL)*SORT(2))/6001 
167 STRt7I1; (((SORT((Ctl). Ct71+3u0)t2t(Ct21-C(81t300)t2))., AL)*50RT(2))/600; 
168 SYRt8l: X(((SORT(tC(3)+J00)t2+(C(41+300)t2))-AL)*SQRT(2))/60161 
169 STRt91i2(((SORT((C(7)+J00)t2+(C(81-300)t2))-AL)*SORT(2))/6(d0i 
170 OUTPUT(61, '('2/')')1 
171 OUTARRAY(61, STR), 
172 'COMMENT' 
173 
174 SOLUTION FOR K ITERATION OF t4AT CONSTANTS; 
175 
176 'FOR' Ital 'STEP' I 'UNTIL' 9 '00' 
177 5 (I) isE (I) *STR [I] i 
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119 'FOR' K1=1 'STEP' I 'UNTIL' M '00' 
120 '6EGIN' 
121 TTisB(I, KI; 
122 5tI, K)118(J, K)! 
123 8(J, K)i=TT) 
124 'ENDI) 
125 PIVOTiz6II, Ili 
126 1LNDI) 
127 'FOR' KlsM 'STEP' -1 'UNTIL' I 'DO' 
128 8tI, K)tZB (I, K)/d(I, I1) 
129 'FOR' Ji=Itt 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N 'DO' 
130 'FOR' KisM 'STEP' -1 'UNTIL' I 'DO' 
131 8Wo KI is8tJ, Kl-eEll K)*Bt3, I); 
132 'END'; 
133 'FOR' J: *1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N 'DO' 
134 X(N, J)388(N, N+J1) 
135 'FOR' 1: &N-1 'STEP' -1 'UNTIL' 1 'DO' 
136 'BEGIN' 
137 'FOR' J121 'STEP' I 'UNTIL' N 'D0' 
138 XII, J)i=BtI, N+J1) 
139 'FOR' K8IN 'STEP' -1 'UNTIL' 1+1 'DO' 
140 'FORT Jial 'STEP' I 'UNTIL' N 'DO' 
14% XtI, JlisXtIp41-8tl, Kl*XtK, JI; 
142 'END') 
143 'FOR' 1321 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N 'DO' 
144 'FORT J=s1 'STE. P' 1 'UNTIL' N 'DO' 
145 INVERSEAII, JI$=X(I, J)) 
146 OUTPUTt61, '('2/')')T 
147 OUTARRAY(61, INYERSEA)j 
148 'COMMENT' 
149 
150 SOLUTION OF C=INVERSEA * LOAD C IS THE K ITERATION DISPLACEMENT; 
151 
152 'FOR'Iisl'STEP'1'UNTIL'8'D0' 
153 'BEGIN' 
154 RSts01 
155 'FOR'Jtsl'STEP'I'UNTIL'e'DO' 
156 RSisRS+(INVERSEAtI, J)*ALOADIJJ)) 
157 C tIl tsRS) 
158 'ENU') 
159 OUTPUT(61r'('2/')')) 
160 OUTARRAY(61, C)) 
161 STR(Ilia((SQRT(CC tII"C131+300)t2t(C123-Ct4l)t2)). 30ce)/3a0) 
162 5TR(21ia((SGRT((Ct3)+300)t2tCt4)t2)). 300)/309) 
163 STRt31i=((SQRT((C151-C(7)*300)t2+(Ct61"C(81)t2))-300)/304) 
164 STRt41i=((SQRT((Ct71#J00)t2+C18)t2))-300)/300! 
165 STRt511a((SQRT((Ct1)+Ct5))t2t(C(21-Ct61+300)t2)). 3©0)/3001 
166 STRt61: =(CtSGRT((C(S)-C(3)+30D)t2+(C(41-Ctbl+300)t2))-AL)*SQRT(2))/600i 
167 STRt7lt; (((SQRTt(C(t3. C(71+300)t2t(C(2l-C(8)+300)t2))., AL)*SQRT(2))/60d) 
168 STRt8l: xt((SQRT((C(31+JD3)f2t(C(41+300)t2))-AL)*SQHT(2))/60+d) 
169 STRt91ist((SQRT(tCt7)+300)t2t(Ct8)w300)t2))IAL)*SQRT(2))/600l 
170 OUTPUT(61, '('2/')')) 
171 OUTARRAY(61, STR); 
172 'COMMENT' 
173 
174 SOLUTION FOR K ITERATION OF MAT CONSTANTS; 
175 
176 'FOR' Iis1 'STEP' I 'UNTIL' 9 'Do' 
177 S tll t=E (Il *STR (I) ) 
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178 'FOR' I; sl 'STEP' I 'UNTIL' 9 'Dc' 
179 'BEGIN' 
180 ENtI1 = 0; 
181 'FOR' JI=1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 9 '00' 
182 ENCI38 ENtII+(REFORM(I, J1*SIJ3); 
183 'END'S 
184 OUTPUT(61, '('2/')')a 
185 OUTPUT(61, '('/, 205, '('L=')'i30')', L)) 
186 'IF'L'EGUAL'10'THLN " GOTO'EXCELI 
187 'i0R' Ital 'STEW' I 'UNTIL' 9 'DO' 
188 'IF' ABS(E(I3-EN(I1) 'GREATER' 0,00001*EtIJ 
189 'GO TO' EXCEL! 
190 REPEAT: 
191 'FOR' Its1 'STEP' I 'UNTIL' 9 '001 
192 EtI1t=ABS(ENtII); 
193 OUTPUT(8L, '('2/')')1 
194 OUTARRAY(61, E)1 
195 'GO TO' RESTART; 
196 EXCELS 
197 OUTPUT(61, '('2/')'); 
198 OUTARRAY(61, LN)1 
199 'END'S 
'THEN''GO T0' REPEAT; 
ie 
(b) The program MJJ1 is listed overleaf. 
- 251 - 
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I "BEGIN" 
2 "PROCEDURE" RO(O, N, NN, X, XB, XP, Y, YB, YP, Z, ZB, ZP, D, R, RT, MF, NB)i 
3 "VALUE" 4, N, NN, MF, NBi 
4 "INTEGER" O, N, NN, MF, N81 
5 "REAL""ARRAY" X, Y, Z, XB, YB, ZB, XP, YP, ZP, D, R, RT; 
6 "BEGIN' 
7 "REAL""ARRAY" XD, YD, ZDt1121i. 
8 "INTEGER" ML#I, J, NC, ND= 
9 "COMMENT" 
10 
11 FORMS DISPLACEMENT TRANSFORMATION MATRIX R1 
12 
13 "FOR" Iixt "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
14 "FOR" Jisl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
15 R (I, JI :: RT (I, J) ta01 
16 NDta(0*I)"1i 
17 "IF" NBsI "THEN" 
18 "BEGIN" 
19 R(4,71isRt5,81i2RI6,911=RT(7,4)i-RTt8,513=RT(9,61tali 
20 MLt=(((O*NN)-NN)*2)+(N*2)-21 
21 XDtlltsXtML+MFI. XPtMF+N011 
22 YD (l l $=Y IML+HF1-YP tMF+ND1 i 
23 ZD (1l taZ (ML+MF 1-ZP (MF+NDI; 
24 "IF" MF=1 "THEN" 
25 "BEGIN" 
26 XD(2lt: X(ML+21"XP(0+111 
27 YD (2)t--Y(ML+21-YPt0+11i 
28 ZD(211*ZIML+21-ZP(Q+lll 
29 "END"; 
30 "END"; 
31 "IF" Nös2 "THEN" 
32 "BEGIN" 
33 R(4,41isRt5,51i=R(6,61i=R17,711MR(8,81i=R (9,91IMR110,101: MR(11,11)3= 
34 R(12,1211=RTt4,4)2=RT(b, 51iMR Tt6,6)t-RTt7,71i=RT(8,81t=RT19,911a 
35 RTt10,10)3aRTt11,1118=RT112,123i=1I 
36 MLts(0*2). 2) 
37 XD (1l t=XB (ML+MF1-XP (MF+ND) 1 
38 YO (11 i=YB tML+MFI-YP (MF+NDI I 
39 ZD(11i2ZB(t1L+MFl-ZP1MF+ND1, 
40 "IF" MF=1 "THEN" 
41 "BEGIN" 
42 XD(2)i=XBtML+21, mXP(0#1)f 
43 YD(2)iaYB1MLt2)-YP(0+111 
44 ZD (2) t=ZB tMLt21-ZP (0+11 1 
45 "END") 
46 "END") 
47 R (1,11 i; R (2,2)i=R 13,31 i=RT (1,11 S-RT (2,2l txRT (3,3) i=1, 
48 Rt1,51t=RTt5, t)t=(ZD(11*COS(Dt51/2)-xD(ll*SIN(D(51/2))i 
49 R(1,61tzRT(6,11t=*(YDCI)*COS(Dt61/2)+XD(1l*SIN(Dt61/2))i 
50 Rt2,4liaRT(4,21i2-(ZDt11*COS(0(41/2)+YD(13*SIN(Dt41/2))0 
51 R(2,61i*RT(6,2)imtXD(11*COS(Dt61/2)"YDt11*SIN(D(61/2)); 
52 R(3,411=RTt4,3li=(YO(11*COS(D(41/2)-ZDt11*SIN(D(41/2))1 
53 Rt3,5)3=RT15,31i=-(XDt1)*COS(D(5l/2)sZDtil*SIN(D(5)/2))i 
54 "IF" MF=1 "THEN" 
55 "BEGIN" 
56 NC3: (N9*3)-3i 
57 R(4+NC, 111i=RT(11,4+NC]1 ZD(211 
58 R (4+NC, 121 iaRT 112,4+t4C)is-YD (21 1 
59 R IS+NC, 101 : =RT (10,5+14C) is-ZO (2l 1 
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60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
7b 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
Lea 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
R (5+NC, 123 : RT (12r5+NCJ 2=XD (211 
R(6+NC, 1012=RT(1O, 6t? 4C1i=TDt21; 
R (6+NC, 111 i*RT (11,6+ 4C3 i--XD (21 f 
"END"1 
"END" OF PROCEDURE RU; 
"PROCEDURE" ANGLE(CX, CYiCZ, CRO, SRO, ALPMA, BETA, GAMMA, PI)1 
"VALUE" ALPMA, BETA, GAMMA, PI$ 
"REAL" CX, CY, CZ, CRO, SRO, ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA, PIi 
"BEGIN" 
"REAL" AL; 
"COMMENT" 
FIND COSINES OF ANGLES OF ROTATION1 
AL3sSORT((SIN(BLTA)/COS(BETA))'2t1/(COS(GAMMA))I2)3 
CXt=1/AL; 
CYisABS((SIN(GAMMA)/COS(GAMMA))/AL)i 
"IF" GAMMA<a "THEN" CY: 3-CY) 
CZIRABS(SIN(BETA)/COS(BETA))/SGRT((1/COS(BETA))12+(SIN(GAMMA)/ 
COS(GAMMA))'2); 
"IF" BETA>0 "THEN" CZ$: -CZ, 
"IF" ALPHAsPI/2 "THEN" CROi=1 "ELSE" 
CR01=1/SORT(((((SIN(ALPHA)/COS(ALPHA))'2) 
(COS(GAMMA))'2)+1)i 
"IF" CRO>1 "THEN" CROi=lf 
SROi=SQRT(1-CR0'2)3 
"IF" ALPHALO "THEN" SROi; -5R0 
"END" OF PROCEDURE ANGLE; 
"PROCEDURE" TRAN(C, CX, CY, CZ, CRO, SRO); 
"VALUE" CX, CY, CZ, CRO, SRO; 
"REAL" CXºCY, CZsCR0, SR03 
"WEAL""ARRAY" Cl 
"BEGIN" 
"REAL" CA; 
"COMMENT" 
YzX COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION; 
CAi=SORT(CX'2$CZ'2)I 
Ctlº11 l=CX; 
C I1º21 :: CY; 
CI1º31*: CZ; 
Ct2º11t; ((.. CX*CY*CRO)-(CZ*SRO))/CA, 
Ct2º23;: CA*CRO; 
Ct2º31is(("CY*CZ*CRO)+(CX*SRO))/CA; 
C[3º1]i=((CX*CY*SRO). (CZ*CRO))/CA; 
C(3º2)i=.. CA*SRO; 
C(30311s((CY*CZ*SRU)+(CX*CRO))/CAI 
"END" OF PROCEDURE TRAN; 
"PROCEDURE" TRANS(CºCXºCy, CZºSROºCRO) 
"VALUE" CXºCYºCZºSROºCRO; 
"REAL" CX, CYºCZ, SROºCRO; 
"REAL""ARRAY" C) 
"BEGIN" 
"REAL" CA; 
"COMMENT" 
ZYX COORDINATE TRANSFORNATIONi 
"(COS(©ETA))'2)/ 
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119 CAisSQRT(CX'2+CY'2)J 
120 Ct1111 : =CXt 
121 Ct1,21:: CYJ 
122 C(1031 : zCz; 
123 Ct2r1]i ((-CX*CZ*SRO)-(CY*CRO))/CAI 
124 C12,23is(("CY"CZ*SRO)+(CX*CRO))/CAJ 
125 C(2,3)i=CA*SROi 
126 C13,1)i=t(+CX*CZ*CRO), (CY*SRO))/CAJ 
127 C(3,2)is((-CY*CZ*CRO)-(CX*SRO))/CAJ 
128 C13,33Z: CA*CR01 
129 "END" OF PROCEDURE TRANS) 
130 "PROCEDURE" SPINAL(MM, NN, X, Y, Z, XB, YB, ZB, XP, VP, ZP, AP, BP, GP, XPD, YPO, ZPD, 
131 APD, BPD, GPD, XR, XR2, XRB, XRM2, K, KB, FZ)i 
132 "VALUE" MM, NNi 
133 "INTEGER" MM, NNJ 
134 "REAL"ARRAY" XiY, Z, XB, YB, ZB, XP, YP, ZP, AP, BP, GP, XPD, YPQ, ZPD, APD, 
135 BPD, GPD, XR"XR2, XRß, XRB2, K, KB, FZi 
136 "BEGIN" 
137 "INTEGER" IrII, J, JJ, M, MA, MB, MC, MF, N, NB, NO, 0i 
138 "REAL" KK, STA, Pd, C9, RB, AB, BB, CB, PX, RX, QX, CX, CY, CZ, CA, PI, L, LC, FO, 
139 SRO, CRO, ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA, ALPMA2, BETA2, GAMMA2, ROTA, SSTA, RTA, RRTA, 
140 ROTB, ROTG, ALP"BET, GAM"AL, BE, GA, MOVX, MOVY, MQVZ, 
141 *REAL" 'ARRAY" CT, CTT, ST, STC, STP, STT, R, RTt1: 12,1: 121PDoDC, KAt1: 61iDAEli3) 
142 $Ct113,1i3itF, FT, REt1: 6*MM], XPOSI, YPOSI, ZPOSI, XPOS2, YPOS2, 
143 ZPO52911MM*NNI, XBOSI, YB051, ZBOSI, XBOS2, Yt3OS2, ZBOS2t1: MM]J 
144 "FOR" I1s1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM*6 "DO" 
145 F1I):: FTII13aREtIJi=0 
146 "COMMENT" 
147 
148 CALCULATES NODAL FORCE REQUIRED TO DISPLACE THE SPINET 
149 
150 "FOR" Mint "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM "DO" 
151 "BEGIN" 
152 PIsa3.1415929i 
153 OUTPUT (61r"("2/, 30B, "(", º*a*s*:, t**r****+r*ýk*: ******e***"**+ý**ý******: sº. + 
154 
155 OUTPUT(61, "("4/, 3db, "("RIGID LINK NUMBER")", 4Z")", M)i 
156 "COMMENT" 
157 
158 FORM DISPLACEMENTS OF PRIMARY NODES 
159 
160 OBTAIN RELATIVE ROTATION OF VERTEBRAL BODIES; 
161 
162 "FOR" Isst "STEP" I "UNTIL" 6 "DO" 
163 D1I]ie0C(I1i=0i 
164 ALPMA: =APD 1M)-AP (M) J 
165 BETA: sbPD1M i-13P(M) i 
166 GAMMAIZGPDIMI GP1M3J 
167 ALPMA2isAPO(M+11+APIM+1)J 
168 BETA2taBPDIM+1]"BP(M+1)J 
169 GAMMA21zGPD(M+11-GPtM+1]J 
170 DA111$: ALPHA-ALPHA2J 
171 DAt2lsabETA-BETA2J 
172 DA 131 *sGAMMA"GAMMA2J 
173 ANGLE(CX, CY, CZ, CRO, SRQ, ALPHA2,5ETA2, GAMMA2, PI)J 
174 TRAN(C, CX, CY, CZ, CRO, SRO)i 
175 "FOR" lint "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" J "DO" 
175 "FOR" Jial "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
177 D 11.3) 1 sD tI+3) +C 11 tJ) *DA 1J) J 
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178 LisSORT((XP(M+1)-XPIM])'2+(YPtM+1]-YPIM])92+(ZPIM+1]-ZPtM))02); 
179 "IF" ZPtMI-ZPtM+11=0 "THEN" ALPt-O "ELSE" 
180 "IF" YPtM1. YPtM+llzd "THEN" ALPtzPI/2 "ELSE" 
181 ALP3=ARCTAN((ZP(M]-ZP1M+1])/(YP(H)-YPCM+11))f 
182 "IF" YPIM1-YPtM+11=0 "THEN" GAM: =O "ELSE" 
183 "IF" XPtM1-XPIM+11=d "THEN" GAMt=PI/2 "ELSE" 
184 GAMizARCTAN((YP IM) -YP tt1+11) /CXP CM]-XP (M+1])) t 
185 "IF" GAM<0 "THEN" GAM2=PI-GAM; 
186 OUTPUT(61, "("2/. 10B, -ZD, 3D, 14B, -ZD, 3D, 10B, -ZD, 3D")", ALP, BET, GAM)) 
187 ALIzALP+ALPHA2i 
188 BEizBET+8ETA21 
189 GAS=GAM+GAMMA2; 
194 OUTPUT(61, "("2/, 10B, -ZD, 3D, 10B, -ZD, 30,10B, 'ZD, SD")", AL, BE, GA)I 
191 "IF" AL=PI/2 "THEN" MOVYi=0 "ELSE" 
192 "IF" GAsO "THEN" MOVYi30 "ELSE" 
193 "IF" GAaPI/2 "THEN" MOVY: =ABS(L*COS(AL)) "ELSE" 
194 MOVYi=L/SORT((1/COS(AL))'2+(COS(GA)/SINCGA))'2)i 
195 "IF" MOVY>L "THEN" MOVYS=Li 
196 MOVX1=ABS((COS(GA)/SIN(GA))*HOVY)) 
197 MOVZ$=ABS(MOVY*SIN(AL)/COS(AL))1 
198 "IF" ABS(GA)>PI/2 "THEN" MOVX; Z-MOVX; 
199 "IF" ABS(AL)>PI/2 "THEN" MOVYi="MOVYI 
200 "IF" AL40 "THEN" MOVZS=-MOVZ1 
201 DAt1)izXPDIM)-(MOVX+XPDEM+11)7 
202 DA(2)i; YPD(M)-(MOVY+YPDtM+1])f 
203 DA1318: ZPDty1-(MOVZ+ZPDtM+1))J 
204 "FOR" I1=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
205 "FOR" Jisl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
206 D 1I] i=D CII +C (I, J) *DA IJI U 
207 OUTPUT(61r"("2/, 15B, "("ARRAY 
208 OUTARRAY(61sD)) 
209 "FOR" It: 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
210 "fOR" Jia1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
211 STCtI, J)i=CT(I, J) tsCTT(1, J)t=R(1,41: =RTtI, JIt=5TT(I, J)iz0; 
212 "COMMENT" 
213 
214 START OF CYCLE FOR BAR ELEMENTS; 
215 
216 "FOR" Nts1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" NN "DO" 
217 "BEGIN" 
218 MA: %((M*NN)-NN)*21 
219 MBis(N*2)-2) 
220 KK: *KLN+MA/211 
221 XPOS1(N+MA/2)12XIMA+MB+I]-XP(M]) 
222 YPOS1 tN+MA/21 3Y (MA+M8+1)-YP (M) I 
223 ZPOSIIN+MA/23t: Z(MA+MB+1]-ZP(M)1 
224 XPOS2 (N+MA/21 i=X (MA+t1B+2)-XP (M+1) J 
225 YPOS2CN+MA/21 YIMA$MB+2]. YP(M+1I3 
226 ZPOS2tN+MA/2]lzZtMA+MB+2)-ZP(M+1)f 
227 "COMMENT" 
228 
229 CALCULATE DIRECTION COSINES; 
230 
231 MCtzMA+M8+1; 
232 PB3=X(MC+1)-XtMC)i 
233 OB=*Y(MC+11-YIMC)U 
234 RB izZ IMC+11 "Z EMC) 1 
235 L1aSQRT(PB'2+OB'2tkB'2)I 
236 A8tsP8/LJ 
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237 BB: =OB/LT 
238 CBi=RB/L= 
239 "COMMENT" 
240 
241 FORM DISPLACEMENT TRANSFORMATION, 
242 
243 "FOR" list "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
244 "FOR" Jisl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "00" 
245 ST(I, JaisSTP(I, Jli=if 
246 "IF" M>1 "THEN" 
247 "BEGIN" 
248 RO(M. 1, N, NN, X, Xd, XP, Y, YB, YP, Z, ZB, ZP, D, R, RT, 2,1)1 
249 "FOR" list "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
250 "FOR" J121 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 6 "DO" 
251 DC (I) isOC tI1 +R (I, J) *D tJ1 i 
252 MBis(M*NN)-NNI 
253 XPO32(N+MB-NNIi=XPOS2tN+MB-NN1+DC113-0(1)1 
254 YPOS2 (N*MB"N! l1 i sYPOS2 (N+MB-NN) +DC t23 -0 (23 i 
255 ZP052 (N+MB-NNI ;: ZPOS2 (N+MB-NNI +DC 13) -D (33 i 
256 "END"i 
257 "FOR" Iia1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
258 DC (I)t=0) 
259 RO(M, N, NN, X, XB, XP, Y, YB, YP, Z, ZB, ZP, D, R, RT, 1,1); 
260 "FOR" list "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
261 "FOR" Jia1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" 6 "DO" 
262 DC(1)*ZDC(II+R(I, JI*D1J1f 
263 MBis(M*NN)"NN, 
264 XPOSIIN+MB1isXPOS1(NSMBIrOC111-D(11i 
265 YP0SIIN+MB12=YPOSItN+MB1+DC121-0(231 
266 ZPOS1(N+MB)i=ZPOSIIN$MO)fCC(31-D[31; 
267 "COMMENT" 
268 
269 CHECK IF ELEMENTS ARE IN TENSION OR COMPRESSION 
270 
271 IF IN COMPRESSION SET ST=O; 
272 
273 PBisX(MC+11-(X(MCI+(0C113*(-AB))); 
274 OBisytMC+11-(Y(MC1+(DC(21*(-BB))); 
275 RBisZIMC+1i-(Z(MCIt(DCt3)*(-CB)))i 
276 LCi: SORT(PB'2+Qb'2+RB'2)1 
277 "IF" Ns4 "THEN""GO 10" NORETURN$ 
278 "IF" Ns5 "THEN""GO TO" NORETURN; 
279 "IF" LC<L "THEN""GO TO" RETURN; 
280 NORETURNI 
281 FOisKK*(LCiL)I 
282 OUTPUT(61, "("2/, 9B, "("BAR ELEMENT")", 2Br3Z, 5Br"("LENGTH")", 88, 
283 "("FORCE")"r10ß, "("DIRECTION COSINES")"")", N)i 
234 OUTPUT(61, "("/, 28B, m2ZD, 3D, 48, +4ZD, 3D, 78, -ZD, 3D, 7B,. Z0.3O, 78, _ZD. 3D")", 
285 L, FO, AB, BB, CB)I 
286 FOisOt 
287 "COMMENT" 
288 
289 FORM LOCAL STIFFNESS MATRIX; 
290 
291 ST(1,111sST(4.411=KK*(AB. 2); 
292 ST(2,218=STt5,5)i: KK*(BB$2)i 
293 ST(3,311*ST(6,6)3xKK*(C812)j 
294 ST(1,21t=ST(2rtli=ST(4,53i_STt5,4)i=KK*A8*BM; 
295 STtI, 3)i=ST(3,1li=ST(4,631: ST(6,4)i=KK*AB*CB; 
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296 ST 12,311 ST t3,21 2: ST t5,61 i=ST (6,5) t=KK*BB*C8j 
297 STI1,419sSTt4.13I: KK*(AB'2)j 
298 STt2,51isSTt5,21i:. KK*(BB'2)j 
299 ST t3,63: *ST 16,31 i=. KK*(CB'2)t 
300 ST (1,51i: ST15,1)i=ST 92,412ZSTt4,21i=-KK*AB*BB1 
301 ST t1t6ljsSTt6,11i=STt3141i: STt4,31i: -KK*AB*Cßi 
302 STt2,61isSTt6,2)i=STt3,51t=STt5,3It=-KK*BB*CBJ 
303 "COMMENT" 
304 
305 FORM STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR PRIMARY NODES; 
306 
307 "FOR" Iisl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 6 "DO308 
"FOR" J$: 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "D; - 
309 "FOR" JJizl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 6 "DO" 
310 STPtI, J1i=STPt1, J1+STII, JJI*RCJJ, JI; 
311 "FOR' List "STEP" I "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
312 "FOR" Jlsl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
313 "FOR" JJ=sl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 6 "DO" 
314 STCtI, J1=sSTCtI, J)+RTtIºJJI*STPIJJ, JIi 
315 RETUkNi 
316 "FOR" Ii-1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 6 "DO" 
317 DCtIIs=Oj 
318 "END"j 
319 "COMMENT" 
320 
321 PROCEDURE BEAM] 
322 
323 Mbis(M*2)-21 
324 XBOSI tMl i sXO tMO+11-XP tMI j 
325 YBOSI tMI isYO IMUt11+YP IMI ) 
326 ZBOSI tMl :: ZB CMB+11-ZP tMl j 
327 XBOS2IM1 izXB tMB+21-XP tMt11 j 
328 Y8OS2 tM) i: YB IMB+2I -YP IM+t1 j 
329 ZBOS2 CM1 i: Z8 tMB+21 -ZP tM+l lj 
330 "COMMENT" 
331 
332 CALCULATE DIRECTION COSINES FOR ZYX TRANSFORMATION; 
333 
334 PX isXB (MB}21 -XB 1MBt11 j 
335 OXisYD IM8+21 "Yb tM8t1J j 
336 RXi: ZBtM6+21-LBtMdtl)j 
337 LisSORT(PXI2+0X'2+RX'2)j 
338 CX2sPX/Lj 
33g CYi: OX/Lj 
340 CZisRX/Lj 
341 OUTPUT (61i"("2/, 98, "("BEAM ELEMENT")", 98, "("LENGTH")", 238, "("DIRECTION 
342 COSINES")"")")j 
343 OUTPUT(61, "("/, 288, -2ZD. 3D, 22B, +ZD, 3D, 78, +ZD. 3D, 7B, -ZU, 30")", L, CX, CY, CZ 
344 )j 
345 "COMMENT" 
346 
347 FORM TRANSFORMATION MATRIX; 
348 
349 SROizO; 
350 CRO1s1,0) 
351 TRANS(C#CX, CY, CZ, SRO, CRO)1 
352 "FOR" 11: 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
353 "FOR" Jisj "STEP" I "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
354 CTCIiJIi: CTTtI, JIt: STtI, JIi=RII, JIi=RT(I, J1$: STPCI, J1i-STTtI, J)2: 0j 
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355 "FOR" I11: 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 4 "DO" 
356 "BEGIN" 
357 NO$2(II*3)*Ji 
358 "FOR" JJi=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
359 "FOR" Jisl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
360 CTCJJ+NO, J+NO)i=CtJJ, J3i 
361 "END"i 
362 "FOR" 12: 1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
363 "FOR" Jisl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
364 CTT(J, I]isCT(I, Jji 
365 "COMMENT" 
366 
307 FORM STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR SECONDARY NODES; 
308 
369 MAis(M*6)-61 
370 ST tl, 1) i: ST I7v7] i=KB IMA+I) J 
371 ST 11,7]i=ST(7,1]i=-KBtMA+1)i 
372 ST 14,41i=STI1N, 101:: KB(MA+2)f 
373 STt4,10)ssSTt10r41i=-KBIMA, 2]i 
374 STt2,2) saSTt3,3] i=ST 18,81 lsST (9,91 i=KB CMA+3] i 
375 ST t2,832: 5118r21;: ST(3,938: ST19,332: -KBIMA+311 
376 ST 12,611 CST 16,23 8: ST t2,121 täST I12i21 i=ST I5s91 : =ST 19#51 : ST t9,113 : 
377 STt11r913=KB(MA+4]i 
378 STt3,5)8XSTt5,3li=STI3,11]i=STt11r3]1=STt6i8]t: STt8r61:: 
379 ST(8p121s=STt12p8]i=-KDIMA+41i 
380 STt5,53isSTt6r638: STC11,111i=STI12r1210=KBtMA+51; 
381 ST t5i 11) i=ST t11r51 i=ST t6,121 i=ST (12,61 i=KB IMA+6] 1 
382 "COMMENT" 
383 
384 FORM DIRECTED STIFFNESS MATRIX; 
385 
386 "FOR" Iia1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
387 "FOR" Ji: l "STEP" I "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
388 "FOR" JJiz1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
389 STTtI, J)isSTTtI, J1+STII, JJ]*CTIJJ, J11 
390 "FOR" Iis1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
391 "FOR" Jie1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
392 "BEGIN" 
393 STAI: O; 
394 "FOR" JJ: s1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
395 STAisSTA+CTTII, JJI*STTtJJ, J]1 
396 ST11,41t: STA) 
397 "END"; 
398 "COMMENT" 
399 
400 FORM DISPLACEMENT TRANSFORMATI041 
401 
402 "IF" Mal "THEN" 
403 "BEGIN" 
404 RO(M-1, N, NNrXrXB, XPºY, YB, YP, Z, ZB, ZP, D, R, RT, 2,2)1 
405 "FOR" 12: 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
406 "FOR" Ji=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 6 "00" 
407 DC t1] isDC t1]+R II, J] *0 IJ1; 
408 XBOS2tM-1]i: XBOS2IM"1]+DCt1)"Bt1Ii 
409 YBOS21M-13$aYBOS2IM-1]+OC[21-Dt2]i 
410 ZBOS2 tM-11 i=ZBOS2IM-1] +DC t31-D 13]; 
411 "END"i 
412 "FOR" 1i; 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
413 OCII):: 01 
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414 RO(M, N, NNiXiXB, XPrY, Y6, YP, Z, ZB, ZP, D, R, RT, 1,2)I 
415 "FOR" list "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "00" 
416 "FOR" Ji_1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" 6 "DO" 
417 DCII31=DC(I)+RtI*J3*DIJ3j 
416 XBOSI (M3 tzxBOSI IMI+DC I1]-D Ell; 
419 YBOSI CMI isyBOS1 (M) +OC t23 -0 (23 
420 ZBOS1 EMI isZBOSI tM] +OC (3) -D t3] 
421 "COMMENT" 
422 
423 FORM STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR PRIMARY NODES; 
424 
425 "FOR" Ii=1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
426 "FOR" J(s1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "D0" 
427 "FOR" JJial "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
428 STPII, J3i: STPtI. J3+ST(I, JJI*RIJJ, J3i 
429 "FOR" list "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
430 "FOR" Jisl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
431 "FOR" JJial "STEP" I "UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
432 STC(I, JISsSTCII, J3+HT(IsJJI*STP(JJ, J3; 
433 "COMMENT" 
434 
435 CALCULATE FORCE AT EACH NODE IN TURN) 
436 
437 MAis(M*6)-61 
438 "FOR" IIss1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 6 "DO" 
439 "BEGIN" 
440 STA1201 
441 "FOR" List "STEP" I "UNTIL" 6 "DO" 
442 
, 
STA$ STA+STC II1, I3 k0 (I) I 
443 F(MA+II)S5STA1 
444 "END"i 
445 "FOR" IIS=7 "STEP" 1 'UNTIL" 12 "DO" 
446 "BEGIN" 
447 STAisdl 
448 "FOR" List "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 6 "DO" 
44g STA1xSTA+STC(II, I1*O(I3i 
450 REIMA+II-6]8sSTAJ 
451 "END"; 
452 "ENO"; 
453 OUTPUT(61i"("2/")")J 
454 OUTPUTt61i"C"158, "("ARRAY F 
455 OUTARRAY(61, F); 
456 OUTPUT(61, "("2/")")I 
457 OUTPUT(61r"t"19B, "("ARRAY RE 
458 OUTARRAY(61, RE)i 
459 "COMMENT" 
460 
461 MODIFY TO DEFLECTED POSITION YZX TRANSFORMATION; 
462 
463 "FOR" Iial "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM*NN*3 "DO" 
464 XR (13 tsXR2III i=01 
465 "FOR" List "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM*3 "DO" 
466 XRB III S: XRB2 (I] is01 
467 "FOR" Mint "STEP" I "UNTIL" MM "DO" 
468 "BEGIN" 
469 ALPMAisAPD(M+1j"AP(M+131 
470 BETA12DPDCM+11-BPtM+131 
471 GAN1MAi: GPD(M+1]"GPIMf131 
472 ANGLE(CX, CY, CZ, CRO. SRO, ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA, PI)i 
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473 
474 
475 
476 
477 
478 
479 
488 
481 
482 
483 
484 
485 
486 
487 
488 
489 
490 
491 
492 
493 
494 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 
501 
502 
503 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 
509 
510 
511 
512 
513 
514 
515 
516 
517 
518 
519 
520 
521 
522 
523 
524 
525 
526 
527 
528 
529 
530 
531 
TRAN(C, CX, CV, CZsCR0, SRO)I 
"FOR" I; 21 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 6 "D0" 
"FOR" Jis1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 6 "DO" 
CTCI, J)i-CTT(I, J)t=0; 
"FOR" II; al "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2 "00" 
"BEGIN" 
NOS=(II*3)-31 
"FOR" Ii=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
"FOR" J: =1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "D0" 
CT(I. NO, J$NO)i=C(I, J)1 
"ENO"i 
"COMMENT" 
FIND NEW CO. ORDS OF SECONDARY NODES; 
MAts(M*NN*3)wNN*31 
NOisMA/31 
"FOR" Itai "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NN "DO" 
"BEGIN" 
MBi=MAt(I*3)-J, 
"FOR" J1-1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
XR(MBsJ1s: CU1, J1*XPOSI sNO1sCt2, J)*yPOS1 
XR (MB+11 s=XR IMBt11 tXPD (M1 1 
XRtMBt21=: XRIMBt21tYPD(M1i 
XR (MBt31 =aXM (MBt31 $ZPD (M3 
"IF" M)1 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" 
M8: xMAt(I*3)"(NN*3)"3i 
"FOR" Jtzl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
tI+N01+Ct3, J3*ZPOS1tI+NOII 
XR2 CMB+Jl isC tl, JI *XP0S2 (I+NO-NN) tC (2, JI *YPOS2 II+NO-NN3 t 
C(3, J)*ZPOS2tI+NO'NN); 
XR2 (MB+13 taXR2 (M8+13+XPD tMU f 
XR2 tM8+2I t: XR2 (M8+21 +YPO tMI 1 
XR2 CM8+31 i=XR2 tMB+3l +ZPD IM) i 
"END"t 
"IF" M: MM "THEN" 
"BEGIN" 
M5$I(MMoI)*NN*J+(I*J)-31 
MCia((MM-1)*NN*2)t(I*2)$ 
XR2 IMB+II $*X IMCI $ 
XR2 LMBt21 t sY (MCI f 
XR2(MB+31; *ZCMCI; 
"END"f 
"END") 
Mei=(M*3)-31 
"FOR" Jts1 "STEP" 1 "UriTIL" 3 "DO" 
XRB (MBtJI t=C ti, J3 *XBOS1 tMI+C t2, J1 *YBOSI tMI +C t3, J) *ZB051 IM] f 
XRB IMB+1] t=XRB IM8+11 +XPD (MI i 
XRB CMB+2I tsXRB CMB+2) +YPD CMI _ 
XRB (MBt3] isXRB IMBt3) tZPD tMJ I 
"IF" M>1 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" 
MB: I(M*3)-61 
"FOR" Jtxl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 3 "DO" 
XR82 IMB+JI INC (1, JI* X80S2 (M-12 +C t2, J1 *Y80S2 (M-1I +C (3, J3 *ZB052 EM-13 1 
XRB2 (MB+1] tzXR82 (MBt1l tXPD tMI 7 
XR82 tM8+21 t-XRB2 (M8+2) tYPD (M) J 
XRB2 (MB+3) t=XR82 CMB+31 +ZPD (Ml $ 
"END"f 
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532 "IF" MaMM "THEN" 
533 RBEGIN" 
534 MBis(M*3)"3l 
535 MC1sMM*2l 
536 XR82 tMB+1) i=Xb (MC) I 
537 XR82 tMB+2) =sYB (MC1 I 
538 XR52 (M8+31 i=Z6 JMC) 1 
539 "END"; 
540 "COMMENT" 
541 
542 CALCULATE APPLIED FORCES AT EACH NODE; 
543 
544 MAis(M*6)"61 
545 "FOR" list "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 6 "DO" 
546 "BEGIN" 
547 STA: 2RTAI=0) 
548 "FOR" J121 "STEP" I "UNTIL" 6 "00" 
549 STA13STA+CTIJºI1*F(MA+J1; 
550 C t1v I) izSTA; 
551 "FOR" Jost "STEP" I "UNTIL" 6 "DO" 
552 RTAisRTA+CTtJºI1*RE1MA+J1; 
553 CTT(1ºI)i$RTAI 
554 "ENO"1 
555 "FOR" Isal "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 6 "DO" 
556 "BEGIN" 
557 F1MA+I)1sC91, I11 
558 RECMA+I)isCTTt1ºI)7 
559 "END"1 
560 "END"I 
561 "FOR" list "STEP" I "UNTIL" 6 "00" 
562 FT t1) i: F tI1; 
553 "IF" MM<2 "THEN""GO TO" MISS; 
564 "FOR" Mist "STEP" I "UNTIL" MM-1 "DO" 
5b5 "BEGIN" 
566 MA: =CM*6)+6l 
567 "FOR" list "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 6 "DO" 
568 FT(MA+1+63isFtMA+I+61+RE(MA+I)I 
569 "END") 
570 MISST 
571 OUTPUTtblr"t"2/º30Br"("**<**, r*********************, rº*********rr********* 
572 **")"")")I 
573 "FOR" I$sl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM "DO" 
574 "BEGIN" 
575 MAis(I*6)-6l 
576 OUTPUT(61, "("2/, 108º"("APPLIED FORCE AT NODE")"º3Z")"ºI); 
577 OUTPUT(61, "t"2/, iBBº-5ZD, 5O, tOBº_5ZD, 5Dº1BBº.. bZO"5Dº/º15Bº+5ZD, 5Dº18B, 
578 "5ZD, 5DºIOßº"5Z0,50")"ºFTIMA+11, FTtMA+21ºFTtMA+31ºFT(MA+41, FT (MA+5)º 
579 FT(MA+6I)1 
580 "END"i 
581 "GO TO" NOOUTI 
582 OUTPUT(61º"("4/, 408, "t" COORDINATES OF DISPLACED VERTEBRAE")"")")I 
583 "FOR" Ii21 "STEP" I "UNTIL" MM "DO" 
584 "BEGIN" 
585 OUTPUT(61º"("2/º10Hr"("VERTEBRAL LEVEL")"º31")"ºI)1 
586 OUTPUT(61º"t"2/º10Br"("SECONDARY NODES BAR ELEMENTS")"")"); 
587 MBis(I*3*NN)"3*NNi 
588 "FOR" J; a1 "STEP" 3 "UNTIL" 3*NN"1 "DO" 
589 OUTPUT(61º"t"2/º1BBr"2ZD. 3Dº10ßr. 2ZD. 3Dº10Br*2ZD, 30º2/º10Bº"2ZD, 30r10B, 
590 "2ZD. 3D, 10Bº"2ZD. 3D")"ºXRtMB+J)ºXR(MB+J+1)ºXR1MB+J+21, XR2tMB+J1, 
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591 XR2IMB+Jt11, XR2IMB+J+21)J 
592 OUTPUT(61º4("2/r10Br"("SECONDARY NODES BEAM ELEMENTS")"*)"); 
593 MAis(I*3)-21 
594 OUTPUT(61r"("2/r10Br-2Z0,3Dr10Br-2ZD, 3D, 10Br"2ZD, 3D, 2/, 10B,. 2ZD93D, IOB, 
595 "2ZD, 3Dr10B,. 2ZD"3D")", XRB(MA), XRBtMAt11, XR8tMAt21, XR82IMA), XRB2tMAt1)r 
596 XRB2 tMA+2)) J 
597 "END"1 
598 NOOUti 
599 "FOR" list "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 6*MM "DO" 
600 FZtI1 i=FZ tII+FT 1II J 
601 "END" OF PROCEDURE SPINALI 
602 "INTEGER" MM, MA, MB, NN. I, J, FF, FI, P, 
603 INPUT(60r"("N")". MM, NN, FF)J 
604 "BEGIN" 
605 "REAL" ARRAY" X, YIZII12*MM*NN)rXBrYBrZB It i2*MM)rKIt iMM*NN)rKB, FZIt : 6*MM) 
606 XP, YP, ZP, APrBP, GPrXPDrYPD, ZPDrAPD. BPD, GPDI1; MM+1)rXPC. YPC, ZPCr 
607 APCrßPCrGPCt1iFF+1,1iMM+11rXRrXR2I1*MM*NN*J), XRi3, XRB2111MM*31J 
608 "PROCEDURE" XLIST(ELT)i 
609 "PROCEDURE" ELTI 
610 "BEGIN" 
611 "INTEGER" IJ 
612 "FOR" list "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2*MM*NN "DO" 
613 ELT(X(II)1 
614 "END" OF PROCEDURE XLISTI 
615 "PROCEDURE" YLIST(ELT)J 
616 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
617 "BEGIN" 
618 "INTEGER" Ii 
619 "FOR" 1121 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2*MM*NN "DO" 
620 ELT(YII))i 
621 "END" OF PROCEDURE YLISTJ 
622 "PROCEDURE" ZLIST(ELT)J 
623 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
624 "BEGIN" 
625 "INTEGER" IJ 
626 "FOR" Iia1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" 2*MM*NN "DO" 
627 ELT(ZII1)I 
628 "END" OF PROCEDURE ZLIST; 
629 "PROCEDURE" XBLIST(ELT)J 
630 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
631 "BEGIN" 
632 "INTEGER" Ii 
633 "FOR" list "STEP" I "UNTIL" MM*2 "DO" 
634 ELT(XBUI))i 
635 "END" OF PROCEDURE XtiLIST; 
636 "PROCEDURE" YBLIST(ELT)i 
637 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
638 "BEGIN" 
639 "INTEGER" II 
640 "FOR" list "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM*2 "DO" 
641 ELT(YHII))i 
642 "END' OF PROCEDURE YBLISTJ 
643 "PROCEDURE" ZBLIST(ELT)J 
644 "PROCEDURE" ELT) 
645 "BEGIN" 
646 "INTEGER" IJ 
647 "FOR" list "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM*2 "DO" 
648 LLT(ZBCII)J 
649 "END" OF PROCEDURE ZOLISTJ 
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650 "PROCEDURE" XPLIST(ELT)i 
651 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
652 "BEGIN" 
653 "INTEGER" I. Ji 
654 "FOR" li: l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 
655 "FOR" J131 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 
656 ELT(XPCII. J1)I 
657 "END" OF PROCEDURE XPLI3Ti 
658 "PROCEDURE" YPLIST(ELT)I 
659 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
660 "BEGIN" 
661 "INTEGER" I, J1 
662 "FOR" lint "STEP" I "UNTIL" 
663 "FOR" Jo=1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" 
664 ELT(YPC(IoJ1)1 
665 "END" OF PROCEDURE YPLIST; 
666 "PROCEDURE" ZPLIST(ELT)1 
667 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
668 "BEGIN" 
659 "INTEGER" I, J1 
670 "FOR" Ii: 1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" 
671 "FOR" J1=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 
672 ELT(ZPC(I, J1)1 
673 "END" OF PROCEDURE ZPLIST; 
674 "PROCEDURE" APLIST(ELT)1 
675 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
676 "BEGIN" 
677 "INTEGER" I, JI 
678 "FOR" lint "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 
679 "FOR" J1: 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 
680 ELT(APC(I, J1)i 
681 "END" OF PROCEDURE APLISTJ 
682 "PROCEDURE" BPLIST(ELT)I 
683 "PROCEDURE" ELTI 
684 "BEGIN" 
685 "INTEGER" IsJ1 
686 "FOR" lint "STEP" I "UNTIL" 
687 "FOR" Ji_1 "STEP" I "UNTIL' 
688 ELT(BPC(I, J1)1 
689 "END" OF PROCEDURE BPLISTI 
690 "PROCEDURE" GPLIST(ELT)i 
691 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
692 "BEGIN" 
693 "INTEGER" I, JI 
694 "FOR" Iisl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL' 
695 "FOR" Jtsl "STEP" 1 'UNTIL 
696 ELT(GPC(I, J1)i 
697 "END" OF PROCEDURE GPLIST$ 
69L Pt=11 
699 FETCHLIST(63, P, XLIST)i 
7id0 PtsMM*NN*2+11 
701 FETCHLIST(6J, P, YLIS1)I 
702 P$sMM*NN*4+11 
703 FETCHLIST(63"P, ZLIST)1 
704 PisMM*NN*6+11 
705 FETCHLISTC64, P, XBLIST)I 
706 PisMM*NN*6+MM*2+11 
707 FETCHLIST(64, P, YBLIST)i 
108 Pi=MM*NN*6+MM*4+11 
FF+1 "DO" 
MMi1 "DO" 
FF+t "DO" 
MM+1 "DO" 
Fr +t "DO" 
MM+1 "DO" 
FF. 1 "DD" 
HM+I "DO" 
FFtl "DO" 
MMtI "DO" 
FFst "DO" 
MM+t "DO" 
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709 FETCHLIST(64, PrZBLIST)f 
710 P3: MM*NN*6+MM*6+1i 
711 FETCMLIST(65, P, XPLIST)) 
712 P$ZMM*NN*6+MM*6+(MMtI)*(FF+1)*1, +1i 
713 FLTCHLIST(65, P, YPLIST)f 
714 Pt=MM*NN*6+MM*6+(MM+I)*(FF+1)*2+1$ 
715 FETCMLIST(65, P, ZPLIST)i 
716 P2=MM*NN*6+MM*6t(MM+1)*(FF+I)*3+11 
717 FETCHLIST(65, P, APLIST)J 
718 Pt=MM*NN*6+MM*6+(MM+1)*(FF+I)*4+11 
719 FETCMLIST(65, P, BPLI3T)1 
720 P1sMMiNN*6+MM*6t(MMt1)*(FF+1)*5+11 
721 FETCMLIST(65, P, GPLIST)3 
722 "GO TO" NOUT; 
723 "FOR" Ii=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM "DO" 
724 "BEGIN" 
725 OUTPUT(61r"(02/r108r"("VERTEBRAL LEVEL")"r3Z")", I)f 
726 OUTPUT(6Ir"("2/, 108, "("SECONDARY NODES BAR ELEMENTS")"")"); 
727 MA{a(I*2*NN)"2*NNX 
726 "FOR" J1=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2*NN "DO" 
729 OUTPUT (61r"("2/r10B,. 2ZD, 3Dr10Br-2ZD, 30r10Br-2ZD, 3D")", XtMA, J), YtMAsJlr 
730 Z tMAtJ)) J 
731 OUTPUT(61r"("2/r10Br"("SECONDARY NODES BEAM ELEMENTS")"")"); 
732 Mb : (I*2)-2) 
733 "FOR" Jt: 1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" 2 "DO" 
734 OUTPUT(olr"("2/r10Br-2ZD, iDr10Bº-2ZD. 3Dr18Brw2ZD, 30")", XBtMBsJ)r 
7d9 YBIMH+J)0ZB (NBtJI)f 
736 "END") 
737 "COMMENT" 
738 
739 THE ANALYSIS IS CARRIED OUT IN FF NUMBER OF STEPS; 
740 
741 NOUT= 
742 INARRAY(60, KB); 
743 INARRAY(60, K)1 
744 "FOR" FItzJ "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" FF "DO" 
745 "BEGIN" 
746 "FOR" I; =1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" MM+1 "DO" 
741 "BEGIN" 
748 XPiI)t: XPCtFI, I)1 
749 YP II1 ssYPC IFI, I) f 
750 ZP tI1 IzZPC tFI, I1 f 
751 AP tf1 :: APC IFI, 1) f 
752 OP t1) t=BPC (FI, I) f 
753 GP IIl s=GPC CFI, I1 i 
754 XPD III t=XPC (FI+I j I1 i 
755 YPD lI) 32YPC CFIf1, I11 
756 ZPD III 12ZPC IF I+1 r 11 1 
757 APDII11aAPCIFItlrlli 
756 BPDtI)isBPCtFI+l, IlI 
759 GPD tI) i=GPC IFI+1r 11 1 
760 "LND"t 
761 OUTPUT(61r402/r10Br"("PRIMARY NODES OF RIGID BODIES")"")"); 
762 "FOR" I$*t "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM+1 "DO" 
763 OUTPUT(61r"("2/r5B, 3Z, 2B, -2ZD, 3D, 100, -2ZD, 3D, 10B, -2ZD, 3Dr1BBr-2ZD. 3Dr 764 10Br-21D. 3Dr105, -2ZD, 30")", I, XPtIIrYPtIIrZPt1), APtII, BPtIIrGPt11)f 
765 OUTPUT(61r"("2/r10Br"("DEFLECTED PRIMARY NODES")"")"); 
766 "FOR" 12: 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM+t "DO" 
767 OUTPUT(61r"("2/, 5B, 3Z, 2B, "22D, 3D, 1@B, "2ZD, 3D, 10B, "2ZD, 30,10B,. 22D. 3D, 
. GOL-60 YER3ION 491 LEVEL 
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768 10B, -2ZD. 3D, 108, -2Z0.3D")", It XPD(1), YPDtI), ZPDtI), APOtI], BPD II), GPD(I)); 
769 SPINAL( MM, NN, X, Y, Z, XB, YB, ZB, XP, YP, ZP, AP, BP, GP, XPD, YPD, ZPD, APD, BPD, 
770 GPD, XR, XR2, XRB, XR82, K, KB, FZ)i 
771 'FOR" Jiat "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NN*MM "DO" 
772 "BEGIN" 
773 MA=a(J*2)-I; 
774 M8=a(J*3)-2i 
775 X tMA) t=XR (MBI i 
776 X IMA+11 ==XR2 tMB) i 
777 Y tMA) isXR CMB+1) i 
778 Y tMA+1) t-XR2 tMB+1) i 
779 Z (MA) 1: XR tM13+23 i 
780 Z tMA+tJ szXR2 tM8+2) i 
781 "END'; 
782 "FOR" Jtsl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM "DO" 
783 "BEGIN" 
784 MAss(J*2).. li 
785 MBiz(J*3). 2; 
786 XBLMA)==XRB(MB)I 
787 XBtMA+1)t=XRB2tMB)i 
788 YBCMA)isXR8IMB+1)i 
789 Y8tMA+l)lsXRH2tMB+1)i 
790 ZB tMA1 i SXRB CMB+2) 1 
791 ZBCMA+1)t3XRB21M8+2)i 
792 "LND"i 
793 "END"i 
794 OUTARRAY(61, FZ)i 
795 "END"º 
796 "END"i 
CMANNEL, 60: INPUT, P8d 
CMANNELr61=0UTPUT, P136rPP60 
CHANNELr63=PLOP, W, L102 
CHANNELr64: PLOP, WrL34 
CHANNELr6b2PLOP, WrL72 
(c) The program MJJ2 is listed overleaf. 
- 252 - 
LGOL-60-'VERSIO'4 4.1 LEVEC_37-AT pSR f433--_---=_- '_ 
"BEGIN" 
- -- --- - ---- -- --- ---- --- -- -- 2 "COMMENT" 
4 PROGRAM TO 5ET UP THE HA ES TO BE USED IN THE LINEAR PROGRAM; 
)7 6 "PROCEDURE" ANGLE(CXrCYSCZDCRO, SRO, ALPHA, BETA-GAMMArPI 
:.. --- -_-- --- --- =- T_ 
"VALUE" ALPHA rB TA, AM , 'I A# PJV 
g "REAL" CXrCY#CZsCRQräRO, ALPHA, BETAsGAMHA, PI7 
-9 adEGi ý" = 
10 "HEAL" AL; 
11 "COWMENT" 
12 
13 - 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
24 
21 
22 
23 
24 
--25, 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
. 35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
745 
46 
47 
48 
'49 
50 
51 52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
S9. 
FIND COSINES --OF---ANGILS-OF _ROTATION? 
ALtxSORT(tSIi(BEJA)/CGS(UETA))12+1/(COS(G AM MA)) 12) 1 
CX: z1/AL; 
'CTtsABSC(SIN(GAMMA)/COSCGAAHA))/AL)J 
"IF" GAMMA<0 "TEN" Cy: =-CY7 
CZjxABS(SI: MiETA)/COS. CBETA))/SAR? ((1/CCS(BETA))12+CSIN(GOMMA)/ 
COS(GAMMA))'2)J 
"IF" BETAI'O "THEar Clip=CZI =___ 
"IF" ALPHA=PI/2 "THEN" CR0:: 1 "ELSE" 
CRO; =1/32RT(((t(SINCALPNA)/COS(ALPHA))_12)*(COS (BETA))12)/_ 
(COS(GAMMA))'2)+1)i 
"IF" CRO>1 "ThEN'I-: CRU;: 1-f-- 
SKO:: SGRT(1-CRO'2); 
"IF" ALPHA40 HTMEN' SRO$: -SRUI -- 
"END" OF PROCEDURE A: 4GLE; 
""PROCEDURE" TRAN((; CXsCY, CZ, CRO, SRO) j 
"VALUE" CX, CY, CZICRC. SýC; 
"REAL" CX, CY, CZiCROsSROt_ 
----- __, 
-- 
"REAL""ARRAY" Cf 
"BEGIN" 
"REAL* 
, 
CA; 
YZX COOR¢INATE TRANSFORMATION; 
C4tsSGRT(CX'2+CZ'2)1- 7' 
ct1r1)i=CXJ 
CIt#21i CY; 
C t1 r3) :: CZ, 
CC2r11*s((-CX*CY*CRC)-(CZ*SRO))/CA; 
C(2,2): =CA*CRUJ 
C(2º3)J=CC-CY*CZ*CRC)+CCX*SRO)i/CA; '-= 
C(3.1)Js000X*CY*SRO)-CCZ*CRC))/CA; 
C13,23 32-CA*SR03 
C13031fs((CY*CZ*SRO)+CCX*CRO))/CAI --- 
"END""7F PROCEDURE-TRANZ- `-_ 
"PROCEDURE" MUSCLEI(XT, YT, ZTrXS. YSrZS, XP, YP, ZP, XA, YA, ZA, RXA, RYA, RZA, 
: 1, MZ, MO , No RP, KL, XXX, YYY. ZZZ)I-. _ "TALJE" M, 'MD, N, RP; 
"INTEGER" Hrt1Z, MJrr4, RP; 
"REAL" : XXX, YYY, ZZZ; 
"REAL"ARRAY" XTRYTrZTiXS, Y$, ZS. XP, YP"ZP, XA"YA, ZA, RXA, RYA, RZA, KL; 
"COMMENT" 
TRANSVERSCSPINALIS MUSCLE GROUP AND MOMENTS FOR HEAD; 
. GCL-60 
VERSION 4,1 LEVEL: 07 AT pSR'. C433--- XXALGOL 
60 "BEGIN" 
--- --- --- - ----- - -- - 61 "INTEGER" IrJ, K"MA, MD, tiC; 
62 "REAL" L, XBA, YBA, ZSA) 
63 "FD4" Iial "STEP" 1-"UNTIL"_-M "DD" 
04 "BEGIN". _ _ 
66 FOR Jis1 STEP __ý-_ 
tJ". rTII. 2" DO _. _-__ 
67 "bEGIN" 
66 "IF" I<N+I "TME! i"-- ---== 
69 "BEGIN" 
76 MB121+Sf 
71 MCt: J+4A+(RP*2)f 
72 K: nMC+Mnf =----- 
73 A6Ai: XS (MBI "XP CI) f 
74 YBAi: YSCMBJ -rPtIli_ ---- -= 
:` . '- f 75 ZdAia15tMt1"ZPIII 
76 - Li zSGRT(tXS tM8J -XT 4H. C] )'2+(YS; 153 -YT tMCI)'2+(Z3 IMBI [MC) l' 2) 
77 XAIll KI is(XTI "CI")L3I11bI )/tj 
78 YA EI, K) ta(YT CMC -Y5 tyBf)/Li-=- - 
7) ZAIll KI faQT (MCI -Z3O1BJ)/Lf 
83 RXAtI, KIt=(YAtI, K)*(-ZLiA))+ZAttdKI*YBA1 
81 KYAEl oKi ia(XAtI, t\1*Z54)+ZA(I, K1*(-Xt3A)I 
82 RZ. tI, KI'Sa(XAII, K1*(-Y3A))+YAIZ, KI*XBA, -- 
83 MZs: Kf 
84 "END"f --- 
85 M3ial+5"RPj 
86 MCIaJ+MAf 
57 KiaMCsMD; 
58 Lt aSORTt(XStMBI"XTIMCI)'2+tY3EMS] "_YT[MCI 1'2+(ZSIMBI"ZT[MCI 112)_f - 89 XBA: zXT (MCI -XP II) f 
9a YSAtaYT(MC)-YP11)1 
-"' 
" -' - 
91 Z3AS$ZTIMCI"ZPIIIf 
92 XALI, K)ia(XS(MEI-XTtt1Cl)/Lf-_=--= _-- 93 YA (I, K) ia(Y5 (M61-YT t1C3)/Lf 
94 ZAtI, KIta(ZSIMDI-ZTtt1Cl)/Lf 
9b RxAtI, K): a(YAtI, KJ*(-ZU>))+ZAtI, K)*YBAf 
96 RYAtIrKlia(XAtI, KI*ZBA)+ZAII, KI*(-XBA)f 
97 RZAIIr. Iia(XAII, hJ*(-YUA))+YAtI, K1*XBA; 
98 "IF" I<RP+l "ThL: i" 
99 "bEGII+" 
t09 XBAI$XTIMC)-XXXI _-- 
101 YUA1xYTtMC1"YYYf 
102 =yAimZTfMCI-ZZZ1.. 
103 KLt1, KIta(YAtI, K)*ZDA)-ZA(I, K1*YBA; -- 
104 KL(2, KIta(XA(I, K)*(-YBA))+YAtIrKJ*XBAf ---- - 105 KL t3, K) is-XA tI, KJf-- 
106- KL. (4pi. -YA tIt KI i- 
107 KL I5rKI is-ZA II, K) f 
108 "END"f 
109 "EtiD"t 
lie "EtiD"; 
111 "E'13" OF PROCEDURE MýSCLE1f 
112 "PROCEDURE" MUSCLE2(XS, YS, ZSrXP, YP, ZP. XArYA, ZA, RXA, RYA, RZA, AAP, ABP, 
113 AGPiMUeKlf 
-114 "VALUE" MD) . 115 "IºiTEGE4" t1D, Kf ----i 
116 "REAL""ARRAY" XS, YSrZS, XP, YP, ZP, XA, YA, ZA, RXA, RYA, RZA, AAP, ABP, AGP; 
117 "COMMENT" 
118 
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-119 SPINALIS -TMCRACISHUSCLEi 120 
---- 121 "BEGIN" 
122 "REAL""ARRAY" CI133,1i31p 
123 "INTEGI, R" 'JA, M0tI, J, 
124 "REAL" X3A, YBA, ZSA, AA, 3B, CC, CX, CY, CZ, CRC, SRO, PI$ 
-125 PIi4.14159; - -. - 
126 "FOR" Itsl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 4 "DO" 
127 "B. GIN" 
128 ANGLE (CX, CY, CZ, CF; O, SRO, AAPEll , ABP(II, AGPIII *PI); 
129 TRANtC, CX, CY, CZ, CRO, 3R ))f---- 
130 MAis(I*2)-2f 
131 "FOH" Jt: l "STEP" 1'-"UNTIL" 
132 "BEGIN" 
133 KtaMC+J+MAf --: _-. = -- _ 
134 X1At-XS II+51-XPtI1 f_ 
135 -- -YBAtsY3t1+51-YP( L 
136 ZBAi: ZS(It51-ZPII1i 
137 AAi: , 3421 
138 "IF" J22 "THEN" AA98-AA7 
139 Bdt'-0,939b9, 
- --------- 140 CCitO; 
141 XA(I, K)tsAA*CI1s11+65*Cil-, 2)tCC*Ct1r31f 
142 YA II, K1 $s4A*C (2' 11 t8C*C (2,21 tCC*C (2,31 
143 2AtI, KIi*AA*Ct3r13+85*C13021. CC*CC3,311 = 
144 RXAII, KIis(YAtI, KI*(-ZdA))+ZA(I, KI*YBA; 
145 RYAtI, i(1 is(XAtI, KI*ZBA)»ZAII, K1*t-XBA)U 
146 RZAII, KIi=(XA(IsK1*(-YBA))sYAII, K1*XBAf 
147 "END'; 
148 "E0"$ 
149 MBisKl 
150 "FOR" I: t "STEP" 1 "UNTIL"-4 °D0" 
151 . "BEGIN" 
152 ANGLE(CX, CY, CZ, CHO, SRO, AAPtI+10l, A80t1t1O1, AGP(1t10), PI)i 
153 TRAN(CfCX, CY, CZ. CROr5RO)J 
154 MAis(I*2)-2f 
155 "FOR" Jtai "STEP" jý"UNTIL" 2 "DO" 
1505 "BEGIN" 
157 KiaJ+MA. MB; _= 158 XBAt: XS t2+151-XP(1$1J1 
159 YBA: xY3t1+15)-YPtI+IO3; - 
160 ZdAisZSII+151-ZF'LIt101i -V 
161 AA: =d, 3421 
162 "IF" Jag "THEN" AAis-AA; 
163 ¢dt: ©. 93g69i -- -- 
1t4 CCttdi = 
-165 -XA II+10iKI =sAA*C I1,11 tD9*Ctr, 21-+CC-*C t1 r31 f -- 160 YA(I+IUtK1 is4A*C I2,11 tBU*C I2,21+CC*C (2,31 7 
-157 ZAIIt1D, Kli=AA*Ct3,11tBB*CI3,2)+C_C*CI3,3l1 
168 RXAII+1©, Klss(YAk. I+lU, K1*(-ZBA)), ZAII+18, K]*YBAi 
169- RYAII+10, K1ts(XAtI+10, K1*ZBA)+ZA(It10, K1*(-XBA)f 
170 kZA(It10, KI$: (XAII+1iJ, K1*(-Y3A))1YA(I+10, K3*XBAJ 
171 "EuD"i 
172 "END"i 
173 -- - "END" OF PROCEDURE ! SJSCLE2f 
174 "PRUCEDURE" iUSCLE3(XT, YT#ZTiXPPYPoZPpXA, YA, ZA; RXA#RYA, RZA, MD, M, N, K); 
175 "VALJE" M, N, MDf 
176 "INTEGER" M, N, MU, K; 
177 "REAL"AP. RAY" XT. Yr, ZT, XP, YPIZP, XA, YA, ZA, RXA, RVA, RZA; 
. GOL-60 VERSION 491 LEVEL- 
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178 "COMr1Ei{T" 
179 
180 
-- 
LONGISS1M45_-TaRAC-IS- ! MUSCLE GROUP; =- -__- __ - _- 181 
. 
18 ""BEGIN 
183 "I4TCGER" I, J, M4, MC; 
184 "REAL" L, XBA, YbA. Z3A1 
185 "FOR" Ita1_ "STEP" 1 "U? STIL"'1 "D0" 
186 "BEGIN" 
187 M4i=(I*2)-2j 
-------- -- -- --- - --- - 188 "IF" 1cN+1 'THEN" 
189 "FOR" J: al_"STEP 1--"UNTIL" 2. "DO" 
-19a "BEGIN" 
191 Kts"". A+J+MDi 
192 --- MCisJ+MA; 
193 XBAi: XT(MC1"XPEI)i 
194 Y8AisvTtMCl-yPI11! == - _- == 195 ZUA $: ZT (MC) -ZP tI ll 
196 LisSORT((XT(l4C1-XTVC t21 _2t(YTtttC)--YTVC+21)12t(ZTtMC1-ZTtMCt21IF2); 
197 XAII, K): --(XTtMCt21-XTtiC1)/L; 
'198 IAUI, K1i=CYTIMCt21-tiTtiC1)/Li- 
--- 199 ZA tl, KI: =(ZT (MC+21 -ZT ('1Cl)/L1 
200 RXAtIrK)12CYAIIrK1*(-ZBA3)+ZA_tI, K1*YBAj 
201 kYA [I# KI is(XA tI, KI *16A)+ZA tI, K) *("XSA), 
202' RZAIle KI i3(XAII, KI*(-YSA)')+YAU, Kl--*XBA; 
203 "END"i 
204 "IF" I>N "THEN. -- -- 
205 "FOR" J131 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2 "D0" 
-206 - "t1EGIN"- 
2a7 K:: N A+JtMD; 
206 MCisu+MA; 
-- - ----- - -- -- - -- 209 XBA i sXT (MCI-XP III 
-- -- --- --- 210_ TBA1=YTtM l-Y t 1-i 
211 ZBA: =ZT (11C) -ZO III ; 
212 L: zSORT((XTIMCI-XT'tMC"2)U'2+(YTIMC)-YT(MC-21112+(-ZTEMCI-ZTEMC"21)'2); 
213 XA(I, KI: z(XTCMC-21-XTt'MC))/Li -- 
214 YA II, (] iz YT MCA -YT ii 1 /Li --- _s= -- -- --- -- -- 215 Z4 (I, KI i: (ZT EtIC-2)-ZT CNC))/Lj 
21(; RXAtIrKltz(YAtI, K1*(-ZBA))+ZAtI, KI*YBAU-- 
217 HYAIIrK)i=(XACI, K)*ZBA)tZAII, K1*(`XBA)j - 
-21d RZA(IrK1t=(XAtIrKT*("Y: A))+YA(I, K1*XBA; 
219 "E'D"f 
22a "E'40 0) ---- 
221 Its12f - -- -- 
-222-- - "FOR" -Jt: I "STEP" I-"UNTIC"-2- "000- 
223 "BEGIN" -- 
224 MCisJ+22i - -: .---_ -__- -- __ 
225 XBA: -XT I; 1C)-XP CI1 1 
226- YBAZ: YT tMC) -YP III T __ --=- 227 ZSAt: ZT (MCI -ZP (I) ; 
-228 -LisSORTt(XT tt1C7-XTjMC+161-)+2f(YT EMC1-YT I`1C+16.1) 12+(ZT EMC)-ZT t"". Ct161) 1< 
229 XACI, KtJ)ta(XTC"Ct161-XT(MC))/Li 
230 YAtIrR+J1i=(YT(MCt161-YTtMC3)/L7 
_-_ 231 ZAtl, KtJlim(ZTtMC+161-ZT(MCI)/Lj -- 
-232 RXA(IrK+Jlta(YACI, K+JI*(-ZBA))+ZA(IrKt31*YBA; 
233 RYA(IrK+J1t=(XA(I, KsJ1*ZoA)4ZAtI, K+J)*(-XtA)j 
-ý234 ----HZAtI'KtJ)t=(XA I, K+JI*(-YEA))+YAtirK+J)*XBA; -- 
235 "END" 
-_-- -3-- "END" CF PROCEDURE 'M. SCLE7ý----- --- --' -- =_ --- 
LGOL-6 VERSION 4.1 LEVEL -07 =-AT- pSR_ X433 ý- r_ XXÄLGOL 
237 
_ -_"PROCEGURE" 
iUSCl4E4(XAýºYARlZkRPXS, YS#ZSpXAP-YA#ZAFRX4#RYArRZAI 
238 XT, YTrZT, MOrtiE, KK, XP, YP, ZP, XI, yI, ZI)I 
239 
-"VAL; 
UE" MD, 
242 "INTCGER" MDrMErKK 
-241 "REAL"! ARRAY"-XAkryAR, 
ZARrX5gY5tZ$$, XA, YA, ZArRXA, RYA, RZA, 
_. _=-_ 242 xT, YT. ZT, XP, YP, ZP, XI, YI, ZI; 
243 "COMMENT" 
244 
-245 ILIOCOSTALIS-jMORACIS 4N[)-L'UMBORUM -MUSCLE 
GROUP; 
246 
247 "BEGIN" 
248 "INTEGER" '1A, Mf, MC, I, II, J, Ki 
249 "REAL" L, LC, XBA, YbA, ZBAI 
250 "FOR" Iial "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 6 "00" - -- - 
251 _ 08EGIN" 
252 MAia(1*2)"2; 
253. "FOR" Jist "STEP"--i"Ut. TIL"_2 UDO" 
254 "BEGIN" 
255 MC: *J+t1Aj 
--- 
-: __- __ _- 
256 KisJ+HA+MD) 
257- X8A $ XAk tMCI -XP C:. F 
258 YaA: =YAR tMC1"YP II1; 
- -- 
259 
260 L: tS9RT((XARIMCJ-XARIMC+61'2+(YAR[MCI -YARtMC+61)'2+CZAR (MCI -ZAR tMC+6) 
261 )12); 
262 XA (1'Kl i--(XAR IMC. 61-XAk ti! C1)/L; 
263 YA(IrK1: c(YARIMC+6I-YARtMC))/L; 
264 ZACI, KI: a(ZARtMCtb). ZARCMC))/L: 
255 RXAtIrKliaCYAtI, KI*(-264))tZAtI, KI*YBA) 
266 RYA tI, KI ia(XA II, KI *Z3A)+ZA UI, KI+(-XBA)1 
267 RZAMIrK)f*(XAt1, V)*(TYtiA))*YAII, KI*XB4; 
268 II: =I+bt 
269 XBA**. ARtMC+61-XFIII1: == -- . -- - 
271d Y8At=YARtMC+6l-YPtIII1 --- i 
271 ZOA: =ZARtMC+61-ZPtII)f 
272 XA tII, KI i=-XA UI, KI; 
-- ----- - --- - --- - 273 YAIIIPK : s-YA I, r I= 
274 ZA III, tiI : ="ZA tI. KI, 
275 RXA(IIrKIi_('(AIII, K1*("ZBA))+ZAtII, K)*YBA; = 
276 RYALIItKlta(XAt1I, K1*ZbA)+ZAtII, KI*(-XBA); 
277 RZAtII, KIt=(XAtII, K)*(-YBA))+YAtII, K)*XBA; - 
278 "E40"; - -- 
279 "END") 
280 ME: ZKI 
281 "FOR" Ita7 "STCP"-Y "UNTIL"--12-"DOK 
282 "BEGIN" 
283 MA; 8(I*2)-21 
284 Mdial+l0j _ 
285 "FOR" Jisl "STEP°- 1-*U`ITIL"- 2. "D0" 
286 "BEGIN" 
287 - r(tsMA+J+MD; 
288 '1C t=J+t'A j 
289 XSAl=XARIMCI-XPtI1; -- 
290 y5AisYARtMCI-YPtIl; 
291 ZBAIa1AR(MC)-ZPtU: - 292 L: sSORT C (XAR (MCI "XS OiBI 12+ CYAR t; 1Cl -YS V53 )'2+ CZAR (MCI -ZS IMBI )'2) 293 XA tl, KI fa(XS EHRT -XAR tMCI)/Li -- 
294 YAII, K1ja(YStMBI-YARcMCI)/L; 
295 ZACI, Klis(ZSIMBI-ZAR; MCI)/Lj - 
. GOL-60 VERSION-4.1 LEVEL 
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296 RXA (to : a(YA CI, *C-Z3A) )tZA UI, K1 *YBAI 
297 RYA(IsK1; s(XA(I, KI*Z34)tZA(IsK)*(-XBA)) 
298 RtA tI, 1 :: (XA (Iil'") *. (_YDA) )$YAtI rx> *XBA; _.. -. :_ : - 299 "IF" Is12 "TnEN"- 
300 "BEGIN" - 
=- -- =_ -= 301 LCS=SGRT((XARtMC; -XIW+1Q1)2+(YAR[MCI -YIIJt10)'2+(ZAR(MCI- 
302 ZI IJtIol)'2); - _- _= 
303 KKi: K+2i 
304 XA (I, KKl is(XI tJ+131 TXAR tMCj)/LC1. 
305 YA(I, KKIis(YItJ+l@)"YAR(MC1)/LCI 
306 Z4 (IrKKI i=(ZI lJ+10i-ZAR IMC) J/LC) - 3417 RXA IIrKK) 1=(YA tI, KKI *(-Z3A) )tZA tI, KKI *YBA; 
308 RYAtIrKKlis(XAti, KKI*ZBA)tZAUI. KKI*(-XBA); 
309 RZA(IrKKJis(XA(I, KK)*(-YBA))+YAII, KKI*XBA; 
310 4EN0"i ==- 
311 IIisI. 5; 
312 XBAisXStIII-XPtII1i 
__---_- 313 YUAS: YSCIII-YPtII1; 
314 ZBAI3ZS[I11-ZP(I11i 
315 XA LI I, KI : X-XA I I. KI ; 
316 YAIII, KI ; a"YAtI, K1, 
317 ZA (II, KI ss-ZA tI. KI 3 
318 RXA (II, Kl istYA (ZIrvtl *(-Z5A))+ZA tII, KI *YBAJ 
319 RYAIIIrKIts(XAtIIrK1*ZBA)+ZAIIIrK)R(-XBA)i - 
320 - -RZAIII, K)i=(X&Elio Kl*(. Y8A))sYA911, K)*XBAJ - 
321 "E4D" 1 
322 - "ENDal -- -_ 
323 "END" OF PROCEJURt MUSCLE4; 
324` "PROCEDURE" h1USCLE5CXTT, YTTrZTT, X1, YI, ZI, XP, YP, ZP, XA, YA, ZAr 
325 RXA, RYA, RZA, MD, K)J '- - 
326 -*VALUE" MD) 
327 "INTEGER" 10#K; 
-326 "REAL""ARRAY"YTTiZTT. Xi, YI, ZI, XP, YP, ZP, XA, YA, ZA, RXA, RYA, RZ41 
329 "CUMMEtrT" 
330" 
331 QUADRATUS LU'180RUM MUSCLE; 
-- ---_-- 
332 
333 "BEGIN" 
334 "INTEGER" I, II, J, MA, MCJ _ 
335 "REAL" L, XBA, YBA, ZBA; 
336 "FOR" It: l "STEP" I-"UNTILa 5 -"Do*- --- 
337 "BEGIN" 
338 MAi2(I*2)"21 -_ ---: - --_ - 
339 IIisl+lt; --- 
340 "FOR" J:: I "STEP"- 1--sUNTlL" 2 app" - 
341 "BEGIN" 
342 MCi=JlMAI 
----- -- - -- - -- - 343 KiaJ. MA+MDi --- 
344 XbAZsXTTtMC)-XPCIII1 -_ "--'= 345 YSAisrTTLMCI-YP1111i - '- -- 
346 - ZBA: aZTT[MCI "ZPIII31 
347 LisSORT((XTT IMC1-XI tllCl 02+(YTT It1Cl-YI tMC1 '2+(ZTT tMCI-ZI (,, ICI )12)1 
348 X4 (II, K) ts(XI (MCI-XTTtMC) 3/L; - 
349 YAtLIrK)i=(YIEFIC1-YTT(: CJ)ýL; 
350 ZAIII, KIia(ZItMCI-ZTTIMCI)/LS 
351 RXAtIIrKli=(YALII, KI*(. Z8A))tZACI1, Kl*YHA; 
352 RYAtIIrK)3s(XAtII, K)*ZBA)+ZAtII, K1*(-X84)J 
353 RZAIIZ, Kli: (XAII:, KI*(-YBA))tYA(II, KI*XBAI 
-354 "END"i 
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355 "END"i^ 
356 "E, ND" 09 PROCEDURE MUSCLE5; 
357 "INTEGER" I, II, J, JJrKtKK, H, _Mf 
1A, MD, HE, MZ, 1d, NN, P, RP, F. FA, FF; 
358 "REAL" XXX, YYY, ZZZ. L, t1C, X8A, YaA, Z5A; 
359 -_INPUT(60, 
"(", )")", MHti tFF, FA)I = =- - _- -=- 460 "BEGIN" 
361 "REAL""ARRAY" XPIYPi PtItMHf, XS, YS, ZS(13MM+5), XT, YT. ZT(li2"(`1M+3)3 
362 ixTT, vTT, ZTTt1: 16), xI, YI, ZI(1i12), XAR, YAR, ZARt1: 24), 
353 _XA, YA, ZAIRXAfRYJCiRZAt1: MMo-1i3851#KLtt: 90,1: 230). FT(1: 6*MM)f 
364 AAP, A8PrAGP, 'wAt1: Mf41, WT. ECX, ECZII: ýIMt1). RHtii190), 
365 XAY, YAYIZAYtii22i- 
366 "PROCEDURE" XPLI3T(ELT); 
367 "PROCEDURE" ELTf 
368 "BEGIN" 
__: _- - -- - 369 "It4TEGER" 1; 
373 "FOR" Itsl "STEP" 1 "UMTIL" HM "DO" 
371 ELT(XpUI))f _-- = __ 
-- 
-- _ 372 "L 4U" OF PROCLDURE XPLIST; 
373 "PROCEDURE" YPLIST. (ELT) i--- 
374 "PROCEDURE" ELT! 
375 "BEGIN -- ---. - 
376 "I!: TCGER" I; 
377 "FOR" I: al "STEP"- 1 -"UYTIL". _t! 
M-_"DO"_. 
__ 378 ELT(YPt11); 
379 "E.. D" CF PROCEDURE YPLIST; -_ _-- 
380 "PROCEDURE" ZPLIST(ELT)i 
381 "PROCEDURE" LLTJ 
-- ---- - ---- - 382 "BEGIN" 
383 "INTEGER" 11 
384 "FOR" I: xI "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM "DO" 
385 ELT(ZPtI))) 
386 "LND" OF PROCEDURE ZPLISTI 
387 "PROCEDURE" APLIOT(ELTlt_. 
-____. __ 388 "PROCEDUnE" ELT; = 
389 "BEGIN" 
390 "INTEGER" I! - 
391 "F04" Iii1 "STEP"- I "Uý1TIL" -M "DO" 
392 ELT(AAP II) )! 
393 "END" CF PROCEDURE-APLIST#-: 
_ 
= 
394 "PROCEDURE" BPLIST(ELT)i 
-395 "PROCEDURE" ELTI ". _ 396 "BEGIN" -- 
397 "INTEGER" 11 
398 "FOR" Ii. -1 "STEP" 1 "UtITIL" MM "DO" 
399 ELT (ABP UI) )! 
430 "END" OF PROCEDURE SPLISTI 
-401 "PROCEDURE" GPLIST(ELT)_i 
402 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
403 "BEGIN" ----- 
404 "INTEGER" If 
425 "FOR" I3a1 "STEP" 1-`UNTIL"-MM "DO""- - -- -- 
406 ELT(AGP(II)f - 
407 "END" OF PROCEDURE GPLIST#__ 
408 "PROCEDURE" XSLIST(ELT)i 
499 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
410 "BEGIN" 
411 -"IMICGCR" J! 
412 "FOR" Jis1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 22 "DO" - 
413 ELT (XS (J) ); --`_ .- .- 
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414 - "END" CF PROCEDURE- XSLISTi 
415 "PROCEDURE" YSLI3T(ELT)i 
416 "PROCEDURE" ELTi ° ___ 
417 "BEGIN" 
"INTEGER' J; 418 
419 "FCR" Jtai "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 22 "DO" 
420-- -ELT (Y3U3)I -- --- - -- - 
421 "Eý. O" OF PROCEDURE YSLIST3 
422 - "PROCEDURE" ZSLIST(ELT)f = -- -- - -- ----- -- -- - 423 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
424 "BEGIN' 
42b "INTEGER" Ji 
426 "FOR" J: si "3TEP"_1 "UyTit"-22 "DO" _ 427 ELT(ZStJ))i 
_ 428 "E'40" OF PROCEDURE-ZSLISTi 
--- = '- - ----_ : -- -- -- 429 "PROCEDURE" XTLIST(ELT)f 
--=- 
433 "PROCEDURE, ELT; 
431 "BEGIN" -- - 
432 "INTEGER" Ji 
433 "FOR" Jis1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 40 "DO" 
434 ELT (XT IJ2) i -.. :_-.. 
435 "END" CF PROCEDURE XTLIST; 
430 -"PROCEDURE' YTLIST(E=T); -: 
_-_ 437 "PROCEDURE" ELT1 
438 - -. BEGIN" _--. ---- : -- - 
439 "IYTEGLR" JI 
= 
440 "FOR" Jlal "STEP"-I'-"VNTIL"--40-"DO" 
441 ELT(YTtJ))t 
442 "END" OF PROCEDURE--YTLISTi -_= 
443 "PROCEDURE" ZTLIST(ELT)i 
444- "PROCEDURE" - CLT. J_ 
445 "BEGIN" 
446 "INTEGER" J) 
447 "FOR" J: xI "STEP" _1 "U10IL" 40 "DO" 
448 ELT(ZTIJ1)i _. - 449 "END" OF PROCEDU E ZTLIST; 
450 ""PROCEDURE" XARLIST (ELT) i 
451 "PROCEDURE" LLTI 
452 "BEGIN" 
453 "INTEGER" Jt 
454 "FOR" Jss1 "STEP` I "U. NTIL'r'-24 "DD"-- --- 
455 LLT(XAR(J))i 
456' "END" OF PROCEDURt'XARLIST; 
457 "PROCEDURE" YARLIST(ELT)i 
aye "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
459 "ÖLGIN" 
460 "INTEGER" J1 
461 "FOR" J: sl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 24 "DO" 
462 ELT (YAR (J)) f '- --- =- 
__ __ 463 "END" OF PROCEDURE YARLIST; 
464 "PROCEDURE" ZARL. 'ST(CLT)j 
465 "PROCEDURE" ELT1 
466 "bEGIN" - 467 "INTEGER" Jf 
468 "FOR" Jisl "STEP"-I "UNTIL" 24 "DO" 
469 ELT (ZAR 1J)) t 
470 "E'lD" OF PROCEDURE ZARLISI, -- 471 "PROCEDURE" XTTLIST(LLT)1 
A72 "PROCEDURE" ELTI 
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-473 "BEGIN*" 
474 "IN1EGtR" Ji --- 
. - 
475 "FOR" Ji: l "STEP*. 'Y--"-UMIL"_ 0-" DO* 
475 ELT(XTT (Jl )1 
417 "END" OF PROCEDURE- XTTLIST)---=_---: ---- _- 478 "PROCEDURE" YTTLIST(ELT)f 
479 "PROCEDURE" ELT; --- -_-- - -- -- ; -_ --_> 480 "BEGIN" 
491 "I1TEGER" Ji = -_ 482 "FOR" Jia1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 10 "D0" 
483 ELT(YTT(JI)i 
484 "END" OF PROCEDURE YTTLIST; 
495 "PROCEDURE" ZTTLIST_CELT) j- 
486 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
487 
438 "INTEGER" J; 
489 "FOR" Jiul "STEP"-, _. "UNTIL" 10-"DO" 
4941 ELT(ZTT (J) )i 
491 "E'43" OF PROCEDURE ZTTLISTI - 
492 "PROCEDURE" EXLIST(ELT)i 
493 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
494 "BEGIN" 
495 "INTEGER" J1 
496 "FOR" Jiml "STEP" 1 "UNTIL"-NH+1 "DO" 
-497 ELT(ECX (Jl) f -- -_- ---.. - 
428 "E'. 0" OF PRUCEDUF. LXLIST; 
499 "PROCEDURE" EZLI3T(ELT)f 
520 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
5fl1 "BEGIN" -. --. - .: 
502 "INTEGLR" Jf 
503. - '"FOR" -J1A1 "3. TCP_"_i_ "U! )TTL"-ttMtt- "DO" 
504 ELT(ECZ(JI)I 
505 - "E:. D" OF PROCEDURE 
- 
EZLIS T;. _ 
_ 506 "PROCEDURE" XXLI3T(ELT)1 
507 "PROCEt1URE" ELT; -'° - 
525 "BEGIN" 
509 ELT(XX4)f 
510 "END" OF PROCEDURE XXLIST; -- 
511 "PROCEDURE" YYLIST(ELT)i 
512 "PROCEDURE" ELTI 
513 "BEGIN" 
014 ELT(YYY); 
515 "END" OF PROCEDURE"YYLIST; 
516 "PROCEDURE" ZZLILT(ELT)f 
517 "PROCEDURE" ELT) 
518 "3CG1N" 
519 ELT(ZZZ)) 
520 "END" OF PROCEDURE ZZLISti 
521 Pis(MM"6)*(NN41)+CFA+*(t4M-tl))+iý`_ 
522 FETCriLIST(bb, P, XPLIST)i 
523 Pia(MM*6)*(NN+I)+CMM+I)*((FF+i)*1+FA)+1i 
524 FETChLIST(65, P, YPLIST)i 
52b Pt2(MM*b)*(Nti+t)+(011+1)*((FFtl)*2+FA)+1i 
526 FLTCriLIST(65, P, ZPLIST); 
527 - Pi: (MM*6)*(Nh+1)+Cr1M+1)*(tFFt1)-*3+FA)+1i 
528 FETCHLISTC65, P, APLIST); 
529 Pis(MM*6)*(NN+1)+(M$# 1)*(CFF+I1*4+FA)+I; = 
530 FETCNLIST(65, P, HFLIST); 
sfýtýtº6)*CwKr1)*(týM+T)*ý1FFtlj*S+FA)+li 531 PI 
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---- ---- -- 532 FETCMLIST(65, P, GFLISI T_ 
533 Pf=MM*! JN*6+MM*6+(Mt"I+II*CFF+1*6+Fa*22t1! 
----- --- ---- -534 FETCMLIST(66, P, XSLIST)J± 
535 PtsMM*NN*6tMM*6tCMtl+1)tCFF+ )*6+(FF+i)*22*1+(FA*22)+1J- - 
536 FETCMLIST (66, P, 'lSLIST) J ------ -_ ... __------- -- : _---_ ... -.. -- 537 PMM*YN*6sM; 1*6+(MM+1)*(FF+1)*6+(FF+1). *22*2t(FA*22)+1! 
-538 FETChLIST(66, h; ZSLISTII: ý_ =-_- -_ ---=_-- -- - 539 PtnMM*t3N*6+Hi*6+CMM+1)*(FF+1)*6+(FF+1)*22*3+(FA*40)+1J 
540 FETCHLIST(67, P, XTLIST)j_ 
541 PtsMM*NN*6tM7*6+CMM+1)*(FFt1)*6+(FF+1)*(22*3+40*1)+(FA*40)t1J 
542 FETCMLIST(67, P, YTLIST) 
543 PicMM*VN*6tMM*6+(Mt; 1t1)*tFFt1)*6t(FF+1)*(22*3+40*2)+(FA*40)t1! 
544 -FETCHLISTC67, P, ZTLIST)i-- --- 
545 PS®MM*tiN*6+Mtl*6+(M'1+1)*(FF+1)*6+(FFtl)*(22*3+40*3)+(FA*24)t1J 
546 - FETCÜLIST(58, P, XARLIST)1_-_=- 
547 Pis(MM*6)*CN; 4t1)t(. 1`1t1)*(FF+1)*b+(FF+1)*(66+12r3+24*1)t (FA*24)+t 
548 -- FETCHLI3T (68, P, YARLI3T).; = 
. 549 PtsttlM*b)*(ýtýtl)t("1Mt1)*(FF+i)*6t(FF+1)*(66t120+24*2)+(FA*24j+1i 
550 FETCMLIST(66, P, ARL 
-ST)J 551 Pis(MM*63*CNN+1)t(tttltil*(FF+1)*6+CFF+1)*(56t12@i24*3jt(FA*10)+1t 
552 FETCMLIST(69, P, XTTLISTlJ_- 
-_:: - _: --- -: - _--_- 553 Pt o(MM*6)*(N'i+1)+(; IM+1)*(FFt1)*6t(FF+1)*(b6+120t72+12*13+(FA*10)+1f 
554 FETCHLIST(69, P, YTTLIST)J 
555 Piz(; tM*6)*(N'4+1)t(MM+13*(FF+l)*6+(FF+1)*C66+120+72+10IN 2)+(FA*10ilf 
556-- FETCHLIST(69, P, ZTTLI3T)! 
S57 P: s(MM*b)*CMN+1)t(FF+1)*((MMt13*6+66+120t72+30)+(FA *(MM +1))+1i - 
558 FETCtiLISTC70, R, eXLISTT-l-----. - -, 
559 Ptx(MM*6)*(N"N+i)t(FF+1)*((MM41')*7t66+120+72+30)+(FA*(MM+1)3+1! 
560 FETCHLISTC70, P, EZLI5T7J 
561 Pta(MM*6)*(NN+1)+CFFt1)*((MM+1)*8+66+120+72+30)+1+FA*1)! 
-502 FETCHLISTC71, PoXXL_ IST))---_ 
563 P1s(MM*6)*(NN+1)+(FF+1)*_((MM+1)*8+66t120t72+30+1)+lt(FA*1)f 
564 FETCHLISTC7I, P, YYLIST)! __ 
565 Pi: (iM*6)*(NtJt1)t(FFtl)*((Mý'+1)*8+66t120t72t30t2j+1+(Fb*1)i - 
566 FETCHLISTC71, P, ZZLIST))---- 
567 "FOR" lint "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" Mn "ý0ý '_- _ "_ - -- _ 
568 AGP CI3 i=AGP tI1-1.57%! 
569 INPUTC6U, "("N")", xAYtl)tXAy(21rYAYt11, YAY(21 ZAYt1lZAYE21- 
570 INARRAYC60, XI)! 
571 INARRAYC60, YI)f 
-- ." --- 572 -INARRAY(60, ZI !- 
573 INARRAY(50, WT); 
574 INARRAY(90, WA) J-_ . --, _- -_--. _- 575 "FOR" Ii 1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" AM "DO" 
576 "FOR" J:: % "STEP"-I="UNTIL" 385-="DO" 
577 XAtI, J1t*YAtI, J): =ZA1I, J)t: RXA(I, J3 RYACI, JI; =RZAtI, JIt=3! 
578 MDi=3l 
579 RPts31 = 
58a Mg--N. =MM; 
581 MU3CLE1(XT, YTrZf, XS. YSiZg, XP, YP, ZPoiAPYA#-ZA, RXÄrRYA, RZA, M, "IZ, MD, N, RP, 
582 KL, XXX, YYY, ZZZ)! 
583 moss, -10+11 = 
584 OUTPUT(61, "("2/, 153, "-("MLJLTIFIDUS MUSCLE__ 'FROH- ")", 4Z, 
585 "C" TO ")", 4Z")", MD, MZ)! 
586 MDi=M J 
557 RPi=5i 
-'588 M: -121 
559 Nis7J 
'590 MUSCLEI(XT, YT, ZT, 
-ZS, 
Y3r2StXP, 1fFrZP, XA, YA, ZA-, RXA, RYA, RZA. MrHZ, MO, S, RP' 
%LGCL-63 VERSION 4.1 LEVEL-07., AT-PSR 0433=. --: XXALGOL 
591 KL, XXXrYYY, ZZZj3 
592 MD: xMDt1; 
593 -- = OUTPUT 
(61r"(SPINALIS MUSCLE THORACIS AND_ CERVICIS= 1 Fr 
594 0)"r4Zr"(" TO ")"r4Z")"rMDrMZ)f 
595 MDa=MZtlf. 
596 KL(1ºMO]ta10'3; 
KL Pr MD) sa(SI'1(AGPItI ))t-=- 597 
598 KLt4rM01s=-A6S(C; S(ACPt11))f 
599 MUSCLE2(XSrYSrZSrXP"YPrZPrXArYArZArRXA, RYA, RZA, AAP, ABP, AGP, MDrK); _- 600 "FOR" J: =1 "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" 7 "00" _ 601 "BEGIN" 
602 KLt6, MD$Jlt=11 
-- -- ---- ----- -- --- 603 -' KL(6rMD+Jt8) i=`lr -: ---: "- 
604 KLt7, MD+J«11:: 1s 
605 KL t7, MD+J+9112-1 i_. 
- ý- ---_ 
607 -MD: zMOt1f 
608 OUTPUT(6tr"("2/r1b8r"("SPINALIS TMCRACIS MUSCLE FROM ")", 4Z, "(" 
609 11) "142" 3 u, MD, 01 
6110 MDtaK; 
-- ------ ---- -- ---- - 611 M; =MNj 
012 Nta121 ------- 
613 MUSCLES(XTiYTZTfi P'i-YP. eZPIXAýYArZArRXA-, RYA-#*RZApMD#MrNrK); ' --_ 
614 "FOR" Jtai "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" 24 "DO" - 
615 "BEGIN" -=_ 
616 KL18, äD+J1s=1 
617 KL191MD+Jtl1.1 
61d "IF" J>11 "THEN" 
619 
- 
"BEGIN" 
62d KL(8, HD+J+121:: -1I 
621 KL t9, MDtJ1,131 a-1f_= 
022 "EVD"f 
'623 -- "END"i -: -. 
624 KL I10, MD031 s=ýý. 91 
625 KL(101MD+351 3 =1i 
- --- ----- 626 KLt11ºMDt3313-1.11 
627-- KLt11, MD+351: =-1; 
028 KL t12, MD+341 3a"0.9; 
629 - KL t12, MD+361 2=1; 
630 KL (13r'10t341 : 2101) . 
631 KLt13, MO+351i=-1f = _= 
632 OUTPUT(61, "(""". /8158, "("LCNGISSIMUS THORACIS FROM ")". 4Zr 
633 -"(" TO ")", 4Z")", MD+lr1(i2)i = 
634 MDsar(+2; -- 
635 -MUSCLE4(XARrYARrZARrXS'rY5ZSrYArYArZArRXArRYAºRZArXTYTrZTtMDrMErKKr 
036 XP, YP, ZP, XI, YI, ZI); 
637 "FOR"Iti1 "STEP" 4 ""UNTILp21 -"00'8 __- 
038 "BEGIN" 
639 -"FOR" JJsal "STEP"__2 "UNTIL" 11 "DO'l- 640 "BEGIN" -- --- 
641 Ft sJJt"MD; 
642 KL(It13, FIt=-0.15; 
643 KL(I+I4, F]t: 0.183; - 
644 KL rI+1b, F+1] s=-3.15; -- -- - 
645 KLtiti6, F+i]s=ß. 183r= - 646 "END"; 
647 IIs=MD+It((I. 13/2); - 
648 KLtI+13ºII1:; 0.85; -- 
649 KLtI1,14, II1 s=ý0.816f 
- --- -------- 
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650 KLRI+t5, I1tll1=x. 851_ _ _-- 
651 KLtI+16, IIt12:: "3.816; 
-652 "END". ) 653 "FOR" Isst "STEP" 4 "UNTIL" 25 "DO" 
654 *BEGI" 
655 "FOR"NJJI: I"STEP" 2 "UNTIL" 13 
656 "BEGIN" 
657 F: =JJ+M 1 t2f 
658 KLII+37. F1i="0,1286f 
659 KLII+38, F1: z3.157i 
s-3.1286; 660 - KL tIt39rF+11 . 661 KL(I+43, F+1]=s©. 157i 
662 "END" I 
663 II: =MDt13+((1.1)/2)1 
664 KL tIf37, II1 :: 0.3714; 
----__- - --____ _-_ -_ =- --- _--_ - 665 KLU +38, I)1 $*-ä. 843i 
666 _ KL IIt39, IIt1) s=D. 87147 _ ^__ _ __ _ 667 KEIIt40rIl+ll: z-J, 843; 
658 "END"s 
669 OUTNJT(61,11("2/, lbb, "("ILIOCOSTALIS TMORACIS FROM ")", 4Z, 
670 "(" TO ")"-º4Z")_"rMDfIeME) 
671 ME: =ME+lj 
672-- OUTPUT(61r"("2/, 1513i"("ILICCOSTALIS LUMBORUM FROM ")", 4Z, --' 
673 "(" TO ")", 4Z")", ME, KK)7 - 
674 9 &xK f 
675 MUSCLE5(XTTrYTTrZTTrXIrYI, ZI, XP, YP, ZP, XA, YA, ZA, RXA, RYA, RZA, MD, K)i 
676 -MD: =t1Dt11 - --- -- -- 
677 CUTPUT(61, "("2/, 155, "("OUACRATUS LUMBORUM FROM ")", 4Z, "(" TO 
678 -4Z")"rMD, K)i 
679 "FOR" J:: 1 "STEP" l -"UNTIL" 9 "00" ---- 
681 "FOR" Ital. "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2 "DC" 
882 _. 'BEGIN" - -:: _ 
683 L: =St)RT((XAYtI)-11©)i2+(YÄY(I1-10)'2t(ZAY(I)-133102); 
-684 "IF" 122 "THEN"SEGIN* 
695 L: _S9RT((XAYill+1l(1)2t(YAYtI1-7cJj124(ZAYtII-133)12); 
686 "END"i 
- -- ----- --- -- -- ----- 667 MC$ (J*2)-2+I+1531 
688 XBA: sXAYIII. XPIJ, I]i 
689 YdA: zYAYIIJ-YPIJ$I)i 
"690 ----ZBA; aZAYtII -ZPIJtIII 
691 X W+1 rt1C1 :: (1I'JLI 
692 "IF"'Is2 "THEN" XAt1tI-rMCI: 2("l10-XAY1I1)/Li 
693 YA tJt1, MCI s=(70-YAY II1)/Lf 
694 ZA(J+1-, MC1 s=(133-ZAY Ell-) /L; 
695 RXALJ+i. MCI la(YAWt1, MC]*(-ZSA))tZAIJ+1, MC1*YBA; 
696 RYA tJ+t, MC1Is (XAIJ+I, MCI-*ZBA)tZAIJtt, MC1*(_XBA)I 
697 RZAW+I, MC1sa(XAW+1, MMC1*(-YBA))tYAtJ+1, MC1*XBAJ 
: 698 : "END") 
699 "ENO"I 
700 Js: 154) --- 
731 KL(66rJ132KL57J+1KL168J+21=KLI69rJt3192KLt70J41KL(71rJ+51 
-702 1 =e(Lt72, Jt6IsKLI73rJ+7T: =KLI74rJº_8112KLI751J+91: =KLI76, J+101 
713 s=KL[77, J+111: =KL(78, Jt12]: =KLt79, J+1311XKLtS0, J+141: -KLIö1rJ+15)s=1i 
704 K157+; SC112E7 
745 - s=KLI72, J+81: =KLI73rJt91S: KLI74, J+101:: KL(75, J+111:: KL176, Jt121 
--706 12KL I77, J+131: sKL-I78rJ+141 : 3KL[79rJ+151 %%KL (8: ), J+161 : =KL 18lfJ+17] s=-1 
737 OUTPUT(51r"("2/, 155, "("INTERNAL OBLIQUE FROM 154 TO 171")""4 
-708 "COMMENT" 
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7f09 -_----= 
710 ESTABLISH REACTION CCEFFICIENTSf 
712 . 1U Ss 172 f 
-- : 713-- XA (1, MD)-S=YA t1-#MC+21 2 ZA I1, MD+4)_1: YL(30D+11_1z = 
714 KL t4, MD+31 3 -ZKL IS, MD+5l : 9-1; 
715 XAti"MC+l){aYAt1pmD+31: =ZAt1-v-MD+511=KLC3rMDl*, tKL44rMDt21i=KLtS, MD+4J 
716 MD: =1771 
717 "FOR" I1s1 "STEP"i 
718 "BEGIN" 
719 K12(I*6)-5+MDi 
720 MCia(I*6)-S+MD+102i 
-721 Ptsli =- -_--. -----__ýý_- '_--_ -- -- _- -__- 
722 "FOR" J: a0 "STEP" 1 "Uh1IL" 1 "DO" 
723 "tlEGI! V" 
724 "IF" J: 1 "THEN" -Ni 
725 XA (Z+J, KJ i=YA Il+J:, -K+21 
: =ZA_GI+J, K+41 : sPi 
726 XAIi+J, K+11: *YAtl+J, K+31: =ZACI+J, K+511="Pf 
727 RXACi, IC1 $*RYA4I, MCt21 . zRZA CI"MCi41 ts151 
728 RX1tI, MC+11: =RYAtI, MC+3l:: RZAtI"t1C+51t=. ibi 
'729 -- "IF" I: MM "THEN""GO_TO"_ POOP I_ 
730 "ENV I 
732 "COMMENT* 
_ 733 _ ._ -= --- - ---- _- - -- - -- -- -- -- - -- 
734 FORM RMS OF SYSTEM CF CQUATIONSI 
735 
736 POOP$ 
737 MCi Ci - --: -_ 
738 "FOR" J1a1 "STEP" 1 "U? iTIL" 14M "DO" - 
739 - "BEGIN" 
740 YA IJ, 3051 1 WT (J+11 +NA IJ1_J 
741 RX1IJr3d5 i=D! 
--- -- - -- - --- 742 RZACJ, 3651120; 
743 RXA(J, 3851: =-wTti]it (ECZj1ItZPEll -2PtUl)i 
744 RZA (J, 3851 :: +4T I11 * (ECX Cli +XP t11-XP (JI) I 
745 "IF" J>1 "THEN" -- 
-------- -- -- -- --- --- 746 "FOR" I: =2 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" J "DO" 
747 "BEGIN" 
748 RX4 EJ, 3851 t: RXAtJ, 3851-(riTtll*(ECZII1+ZPti-il-ZPIJI))-IAAII-il* 
749 (ZPtI-1I-ZPIJ1))f- - "-- --- ----- -- -- 
75a RZAt, 38511=RZACJ#3851+(wTti1*(ECXIII+XP1I-11 -XP( I I)t(WAII-11* 
751- (XPII-I)-XPIJ1))i 
752 "END"i 
753 - "IF" RXA-IJ, 3851>0 -"THEN"- - -'- -_ 
754 "BEGIN" 
755 "IF" MC<RXAIJ1385T7"THEN"-_ =-_ -- - 
756 "BEGIN" - :. - _ 
-, 
-_ ---- =- -- _-- - " 717 MC: SRXA W#3851 
758 II: =J; 
759 "END"; --- --- 760 RXA (J, 3851 i: r]t 
-761 KL(82,2301izMCJ - 
752 "END"i 
763 - RXA(J. 38512: RXAtJ, 355)-(WTtJfil*ECZIJ+11)i 764 RZAIJ, 38511-RZACJi3891t(pTIJt11*ECXIJfl3)f 
755-- - yD i 
766 "FOR" Jizl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 9 "Do" - 
767' -- "FOR" I3-s1 "STEP" -1-"UNTIL" 2--"DO"- 
LGCL-6C VERSION 4,1 LEVEL=" T==AT PSR _0433 XXALGOL 
768 "BEGIN"- 
769 MCs=(J*2)-2+j+! 63; 
770 
-. 
T A:: YAY M -YP tII] i_ : ___. ___- _ __ -_-, = _- - -- --- 
- --- 771 ZdA==ZAY II1-ZF 1111 1 
772 KL t82, MCI I (YA t4tl f_MC]-* (-ZBAI)tZA IJ+I, MCI *YBA1 
773 
KL C1 , 2P. 03 i s-WT tUi CECZ III +ZP'£11 ;; ZYZr7 
775 KL (2r 2001 s s-AT t1 ]* (ECX 111 +xP El ] -xxx) 
776 KL 14,20ie) 1: WT t1] i 
777 "COMMENT" 
---- 778 
779 CONDENSED OUTPUT TO LINE PRINTER; _- 
781 "GO TO" NOOUTI 
-792 "FOR" 
Jiml "STEP"- 5--"U' TIL" 7385=="D-0" _ >------_ - 
783 "BEGIN" 
784 OUTPUT(61, "C"2/")")1-- ---_ -- == 
785 OUTPUT(61r"("26dr3Zri6B73Z, 168#3Zr16B, 31,16B#3Z")"FJ, J+1, J+2, J+3, J+4)T 
786 "FOR" I: "STEP"_ 1__"UNTIL"-. tMM_"DO" 
757 "BEGI"B" 
788 "FOR" JJ=*O "STEP"I _"UNTIL"- 5 "DO" 
-. 
'= 
-- --- 
-_ 
789 "IF" XACI, J+JJ]"NOT EQUAL"O "THEN"GO TO" CONTINUEII 
"190 "GO TO"- PAS 1l =--_-_-- ý- '=_-V =- --_-_-_ -- _' 791 CONTINUEI= 
792 OUTPUT01r"("2! ")"Wý_ 
793 OUTPUT(61, "("58, "C"X ")", 3Z108r-21D. 5D, 10B, -2ZD. 50r10B, -2ZD. 5D, 1U6, 
794 "2Z0"5D, 103, -210. b0iI, XAII, J1, XAII, J+i], XAtI. J+21, XACI, J+31, XAII, J+ 
795 )7 
_ Igo PASSIl 
797 "FOR" JJ=: 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 5 "DO" 
798 "IF"-YA(I, J+JJ1"NOTEOUAL"O--"THEN"-"GO TO" CONTINUE21 
799 "GO TO" PASS21 
----- ------ 800 CONTINUE2t 801 OUTPUTC61r"C"2/")")f 
802 OUTPUT(61r"("5Bi"C"Y-_-")"j3Z"IOB, -2ZD. 50,108, -2ZD. bD, IOB, -2ZD. 5p, 10B, 
803 -2ZD. 5U, l0d, -2Z). 5D")", I, YAII, J], YAII, J+1], YAII, J+2], YACI, J+3], yAcI, J+ 
804 ]1 
895 PAS32* 
806 "FOR" JJ: =O "STEP" 1-"UNTIL" 5 "DO" 
807 "IF" 1AII"J+JJ]"NOT EQJAL"C "THEN""GO TC" CONTINUEJ; - 
80ö "GO TO" PASS31 - 
609 C014TINUEJ: 
810 CUTPUT(61, "("2/")")i - 
811 OUTPUTC61r"C"5Br"("Z ")", 3Z, IOG, -2ZD. 50,108, -220.5D, 1d5, -2ZD. 50r13Cr 
812 -2ZO, 5D, 109, I, ZACI. J], ZAfI"J+1], ZAtI, J+21, ZAtI, J+3], ZA(I, J- 
813 )T 
814 PAS531 
815 "FOR" JJ1 0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 5 
816 "IF" RXA II, J+JJ]_"NOT-" EQUAL"0 "THEN"-"GO TO" CONTINUE41 -- 
817 "GO TO" PASS41 
818 C04TINUE4i 
819 OUTPUT(61, "("2/")")T -- - 
820 OUTPUT (61PH C"SLR, "("RX-- ")", 3Z, 105,. 2ZD. 5Dr10B, -2ZD. 50r1O5, -2ZD. 5D, 103, 
821 -2ZD. 5D, 106, -2ZD. bD")", I, RXAtI, J3, RXAtI, J+1], RXAtI, J+2], RXAtI, J+3], 
822 - RXAtI#J+41 )i -- 823 PASS4t ---- 
924 "FOR" JJ1=0 "STEP" 1-"UNTIL""5 "D0" - 
825 "IF" RYAII, J+JJ1"NOT ECUAL"C "THEN""GO TO" CONTINUE51 
820 "GO TO" PASSSl-- -- --- 
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827 CONTINUE5t 
828 
_ 
O'JTPUT(61, "("2/")")f 
829 CUTPUT(61r"("599 "("'RY -")", 3Z, lfler-2ZD. 5D, 10G, -2ZO. 5Dri08r-2ZD95D, 18b, 
830 "2ZD. 50,106, -2Z0.5O")"r1rRYA I, J)"RYAtI, Jt11, RYA(I, J+21, RYACI, J+3lr 
831 - RYA(IrJ+4l)i 
-= ... - 8J2 PASS5i 
833 -"FOR" JJ:: "STEP* =1- "UNTIL"- 5 -"DO" 
834 "IF" RZAtI, J+JJ)"NOT EQUAL"0 "THEP""GO TO" CONTINUEbf 
._ 835 "GO TO" PASS61 
836 CONTINUE6t 
837 OUTPUT(61, "("2/")")f 
338 OUTPUT(61r"C"58, "("RZ ")", 3Z"105, -2ZD. 5Dr108r-2ZD. 5D, 106, -2ZD. 50,106. 
939 . 2ZD. 5Di105, -2ZO, 5D")"-, IRZA[I, J] , RZAEl , J+i I, RZA(I, J*2l, RZAtI, J+31r 
840 RZA (I, J+41) ) 
841 PAS56: ==_- 
842 "E'40"f 
843 -"IF" J<200 "THEN"--- 
844 "FCR" Iial "STEP" 1 "Ut1TIL" 90 "DO" 
845 "BEGIN" 
645 "FOR" JJ1: O "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 5 "DU" 
847 "IF" KLtI. J, JJ)". NOT EQUAL"0- "THEN""GO TC°- CONTINUE7i___ 
848 "GO TO" PASS7f 
849 CONTINUE7: 
850 CUTPUT(61r"("2/")")t 
851 CUTPUT(61, "("5ßr"t"KL- ")", 3Z, 10Br-2ZD. 5Dri08r-2ZD. bDr108, -2ZD. 5D, 10P. 
052 "2ZD. 5D, la8, "2Z0.5D")", I, KL(I, JI, KLtI, J+1l, KLtI, J+21, KLtI. J+3), KL(I, J+ 
853 )f 
- 854 PAS378 
855 "END"f 
856 OUTPUT(61, "("2/")")f -- 
857 OUTPUT(61r"t"308, " (", r+e**s*+t**, ts*+t****+ex*a***+: *rx**+, t**, txx, t*******, rr*" 
858 t********")"")")j - -- 
059 -- 
860 "END"; 
861 "COMMENT" 
--= ---- -- --- -- --- ---- -- ---- =- 862 
863 - OUTPUT TO DISC FILE--Gfr-5600--FOR--INPUT TO L-P PACKAGE)_ 
864 
865 NOGUTt 
866 OUTPUT(62r"("/, "("NAt+E")", 108, "("SPINAL")"")")f 
867- CUTPUTCS2. "("/, "C"ROKS")"")")f --- 
868 OUIPUTt62, "("/, B, "("N")", 29. "("U8J")"")")t 
869 "FOR" Ii=1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" 17-'DO"- 
874 "BEIIr1" 
871 OUTPJT(62, "("/i8, "("E")*, 26, "("X")", DD")", I)f - 
872 OUTPUT(62, "C"/rbr"C"E")", 28, "t"Y")", DD")", 1)i 
873 -' CUTPUTC62, "("/, 6 874 OUTPUT(62. "t"/rBr"("E")", 29r"("RX")", 0D")"rI)i = 
875 OUTPUTC62, b, "("E")TM, 25, "("Ry")", DD")", I)f 
876 OUTPUT(62, "("/, 8, "("L")", 28, "("RZ")", DD")", I)f 
877 "END"i _ 
878 "FOR" It "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 9 "DU" 
879 OUTPUT(62r"("/r6r"("E")"128r"("KL")"IDD")", I)i 
-- 883 "FOR" Iis10 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 65 "D0" 
881 OUTPUT(62, "("/r8, "C"G")", 2B, "("KL")", DD")", I)f 
8b2 "FOR" Ii=66 "STEP" I "UNTIL" 62 "DG" 
'88J CUTPUTC62. "("/, 8r"C"E")", 26, u("xL")", DD*)", I)l 
884 OUTPUT(b2r"("/, "("COLUMNS")"")")f 
885 "FOR" J: xi "STEP" 
-1- 
UNTIL 38I DO 
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886 "BEGINN". 
887 MCts11 
888 OUTPUTt62, "("i, 48iDDDr7d, -"("CeJ"1"87ß. 
ZD. O")"ºJrMGiJ_ 
889 "FOR" 1: m1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 17_ "DO" 
89d 
... -"BEGIN" 891 "IF" XAtI, J1"P+OT EQUAL" 0 "ThEN" 
892 OUTPUT(62r"C"l, 48rGDDr78, "("X")"0DDr7B. "2Z0it50")"ºJrIiXA(I, J])f 
893 "IF" YAtl. J)"NOT EQUAL" U "THEN" 
894 OUTPUT(62r"("/r4a, DODi78, "("Y")", D0r7B, =220; 50"}"iJýIiYAtI, J])f 
895 "IF" ZA (I, JI "N0T EQUAL" 0 "ThEN 
896 OUTPUT(62, "("/, 4B, DDD, 7ßi"("Z")", DDr75, --2ZD, 5D")-", J, I, ZA(I, Ja)1 =-_ 
d97 "IF" RXAtI, J)"NOT EQUAL" 0 "THEN" 
"898 CUTPUTt62, "("I, 4BiDDD, 7B, "("RX")", DD, 6B, --2ZD, 50'! )", J, I, RXA(I, JI)i 
899 "IF" RYAtI, J)"NOT LWUAL" 0 "THLN" 
Spa OUTPUT(62r"("I, 48, DDD, 7B, "("RY")-", DD, 6Br-2ZD, 50")"pJpI, RYAtl, J])i = 
901 "IF" RZAtI, J1"NUT EQUAL" d "ThEN" 
902 OUTPJT(62r"("/94B, 30Di7Bi"("RZ")I-*DD, 6B--2ZD, 5D")", J, I, RZAtIrJ])) 
903 "END"t 
934 "Ir" J<200 "THEN, -- --- 
905 "FOR" Iisl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 82 "DO" 
906 "IF" KL II"J] "NOT EuUAL"--2 "ThEN"- 
937 OUTPUT (62r"("/, 48, DODr7B, "("KL")", DD, 6Br-2ZD, 5D")", J, I, KLII, J])i 
988 "END"i 
939 OUTPUT(62, "t"//"t"RMS")"")")p 
,'-- 
913 -' Jta385i ---- 
911 "FOR" Iial "STEP" 1-"UNTIL" 17 "DC" 
912 "BEGIN" 
913 "IF" XAtI, J)"NOT EQUAL" 0 "THEN" 
914 OUTPUT Me "C"l, 4BrDDDr-7©r"C"X")"i0Dr78, -5Z0,3D")"iJrIt XAtIiJ)7'-- 
915 "IF" YAtI, JI"NOT EQUAL" 2 "THEN" -- 
916 OUTPUT(62, "("/, 45, DDDr7E3,0("Y")"DDº7B, -520,304)"rJiI, YA-tI, J))1_ 
917 "IF" ZA(t, J)"N0T EQUAL" 0 "THEN" - 
918 OUTPUT (62, "("l, 4BrD0Di7B, "("Z")w-, DD, 7B, -5ZD. 3D")", J. I, ZAtI, Jr); 
919 "IF" RXAtI, J]"NOT EQUAL" 0 "THEN" 
923 - OUTPUT (62, "("/, 4BiDDC, 7B, "("RX")", D0,6B, -5ZD. 3D")", J, I, RXA[I, J])). -- 921 "IF" RYAtI, JI"NOT EQUAL" 0 "THEN" -- -- 
922 OUTPUT(62r"("/, 4B, DODr75, "("RY")", DD, 6Br-5ZD. 3D")", J, IrRYACIiJ]-)J - 
923 "IF" RZAII, J]"NOT EDuAL" U "THEN" - -- 
924 OUTPUT(62, "("/, 46, DDD, 78, "("RZ")"rDD, 6©º-5ZD. 33")", J, I, RZAtI, J])f 
925 "END"f 
925 Jts203t 
927 "FOR" 1: a1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 82 "DO" --- 
928 "IF" KLLI, JI"NCT EQUAL" 0-"THEN" 
929 OUTPUT t62, "("/, 48, "C"3ä5")"r7B, "("KL")", DD, 66, -5ZD. 3D")", I, KL(Ir'J)3 
93h) OUTPUT(62, "("/, "("ENDATA")"")")1 = 
931 "tVD"f 
932 "END"i- 
CHANNELiba=IN°UT#PB_ _ -- -- ---_: __ 
CHAfNEL, E1=0UTPUT. P136, PP60 
___ CHANNEL#62: SPIDAItP82 
CMANNEL, 65-PLUP, A, L17 
-CMANNEL, 
6b: PLQPiAi, L22 -__ -- -_ _- -= CHANNEL , 672PLOPi, v, L40 
CM A4NELr68aPL0P, Y1, LZ4 - ý- __ -= CMANNELr69-PLOP#AfL13 --- 
CHANtiELr7 =PLOPºI, L 8 
CMANNEL, 71--PLOP, A, L1 =--_- 
(d) The program MJJ3 is listed overleaf. 
- 253 - 
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I "BEGIN" 
2 "REAL"* ARRAY" XSE, YSE, ZSEI1t51#XTE, YTE, ZTEI1: 151, XS, YS. ZSI13223 
3 XT, YT, ZTCI: 401, XTT, YTT, ZTTt13101, XAR, YAR, ZAR(1l24), Ct1i3,1I31f 
4 "kEAL" ALPHA , BETA, GAt1MA, PI, CRO, SRO, CX, CY, CZ, ECYJ 
5 "INTEGER" MM, NN, FF, I, J, F, MA, MB, P; 
6 INPUT(60#"("N")", MM, NN, FF)t 
7 "BEGIN" 
8 "REAL, ""ARRAY" XSCtYSC, ZSCEIIFF+1,11221, XTC, YTC#ZTCC11FF+IFI: 416), 
9 XARC, YARC, ZARCCI; FF$1,11241SXTTC, YTTC, ZTTCCI: FF+1,1210), 
10 X, Y, ZI13MM*NN*21iXB, YB, ZB1I$MM*21, XPC, YPC, ZPC, APC, BPC, 
11 GPC, ECXrECZt1tFFtltIIMM*11, ECC(1: MM+11, XXX, YYY, ZZZt1iFF+1,1: 111 
12 "PROCEDURE" ANt; LE(CX, CY, CZ, CRO, SRO, ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA, PI)i 
13 "VALUE" ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA, PI3 
14 "REAL" CX, CY, CZ, CRO, SRO, ALPHArBETA, GAMMA, PI1 
15 "BEGIN" 
16 "REAL" AL; 
17 "COMMENT" 
15 
19 FIND COSINES OF ANGLES OF ROTATION; 
20 
21 AL:: SORT((SIN(BETA)/COS(BLTA))'2+1/(COS(GAt1MA))'2)i 
22 CXt*1/AL) 
23 CYt2ABS((SIN(GAMMA)/COS(GAMMA))/AL)1 
24 "IF" GAMMA<J "THEN" CY:: -CY; 
25 CZIaABS(SIN(BETA)/COS(BETA))/SQRT((1/COS(BETA))'2+(SIN(GAMMA)/ 
26 COS(GAMMA))12)3 
27 "IF" BETA2.0 "THEN" CZI: -CZ; 
28 "IF" ALPHA: PI/2 "THEN" CRO==1 "ELSE" 
29 CRO1*1/SORT(((((SIN(ALPHA)/COS(ALPHA))I2)A(COS(BETA))I2)/ 
32 (COS(GAMMA))'2)+1)7 
31 "IF" CRO>1 "THEN" CROizl; 
32 $ROiiSORTCI-CRO'2)j 
33 "IF" ALPHA<© "THEN" SRO*_-SRO) 
34 "END" OF PROCEDURE ANGLE; 
35 "PROCEDURE" TRAN(C, CX, CY, CZ, CRO, SRO)f 
36 "VALUE" CX, CY, CZ, CRO, SROJ 
37 "REAL" CX, CY, CZ, CRO, 3R01 
38 "REAL""ARRAY" Cf 
39 "BEGIN" 
40 "REAL" CA$ 
11 "COMMENT" 
42 
43 YZX COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION; 
44 
45 CA=iSORT(CX'2+CZ'2)i 
Ä6 C I1, II 1aCXI 
47 C11,21; *CYJ 
48 CI1,31izCZ; 
49 C12,13ss(C-CX*CY*CRO)-(CZ*SRO))/CA; 
50 C(2,2)IICA*CR01 
51 C12,31ls((`CY*CZ*CRO)+(CX*SRO))/CAJ 
52 C13,11is((CX*CY*SRO)-(CZ*CRO))/CAJ 
53 C 13,2) is"CA*SRO) 
54 C13,313z((CY*CZ*SRO)+(CX*CRO))/CA; 
55 "ENO" OF PROCEDURE TRANE 
56 "PROCEDURE" XLIST(ELT)1 
57 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
58 "BEGIN" 
59 "INTEGER" I; 
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60 "FOR" 1t61 'STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2*MM*NN 'DO" 
61 ELT(X91)3i 
62 'END" OF PROCEDURE XLISTI 
63 'PROCEDURE' YLIST(ELT)i 
64 "PROCEDURE" ELT) 
65 "BEGIN" 
66 'INTEGER" II 
67 "FOR' Iis1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" 2*MM*N ?l "DO" 
68 ELT(Y(il)l 
69 "END" OF PROCEDURE YLIST; 
70 'PROCEDURE' ZLIST(ELT)I 
71 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
72 "BEGIN" 
73 "INTEGER" 11 
74 "FOR' list "STEP" I "UNTIL" 2*MM*NN "DO" 
75 ELT(ZII))I 
76 "END" OF PROCEDURE ZLISTI 
77 "PROCEDURE" XBLISTCELT)1 
78 'PROCEDURE' ELTI 
79 'BEGIN" 
80 'INTEGER" 11 
81 "FOR" list "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM*2 "DO" 
82 ELT(XBIII)1 
83 "END" OF PROCEDURE XBLISTI 
84 "PRCCEDURE" YBLIST(ELT)t 
85 "PROCEDURE" ELTS 
86 "BEGIN" 
87 "INTEGER" II 
88 "FOR" list "STEP" I "UNTIL" MM*2 'DO" 
89 ELT(YB(11)i 
90 "END" OF PROCEDURE YBLISTI 
91 "P"ROCEDURE' ZBLIST(ELT), 
92 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
93 "BEGIN" 
94 "INTEGER" 11 
95 "FOR" list "STEP" I "UNTIL" MM*2 "DO" 
96 ELT(Z8911)1 
97 "END' OF PROCEDURE ZBLISTI 
98 "PROCEDURE" XPLIST(ELT)I 
99 "PROCEDURE" ELT1 
100 "BEGIN" 
101 "INTEGER" I, J1 
102 "FOR" list "STEP" I "UNTIL" FFsI "DO" 
103 "FOR" Jtsl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM+I "DO" 
104 ELT(XPCII, J))i 
105 "END' OF PROCEDURE XPLISTI 
106 "PROCEDURE" YPLIST(ELT)I 
107 "PROCEDURE" ELTI 
108 "BEGIN" 
109 "INTEGER" I, J1 
110 "FOR" Isst "STEP" 1 'UNTIL" FF+1 "DO" 
111 "FOR" Jis1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" MM+1 "DO" 
112 ELT(YPCII, J))i 
113 "END" OF PROCEDURE YPLISTI 
114 "PROCEDUPE" ZPLIST(ELT), 
115 "PROCEDURE" ELTI 
116 "BEGIN" 
117 "INTEGER" I, JI 
118 "FOR" list "STEP" I "UNTIL" PF+l "DO" 
. GOL-60 VERSION 411 
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119 "FOR" J1s1 "STEP" 1 'UNTIL" MM+1 "DO' 
120 ELT(ZPC(I, J1)t 
121 "END" OF PROCEDURE ZPLIS1f 
122 "PROCEDURE" APLIST(ELT)f 
123 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
124 "BEGIN" 
125 "INTEGER' IºJ; 
126 "FOR" Iisl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" FF+1 "DO" 
127 "FOR" Jial "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM+1 "DO" 
128 ELT(APCtIºJ1)f 
129 "END" OF PROCEDURE APLIST? 
130 "PROCEDURE" BPLIST(ELT)f 
131 'PROCEDURE" ELT; 
132 "BEGIN" 
133 "INTEGER" IrJ; 
134 "FOR" It=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" FF+1 "Do" 
135 "FOR" Jis1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" MM+1 "DO" 
136 ELT(BPCCI, J1)1 
137 "END" OF PROCEDURE BPLISTJ 
138 "PROCEDURE" GPLI3T(ELT)f 
139 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
140 "BEGIN" 
141 "INTEGER" I. J; 
142 "FOR" Ila1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" FF+1 "DO" 
143 "FOR" J1; 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM+1 "DO" 
144 ELT(GPC(IºJI)f 
145 'END" OF PROCEDURE GPLISTI 
146 "PROCEDURE" XSLIST(ELT)f 
147 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
148 "BEGIN" 
149 "INTEGER" I, J; 
150 "FOR" I:: 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" FF+1 "DO" 
151 "FOR" J121 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 22 "DO" 
152 ELT(XSC(IºJI)f 
153 "END" OF PROCEDURE XSLIST; 
154 "PROCEDURE" YSLIST(ELT)f 
155 'PROCEDURE" ELT) 
156 "BEGIN" 
157 "INTEGER" IºJJ 
158 "FOR" Iisl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" FF+1 "DO" 
159 "FOR" J131 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 22 "DO" 
160 ELT(YSCCI. JI)f 
161 "END" OF PROCEDURE YSLISTf 
162 "PROCEDURE' ZSLIST(ELT)f 
163 "PROCEDURE" ELT; 
164 "BEGIN" 
165 "INTEGER" I. Jf 
166 "FOR" It "STEP" 1 'UNTIL" FF+1 "DO" 
167 "FOR" J1s1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" 22 "DO" 
168 ELT(ZSCtU, J))f 
169 "END" OF PROCEDURE ZSLIST3 
170 "PROCEDURE" XTLIST(ELT)1 
171 "PROCEDURE" ELY; 
172 "BEGIN" 
173 "INTEGER" IrJi 
174 "FOR" I3a1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" FFs1 "DOS 
175 "FOR" Jisl "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 40 "DO" 
176 ELT(XTCII, JI)f 
177 "END" OF PROCEDURE XTLIST, 
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'PROCEDURE' YTLIST(ELT)I 
"PROCEDURE" ELTI 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" J#J; 
"FOR" It*t "STEP" I "UNTIL" FF+1 "DO" 
"FOR" Jtal 'STEP" I "UNTIL" 40 "DO" 
ELT(YTCtI, J1); 
"END" OF PROCEDURE YTLIST: 
"PROCEDURE" ZTLISTCELT); 
"PROCEDURE" ELTI 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" IrJ; 
"FOR" list "STEP" I "UNTIL" 
"FOR" Jost "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 
ELT(ZTCtI. J1)i 
"END" OF PROCEDURE ZTLIST1 
"PROCEDURE" XARLIST(ELT)1 
"PROCEDURE" ELTI 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" I. JI 
"FOR" list "STEP" I "UNTIL" 
"FOR" Jost "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 
ELT(XARCCI, J)); 
"END" OF PROCEDURE XARLIST; 
"PROCEDURE" YARLIST(CLT)) 
"PROCEDURE" ELTI 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" I, Jj 
"FOR" Iis1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 
"FOR" Jos! "STEP" I "UNTIL" 
ELICYARC(I, J))f 
"END" OF PROCEDURE YARLIST; 
"PROCEDURE" ZARLIST(ELT)j 
"PROCEDURE" ELT) 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" I, J$ 
"FOR" lint "STEP" I "UNTIL" 
"FOR" Js=1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" 
ELT(ZARC(I, J))I 
"END" OF PROCEDURE ZARLISTI 
"PROCEDURE" XTTLIST(CLT)) 
"PROCEDURE" ELT) 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" I, J) 
"FOR" lint "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 
"FOR" Jost "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 
ELT(XTTCII, J))t 
"END" OF PROCEDURE XTTLIST; 
"PROCEDURE" YTTLISTCLLT); 
"PROCEDURE" ELT; 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" I. JI 
"FOR" list "STEP" 1 "UNTIL' 
"FOR" Jost "STEP" I "UNTIL' 
ELT(YTTC11, J)); 
"END" OF PROCEDURE YTTLIST 
"PROCEDURE" ZTTLISTCLLT)i 
"PROCEDURE" ELT) 
"BEGIN" 
FF+I "DO" 
40 "DO" 
FF41 "DO" 
24 "DO" 
FF+t "DO" 
24 "DO" 
FF+t goo' 
24 'DOe 
FF+1 "Do" 
10 "DO" 
FF+1 "DO" 
t "DO" 
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"INTEGER" I. JJ 
"FOR" I$: 1 "STEP" I "UNTIL" FFsL "DO" 
"FOR" J121 "STOP" 1 "UNTIL" 10 "00" 
ELT(ZTTC(I, JI)) 
"END" OF PROCEDURE ZTTLIST7 
"PROCEDURE" EXLIST(ELT)) 
"PROCEDURE" ELT; 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" I, J; 
"FOR" Iisl "STEP" I "UNTIL" FFt1 0D0" 
"FOR" Jta1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MMt1 "DO" 
ELT(ECX[ItJ1)I 
"END" OF PROCEDURE EXLIST; 
"PROCEDURE" EZLISI(ELT)1 
"PROCEDURE" ELT; 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" I'JI 
"FOR" list "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 
"FOR" J: ZI "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 
ELT(ECZII"J1); 
"END" OF PROCEDURE EZLISTI 
"PROCEDURE" XXLIST(ELT)$ 
"PROCEDURE" ELT 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" 11 
"FOR" list "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 
ELT(XXX(Ii1131 
"ENO" OF PROCEDURE XXLIST; 
"PROCEDURE" YYLIST(ELT)1 
"PROCEDURE" ELT; 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" If 
"FOR" list "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 
ELT(YYY1I. 11)i 
"END" OF PROCEDURE YYLISTI 
"PROCEDURE" ZZLIST(ELT); 
"PROCEDURE" ELT; 
"BEGIN" 
"INTEGER" 11 
PFsi "DO" 
MM+1 "DO" 
FF*l "DO" 
FFs1 "D0" 
"FOR" Iial "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" FF$1 "DO" 
ELT (ZZZ (toll )1 
"END" OF PROCEDURE ZZLIST$ 
"COMMENT" 
THIS PROGRAM STORES ON RANDOM ACCESSIBLE DISC FILE THE 
GEOMETRY OF THE SPINE IN THE INITIAL AND DEFORMED POSITIONS. 
NOT STORED ARE MATERIAL PROPS AND XI YI ZIJ 
INARRAY(60, X$E)f 
INARRAY(60, YSE)) 
INARRAY(63, ZSE)T 
INARRAY(616, XTE)I 
INARRAy(60, YTE)I 
INARRAY(60*ZTE)$ 
INARRAY(60, XAR)i 
INARRAY(60, YAR)) 
INARRAY(60#ZAR)i 
1. _ 
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INARRAY(60, X)T 
INARRAY(60, Y)) 
INARRAY(60, Z)1 
INARRAY(60, X8)1 
INARRAY(60, Y8)$ 
INARRAY(60, ZB)1 
INARRAY(60. XPC)1 
INARRAY(60, YPC)I 
INARRAY(60, ZPC)) 
INARRAY(60jAPC)J 
INARRAY(bO#BPC)I 
INARRAY(60, GPC)J 
INPUT(60r"("N")", ECY)i 
INARRAY(60, ECC)i 
INARRAY(60, XXX), 
INARRAY(60, YYY)) 
INARRAY(6d, ZZZ)I 
"FOR" I:: 1 "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" 
"BEGIN" 
MAia(I. 1)/2f 
XTIII$ XI1+(MA*CNN*2)))j 
XT (I. 13 : *X (5+(MA* (tiN*2))) 1 
YTt1)taY(1+(MA*(NN*2)))i 
YT(I+IllaY(5+(MA*(NN*2)))) 
ZT(I)Is1(1+(MA*(NN*2))7) 
ZT(I+1)1aZ(5+(MA*(NN*2)))1 
"END"$ 
"FOR" 11=25 "STLP" 1 "UNTIL" 
"BEGIN" 
XT Ell tzXTE11.241; 
YTII)l2YTE11-2411 
ZT(111sZ1E(I-241$ 
"END"$ 
"FOR" I1a25 "STEP" 2 "UNTIL' 
"BEGIN" 
MAta(I-1)/2; 
XTTII-22)1aX(1+(MA*(NN*2))1 
XTT11-21): 1X15+(MA*(UN*2))) 
YTT (I. 22) tzY 11+(MA*(NN*2)) ) 
YTT(I-21)tzY(5+(MA*(NN*2))3 
ZTT(i-223 $ZZLI+(MA*(IIN*2))) 
ZTT(I'211iaZ(5+(MA*(NN*2))j 
"END"t 
XTT(l)i=XAR(231v 
XTT(23; zXAR(2411 
YTTtll; zYAR1233$ 
YTT(213=YAR12431 
ZTT tUI WAR (233 J 
ZTT£2118ZARt24)1 
"FOR" Ilal "STEP" 
"BEGIN" 
MA*=(I-1i1 
24 "DO" 
40 "DO" 
32 "DO 
I "UNTIL" MM "DO" 
XS(I+9)1: X(3+(MA*(NN*2)))f 
YS (I+5){: Y t3+(MA*(NN*2)))f 
ZStI+5)t; Z(3+(MA*(NN*2)))i 
"END"; 
"FOR' Ital "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 5 "DD" 
"BEGIN" 
XSCISt: X$EEI)) 
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YS CII i=YSE t11 1 
ZS tI1 ts1SE III I 
"ENO"i 
"FOR" list "STEP" I "UNTIL" 22 
"BEGIN" 
XSC t1, I) i: XS tII i 
YSC 11011 : =YS Ell 1 
ZSCt1ºI)8sZSIIII 
"END"$ 
"FOR" list "STEP" I "UNTIL" 40 
"BEGIN" 
XTC 11,11 I=XT Ell I 
YTC t1, III =YT Ell i 
ZTCtlº1)t=ZTtllI 
"END "i 
"FOR" list "STEP" I "UNTIL" 24 
"BEGIN" 
XARC 11,11 i: XAR tAl f 
YARC 110 II i: VAR Ell I 
ZARC (1, II i: ZAR III i 
"END"i 
"FOR" Ii=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 10 
"BEGIN" 
XTTC Cl, IIIaXTT III I 
YTTC (1,11 isYTT (II 1 
i ZTTC11,11i: ZTTEll 
"END"; 
"FOR" list "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 5 
"BEGIN" 
XS III isxS t1l "xPC (1,11 i 
YS III i: YS t II "YPC (1,11 1 
ZSI13isZ5III"Z PC 11.13I 
"END"i 
"FOR" Ii=6 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 22 
"BEGIN" 
XS (II isXS tII. XPC t1, I-SI t 
VS CI)lays tII'YPC(1º1-0511 
ZS EI) 1=1S III. ZPC I1,1-051 i 
"END"; 
"FOR" list "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" 34 
"FOR" Jima "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 1 
"BEGIN" 
MA: =(I+13/2i 
XT CI+Jli: XTCI+J]-XPCt1, MAII 
VT II+J1tsYTtI+J1-YPCt1ºMAI I 
ZT tI+JI i ZT EI+J1"ZPC (1, MAI I 
"END"I 
"DO" 
"()On 
"DO" 
"DO" 
"00" 
"DO" 
"DO" 
"DO" 
"FOR" Iizl "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" 24 "D0" 
"FOR" J1=0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 1 "DO" 
"BEGIN" 
MA=z(I+1)/2) 
XAR (I+JI :: XAR II+JJ-XPC (I, MA1 = 
VAR tI+JJ * YAR (I+J1"YPC (l, MA]; 
ZAR tI+JI i=ZAR (I+J1"ZPC (l, MA1 f 
"END"i 
"FOR" Itz1 "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" 10 "DO" 
"FOR" Ji=tC "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 1 "00" 
"BEGIN" 
MAiz(I+1)/2+111 
i 
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XTT II+JI:: XTT tI+J1-XPC tit MAI l 
YTTtI+J1==YTTtI+J1"YPCIto, MA1I 
ZTTtI+J1t=ZTTII+J1-ZPCtI, MA1i 
"END") 
"FOR" Ii=1 'STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM$1 "D0" 
"9EGIN" 
ECx (i, I1 s=OU 
ECZtit I1=: ECCIII; 
"END"i 
Ptt=3.14I6929' 
"FOR" Fist "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" FF+1 "DO" 
-"FOR" I: *t "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" MM 
"DO" 
"BEGIN" 
ALPMA$: APC(F. I1"APCIl, II1 
8ETA: sBPC IFr I1-bPC (1. I1 ) 
GAMMA12GPCIF, IIaGPCIl, 11) 
ANGLE(CX, CYrCZfCR0. SR0, ALPMA, BETA, GAMMA, PI)i 
TRAN(C, CX, CY, CZ, CRO, SRO)I 
"IF" Ist "THEN" 
"BEGIN" 
ECx(F", I) 2sCtit11*ECXtU, 11+C12,11*ECY+C (3.11 
ECZ(F, IIISC11,31*ECX(I*II+C (2.31"ECY+CI3,31 
XXX (F'11 lsC 11,11 *(XXX t1,1)-XPC (lr ll)+C (2#11 
+C (3,11 * (ZZZ (1,11-ZPC (1,11 )+XPC tFr 11 J 
*ECZI1tIII 
*ECZEIPIII 
*CYYY [1I 1)-YPC [1#11 ) 
YYY IFr 1) ist t1r21 * (XXX I1º1). XPC tI, 11)+C (2,21 * CYYY I1,11-YPC 11,11 ) 
+C t3r21*(ZZZI1º1]"ZPC I1r11)+YPC IFr11 i 
ZZZ CF* Ill =C 11#33 * (XXX I1,11-XPC [It 11 )+C 12#33 * (YYY t 1,1) %YPC EI, 13 
+Ct3º31*(ZZZI1º1)'ZPCIlr11)+ZPCIFrii; 
"FOR" J* 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 5 "DO" 
"BEGIN" 
X5C IFºJ) $sC I1r 1) *XS W1 tC t2r 11 *YS IJ)+C t3r 11 *ZS tJ1+XPC IP, I1 f 
YSC IFrJ1 tsC I1 r21 *XS IJ1 +C t2,2) *YS IJ1 +C t3r21 *ZS IJ1 +YPC (Fe I] T 
ZSC IFºJ) t: C itr31 *XS IJ) tC 12,31 *YS tJ1+C t3,3] *ZS IJ1 +ZPC If r 11 J 
"END"t 
"END"; 
XSC IF, 1+51 i=C I1º 11 *XS II+51 +C (2,11 AYS tI+51 tC We 1] *ZS C1+51 +XPC (Fr 11 f 
YSC IF, 1+51 $=C I1r21 *XS (1+51 +C t2,2) *YS fI+5) +C (3,21 *ZS tI+51+YPC (F r I1 i 
ZSC IFr 1+51 1XC (3,3) *X3 I1+51 +C t2, J] "YS tI+51 +C (3,31 *ZS II+51 +ZPC IF, i] 1 
MA==(I*2)-21 
"FOR" Jts1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2 "D0" 
"BEGIN" 
It 
XTC (F, MA+J) t*C I1º 11 *XT IMA+JI +C (2,1l *YT (MA+J1 +C (J, 1l *ZT IMA+J1 +XPC [Fill; 
YTC (FºMA+J1 iaC t1º23 *XT (MA+JI +C [2#21 *YT IMA+J1 sC (3#21 *ZT (MA+JI +YPC (F, I I; 
ZTC IFºMA+JI iaC 11#31 *XT IMA+JI +C E2131 *YT (MA+J1 +C (3o 31 *ZT IMA+J1 +ZPC (F, III 
"IF" I413 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" 
XARC (F, MA+J1 2=C 11,11 *XAR (MA+J1 +C t2,11 *YAR LMA+J1 +C (3,11 *ZAR (MA+JI + 
XPC(FºI]I 
YARC (FºMA+J1 iar. I1º21 *XAR (MA+JI +C (2,21 *YAR tMA+JI +C (3,21 *ZAR (MA+J) + 
YPCIFvlII 
ZARC IFº MA+JI i=C I1º 3I *XAR (MA+J1 +C (2,31 *YAR (MA+J1 +C (3#31 *ZAR (MA+JI + 
ZPC(Fill I 
"ENO"; 
'IF' I'll "THEN" 
"BEGIN" 
MBia(I*2)"201 
"IF" 1<17 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" 
XTTC LF, MB+J) isC U. 1) *XTT 1M5+J1 *C (2,1) *YTT IMB+J1 +C 13,11 *ZTT CMB+J) 
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473 +XPC(F, I)1 
474 YTTC(FºMß+J)i; C(1º2)*XTT(Mß+JI+C(2,2)*YTT[MB+J3 +C (3,23*ZTTtM9+J) 
475 +YPC(F, I)i 
476 ZTTC tF, MB+J) t=C [1º33 *XTT tMB+J) $C (2,3) *YTT tMB+J) tC (3,3) *ZTT (MU+J) 
477 +ZPC(F, 133 
478 "END"l 
479 "END"; 
480 "END"I 
481 ECX(FºI+1) t: C(1º1)*ECX(l, Ir1)+C(3,11*ECZt1, I$11; 
482 [3fU31i 
483 "END"i 
484 "FOR" Fsa2 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" FF+1 "DO" 
485 "FOR" I8: 35 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 40 "DO" 
486 "BEGIN" 
487 XTC(FºIl i=XTCt1ºI)J 
488 YTC[FºI)t=YTCt1ºI)i 
489 ZTCtF, I31wZTCtlºI)i 
490 "END"; 
491 P1slt 
492 STORELIST(63, P, XLIST)1 
493 P$. MM*NN*2+11 
494 STORELIST(63, PºYLIST)1 
495 PIsMM*NN*4+1; 
496 STORELIST(63, P, ZLIST)1 
497 PI&MM*NN*6+1f 
498 STORELIST(64ºPºXOLIST)$ 
. 499 PtsMM*NN*6+MM*2+1i 500 STORELIST(64, P, YBLIST)f 
501 P8: MM*NN*6+Mtt*4+1f 
502 3TORELIST(64, P, ZBLIST)1 
503 P1sMM*NN*6+MM*6+1i 
504 STORELIST(65, P, XPLI3T)1 
505 Pss[MM*6)*(NN+%)+(FF+1)*((MM+1)*1)+1I 
506 STORLLIST(65ºPºYPLIST)l 
507 P12(MM*6)*(NN+1)+(FF+1)*((MM+1)*2)+li 
508 STORELIST(65, P, ZPLIST)l 
509 Pla(MM*6)*(NN+1)+(FF+1)*((MM+1)*3)+11 
510 STORELIST(65, P, APLIST)l 
511 Pia(MM*6)*(NN+1)+(FF+1)*((MM+1)*4)+1! 
512 STORELIST(65, P, BPLIST)1 
513 P=s(MM*6)*(NN+1)+(FF+1)*((MM+1)*5)+1º 
514 STORELIST(65, P, (PLIST); 
515 PJs(MM*6)*(NM+4)+(FF+1)*((MM+1)*6)+11 
516 STOMELIST(66, P, XSLIST)l 
517 P3a(MM*6)*(NN+1)+(FF+1)*((MM+1)*6+22)+1J 
518 STORCLIST(66, P, YSLIST)I 
519 Pss(MM*6)*(NN+1)+trF+1)*((MM+1)*6+44)+17 
520 STORELIST(68, P, ZSLIST)1 
521 P1s(MM*6)*(NN+1)+(FF+1)*((MM+1)*6+66)+1; 
522 STORELIST(67, P, XTLIST)1 
523 Pss(MM*6)*(NN+1)+(FF+1)*((MM+1)*6+66+40)+1; 
524 STORELIST(66, P, YTLIST)f 
525 Pts(MM*6)*(NN+1)+(FF+1)*((MM+1)*6+66+80)+I; 
526 STORELIST(67, P, ZTLIST)1 
527 Pts(MM*6)*(NN+1)+(FF+1)*((MM+1)*6+66+120)+11 
528 STORELIST(68, P, XAkLIST)1 
529 Pis(MM*6)*(NN+I)+(FF+1)*((MM+1)*6+66+120+24)+1; 
530 STORELIST(68, P, YARLIST)) 
531 Pts(MM*6)*(NN+1)+(FF+1)*((MM+1)*6+66+120+48)+1, 
, GOL, m6o VERSION 411 LEVEL 07 
AT PSR 0433 XXALGOL 
532 STORELIST(68, P, ZARLIST)I 
533 Pis(MM*6)*(NN+1)+(FF+1)*((MM+1)*6+66+120+72)t1; 
534 STORELIST(69, P, XTTLIST); 
535 Pia(MM*6)*(NNII)t(FF+1)*((MMt1)*6+66+120+72+10)t1i 
536 STORELIST(69, P, YTTLIST)1 
537 Pts(MM*6)*(NN+1)+(FF+1)*((MMt1)*6t66+120+72+20)+17 
538 STORELISTCS9, P, ZTTLIST)J 
539 Pia(11M*6)*(VN+1)t(FF+1)*((MMt1)*6+66+120,72+30)+1T 
540 STORELIST(65, P, EXLIST)1 
541 P$s(MM*6)*(NN*1)+(FF+1)*((MM+1)*7+66+120+72sJ0)+1; 
542 STORULIST(65, P, EZLIST)f 
543 Pts(MM*6)*tNN+I)+(FF+1)*((MM+1)*8+66t120+72+30)+17 
544 STORELIST(71, P, XXLIST)S 
545 Pis(MM*6)*(NN+1)t(FF+1)*((MM+1)*8+66t120+72+30+1)+li 
546 STORELIST(71, P, YYLIST)i 
547 Pis(MM*6)*(NN+1)+(FFt1)*((MM+1)*8+66,120+72+30+2)+11 
548 STORELIST(71, P, ZZLIST)i 
549 OUTPUT(61, "("2/0)")f 
550 OUTARRAY(61, XSC)f 
551 OUTPUT(bl, "("2/4)")1 
552 OUTARRAY(61, YSC)l 
553 OUTPUT(bl, "("2/")")3 
554 OUTARRAY(61, ZSC)i 
555 OUTPUT(61, "("2/")")! 
556 OUTARRAY(61, XIC)7 
557 OUTPUT(61, "("2/")")1 
558 OUTARRAY(61, YTC)) 
559 OUTPUT(61, "("2/")")i 
500 OUTARRAY(61, ZTC)J 
561 OUTPUT(61r"("2/")")! 
562 OUTARRAY(61, XARC)J 
563 OUTPUT(61r0("2/")")i 
564 OUTARRAY(61, YARC)I 
565 OUTPUT(61r"("2/")")1 
566 OUTARRAY(61, ZARC)l 
567 OUTPUT(61, "("2/")")'1 
568 OUTARRAY(61, XTTC)l 
559 OUTPUT(61. "("2/")")1 
570 OUTARRAY(61, YTTC)i 
571 OUTPUT(61, "("2/")")i 
572 OUTARRAY(61, ZTTC)) 
573 'END"; 
574 "END"I 
CM ANNE L, 60aINPUT, P80 
CMANNELr61=0UTPUT, P1J6, Pp60 
CHANNELr63: PLOP, WsLIU2 
CHANNEL, 64: PLOP, WrL34 
CHANNEL. 65=PLOPrnrL9U 
CHANNELr66: PLOPsW, L110 
CHANNELr67: PLOPrWrL20d 
CHANNELr68: PLOP, W, L120 
CMANNELr69=PLOP, WrL50 
CHANNELr712PLOP, W, Lb 
APPENDIX 3. 
The Data Input Into The Program MJJ3. 
This computer program accepts data for the three- 
dimensional geometry of the spine. Co-ordinate data 
must be specified for all the steps of movement for the 
primary nodes which define the position and orientation 
of the vertebral bodies. The secondary nodes need only 
to be defined for the initial position, the co-ordinates 
for the deformed positions are calculated within the 
program. 
The program is set up to handle the data for the 
'structural analysis program MJJ1 and the data generating 
programs for the APEX package MJJ2 and MJJ4. This is 
not a general program, it is set up to accept data in 
a specific order and cannot be readily changed for 
different types of mathematical model. 
Described below is the sequence in which the data 
must be input into the program on card. 
MM specifies the number of vertebrae, typically 17. 
NN specifies the number of bar links between the 
vertebrae, typically 7. 
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FF specifies the number of incremental steps in 
the movement, typically between 1 and 4. 
The spatial axes are orientated so that the Y-axis 
points vertically upwards, the Z-axis is in the direction 
Posterior-Anterior' and the X-axis is positioned laterally 
as shown below: 
z 
X 
The first arrays input the co-ordinates of the 
spinous processes of the vertebrae C3 - C7. XSE, YSE 
and ZSE are of a field length of 5 and relate to the 
X, Y and Z axes respectively. 
The arrays XTE, YTE and ZTE are of length 16 and 
hold the co-ordinates for the base of the transverse 
processes and for corresponding points on the sacrum 
for the vertebrae L1 - S3. The points are specified as 
first one side of the spine then the other, then again 
for the next vertebra and so on. Typically the X-axis 
positive side is first. 
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The arrays XAR, YAR and ZAR hold the co-ordinates 
for the angles of the ribs 1-12. Each has a field length 
of 24, the order in which they are input is similar to 
above. 
The arrays X, Y and Z hold the main body of co- 
ordinates for the secondary nodes in their initial 
position. They are specified in the following order: 
(a) The values for the tips of the first trans- 
verse processes (X-axis positive), for the 
superior and inferior vertebrae, this 
corresponds to the TP elements of the 
structural analysis. 
(b) The superior and inferior values for the tips 
of the spinous processes of the superior and 
inferior vertebrae, corresponds to the SP 
elements. 
(c) The superior and inferior values for the 
second transverse processes (sup. and inf. 
vertebrae). 
(d) The values for the first articular facets 
for the superior and inferior vertebrae. This 
corresponds to the AF elements. 
(e) The second set of values for the second set 
of articular facets. 
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(f) The first set of values for-the link joining 
the base of the spinous process of the 
superior vertebra to the lamina of the 
inferior, this corresponds to the RT elements. 
(g) The second set-of values for the other link 
is specified. 
When this is complete for the first vertebra, the 
data is continued for the second and so on down to S1. 
The co-ordinates for some of the points are repeated 
in the levels for adjacent vertebrae, e. g. the points 
for the transverse processes will first be specified as 
the inferior co-ordinate of the link from the upper 
vertebra, for the next vertebra it will be written as 
the superior co-ordinate and so on. This also applies 
for the spinous processes. The reason for this is that 
one point is located and this acts both as an origin 
and insertion for the links above and below. 
The arrays XB, YB and ZB hold the co-ordinate 
values for the superior and inferior ends of the beam 
element connecting the vertebrae from Tl - S1. Typically 
the points are positioned in the centre of the vertebral 
endplate. 
The arrays XPC, YPC, ZPC, APC, BPC, GPC hold the 
values for the position and orientation of the primary 
A 
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nodes for the vertebrae T1- S1. APC, BPC and GPC are 
the rotational angles about the X, Y and Z axes 
respectively and are specified in radians. These 
values are input for the initial position first and then 
for the next increment of movement and so on. 
The value ECY stores the Y-axis distance from the 
primary node of the first thoracic vertebra to the centre 
of mass of the head. 
The vector ECC holds the values for the eccentricity 
of the masses assigned to each vertebra T1 - L5 and the 
head. The distance is measured in the Z-axis direction 
from the centre of mass of the segment to the primary 
node of the vertebra [151]. The eccentricity of the 
head, which is read in first, is specified as the distance, 
in the Z direction, from the centre of mass for the head 
to the primary node of the first thoracic vertebra. 
The values XXX, YYY and ZZZ are the co-ordinates 
of the pivot point positioned on the superior endplate 
of the first thoracic vertebra around which the moments 
for the mass of the head are calculated. It is around 
this point that the muscles must balance the mass moment 
generated. The head is positioned in space relative to 
the position and orientation of the first thoracic 
vertebra. 
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APPENDIX 4. 
The Material Properties Of The Bar And Beam Elements. 
The material properties for the bar and beam 
elements which are used in the structural analysis of 
the spine are listed here. The stiffnesses for the 
beam elements, which are derived from Schultz et al [84], 
are modified to account for the difference in height of 
the discs which may exist between their model and the 
one described in this work. 
The Bar Elements. 
To represent the SP links joining the spinous 
processes of the vertebrae: 
The values vary linearly from T1 to L5,4.9 - 9.7 N/mm. 
To represent the TP links joining the tips of the 
transverse processes of the vertebrae: 
The values vary linearly from T1 to L5,9.8 - 19.6 N/mm. 
To represent the RT links joining the base of the 
spinous process of the superior vertebrae to the laminae 
of the inferior-vertebrae: 
The values vary linearly from T1 to L5,14.7 - 24.5 N/rim. 
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To represent the AF links joining the articular 
facets of the vertebrae, these also take into account 
the kinematic constraints of the facets and are 
orientated in an Ant. -Post. direction in the thoracic 
region changing to a lateral orientation in the lumbar 
region: 
The values are constant for all vertebrae, 49 N/mm. 
The Beam Elements. 
The stiffness for the beam elements are derived 
for thick beams, as described in Przemieniecki [172]. 
K1= EA/AL The axial stiffness of the beam. N/nun. 
K2 = GJ/L The torsional stiffness of the beam. Nmm/rad. 
K3 = 12EI The shear stiffness of the beam. N/mm. 
(1+(P) L3 
K4 = 6EI 
U+f) L2 
K5 = (4+(D)EI The bending stiffness for both lateral 
(1+f)L 
and forward flexion. Nmm/rad. 
K6 = (2-')EI 
(1+0)L 
where 0= 12EI 
GAL2 
The symbols At E, G, It J and L take on their usual 
significance. 
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Vertebra K1 K2 K3 K4 K5 K6 
T1 773 22073 671 1341 21402 -16038 
T2 811 20274 739 1630 28920 -21577 
T3 883 23544 818 1806 37853 -29727 
T4 906 25898 809 1985 47134 -37208 
T5 881 27825 777 2096 50806 -39277 
T6 1413 47088 1272 2495 80251 -70271 
T7 1472 58860 1400 2747 98101 -87112 
T8 1655 66218 1469 28823 119899 -108370 
T9 1153 53791 1080 3177 88114 -69052 
T10 1365 63676 1292 3487 110465 -91288 
T11 1390 74120 1033 3648 93999 -67738 
T12 1745 96946 986 4112 87626 -52673 
L1 1427 107018 800 4314 83924 -36472 
L2 1678 134201 942 4618 94673 -48491 
L3 1561 124886 865 4877 90724 -34640 
L4 1672 131369 928 5233 84665 -24488 
L5 1783 145911 1299 6052 82291 -24793 
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APPENDIX 5. 
Additional' X-Ray' Data. 
Immediately prior to the completion of this series 
of studies additional X-ray data were obtained from the 
University of Vermont [175]. These data are probably 
comparable to the best currently available in accuracy, 
but still are insufficient to fully test the computer 
simulation presented here. 
Stereo photogrammetry is used to measure the spatial 
co-ordinates of points on the vertebrae. A carefully 
calibrated jig is also used to obtain accurate origin 
and reference points. A computer is used to compare the 
two X-ray films and give the accurate spatial co-ordinates. 
The accuracy of the results is better than ±lmm for a 
number of distinct landmarks on the vertebrae. 
However, the major shortcoming of the data was 
that it was restricted to the lumbar region alone, 
specifically Ll - L4. The points on the vertebrae which 
were measured included the following: 
(a) The centre of the superior vertebral body 
endplate. 
(b) The centre of the inferior vertebral body 
endplate. 
(c) The centroid of the vertebral body. 
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(d) The tip of the spinous process. 
(e) & (f) The tips of the transverse processes. 
All these points were measured for all the deflected 
positions. 
Three movements were studied using three subjects. 
They are as follows: 
(i) Lateral Bending. 
The positions measured were for the neutral 
initial position, extreme left, middle left, 
middle right and extreme right lateral flexion. 
(ii) Axial Rotation. 
Similar to above the positions measured were 
neutral, extreme left, medium left, medium 
right and extreme right axial rotation. 
(iii) Forward Flexion. 
The initial upright and four further increments 
of forward flexion were measured. The maximum 
total flexion was approx. 300 at Tl. 
For the inclusion into the critical structural 
analysis of the spine a further 8 points per vertebra 
are required (see Chapter 10.2. ). These would be for 
the articular facets and points on the laminae and at 
the base of the spinous process. For. use in the linear 
programming section still further points are 
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required but these do not require the same degree of 
accuracy. 
The structural analysis program is designed to 
accept data for any number of vertebrae provided that a 
fixed base is also. included. Thus a requirement is to 
include the co-ordinates of some of the points on Sl, 
any co-ordinate movement of the fixed base between 
incremental positions can therefore be removed from the 
data for the movable points. The data, which stop at 
L4, cannot be easily analysed with the structural 
analysis program in its present state. Obtaining the 
applied force required to hold the spine in a deformed 
position against the action of the passive elastic elements 
can only be done for L1 - L3 and a severe anomaly would 
occur for the L4 - L5 interconnection. 
With a degree of modification the knowledge of the 
intervertebral reactions in the deformed position of 
only a section of the spine can be included into the 
linear programming. 
If points had been included for L5 and S1, it 
may have been possible to gain results which would have 
shown more clearly the requirements for the complete 
functioning of the model of the static spine described 
in Chapters 9 and 10. 
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